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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

WASHINGTON, D. C.

-----------------------------

Wednesday, September 10, 1941.

The Advisory Cotmnittee met at 10:30 o'clock a. m., in

room 147-B, Supreme Court Building, Washington, D. C.,

Arthur T. Vanderbilt presiding.

Present: Arthur T. Vanderbilt, Chairman; J~mes J.

Robinson, Reporter; Alexander Holtzoff, Secretary; George

James Burke, Federick E. Crane, Gordon Dean, George H. Dession,

Sheldon Glueck, George Z. Medalie, Lester B. Orfield,

Murray Seasongood, J. 0. Seth, Herbert Wechsler, G. Aaron

Youngquist, George F. Longsdorf.

The Chairman. Rule 36.

RULE 36

The Chairman. That parallels Rule 36 of the Civil Rules.

Mr. Robinson. Yes. It has to do with admission of facts

and genuineness of documents. The present federal law has no

provision on( this subject.

The idea of the rule, so far as criminal cases are

concerned, is the iiea of allowing parties to request admis-

sions of facts and genuineness of documents. The idea is that

if It can be worked into the criminal procedure it would tend

to simplify that procedure. The proposed rule protects the

party toward whom the request is directed where that matter is

privileged against disclosure. For instance, in lines 11, 12,
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and 13 the effort was made to obtain that protection.

Beginning at line 9:

"Each of the matters of which an admission is

requested, except matters which are privileged against

disclosure by the Constitution or laws of the United

States, shall be deemed admitted unless --

And then we go on to a clause which I am sure is subject to

question as to what shall be done if the parties refuse the

admission.

Beginning with line 12:

"--shall be deemed admitted unless, within a

period designated in the request, not less than ten

days after service thereof or within such further time

as the court may allow on motion and notice, the party

to whom the request is directed serves upon the party

requesting the admission a sworn statement either denying

specifically the matters of which an admission is

requested or setting forth in detail the reasons why

he cannot truthfully or should not as a matter of privi-

lege or of legal right either admit or deny those matters."

Then the last clause (b) provides that this admission

shall have effect only for the purpose of the pending action

and canxiot be used as an admission for any other purpose or

for any other proceeding.

The main difference from the civil rules is in lines 17,

18, and 19, which I have just read, providing that the party

may refuse such an admission on the ground that he should not

as a matter of privilege or of legal right make any such

admission.
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by whom the trial shall be held if the jury trial is waived.

You know that in some states it provides specifically that

trial shall be by the judge. In others it is that the trial

shall be by a judge except in certain cases, and in those

shall be three judges.

I am not insisting on this or moving it, but I am suggesting

that the reporter could put in a specific provision of one sort

or another to that effect.

There is a Pennsylvania case which held that although, as

far as the situation was concerned, the jury might be waived,

there was no statutory provision for the trial by any tribunal

without a jury. Therefore the waiver was effective, but no

tribunal was provided to try the case. We may as well take

care of a situation of that sort by mentioning the tribunal.

The Chairman. Aren't there some decisions in the civil

cases which hold that a waiver of a jury trial thereby consti-

tutes the judge as referee?

Mr. Holtzoff. That is in civil cases.

The Chairman. Of course, that does not apply here.

Mr. Holtzoff. No. It does not now apply in civil cases.

Mr. Seasongood. Is it permissible to discuss (a)?

The Chairman. Under Rule 39?

Mr. seasongood. Yes.

The Chairman. Certainly.

3 Mr. Seasongood. I want to call attention towards recog-

nizing the statutes of the United States. There is the question

of the cormient on the failure of the accused to testify.

There is a statute of the United States which specifically

says that in a trial by tndictment, information or complaint
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that there may be statutes where you get the trial by jury

where you would not have it under the Constitution.

Mr. Holtzoff. I cannot conceive of any such case.

Mr. Wechsler. There are none.

Mr. Crane. Well, suppose there is no statute. What is

the harm of having it in because you would not make any rule

that would supersede an Act of Congress.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, we can.

Mr. Crane. Yes, after they pass these.

Mr. Longsdorf. There is another aspect that I have in

mind. I may be a bit technical about it, but it seems to me

that when the law of Congress provides that a trial shall be

before a jury it to some extent refers to the Constitution

of the tribunal, not merely to the procedure before that

tribunal.

5 Now, can we go beyond the procedure to the extent of

taking in the constitution of the tribunal before whom the

procedure is had? If that is too technical-, just let it pass,

but I wanted to raise the question. Maybe that is the reason

why this language is incorporated.

Mr. Youngquist. I suppose we could do that, because after

all that is a part of our practice, isn't it? The procedure

is the practice. The constitution of the tribunal may have

to be a part of the practice.

Mr. Longsdorf. But as I said, it may be considered very

technical.

Mr. Seasongood. Perhaps it is enough to callthis to the

attention of the reporter, but it seems to me to present a

very serious problem.
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Mr. Youngquist. Maybe it may help if in the construing

of these rules the courts are admonished by the Supreme Court

not to have any intention of going beyond what probably they

might.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think the words "recognized by a statute"

should go out.

Mr. Crane. I think the word "preserved" should go out.

Mr. Glueck. It says "shall be preserved" as though we

were legislating on the Constitution.

Mr. Wechsler. People may say that "It was fine what you

did about preserving the Constitution."

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it has a good moral effect.

Mr. Crane. Then why not put in the constitutional language

if you are going to do that?

Mr. Medalie. I do not think we should patronize the

Constitution.

Mr. Dean. Another possibility is to put in another rule

and call it "Trial by Jury." After the first clause where the

right of trial by jury is declared and "that the Constitution

shall be preserved inviolate and that the defendant may prior

to or during the course of the trial waive a jury trial," with

a specific clause.

The Chairman. I think the reporter has the point of view

of the committee.

Mr. Medalie. I cannot get quite reconciled to the idea

of voicing our approval of the Constitution. I do not think

it requires our approval, and I think we are presumptuous in

saying it.

The Chairman. I would agree with you if I had not
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Mr. Medalle. It is almost universal.

Mr. Crane. That is the reason why it is bad.

Mr. Medalle. The defendant may move that the indictment

be dismissed; otherwise in a month it goes on for trial.

Mr. Crane. The reason why I say this is that there are

many delays and I never could see why the court should not

control its criminal calendar the same as it does with its

civil calendar. It does control the civil calendar and gets

the attorneys to trial and often they are more important than

many criminal cases which are to be tried and involve huge

sums of money. We have the civil calendar cont-rolled b L -he

Court becausi we are accustomed to it. Sometimes the courts

are quite arbitrary in exercisIng their power over that

calendar. They make the attorney general and the corporation

counsels 'in our great cities with nillions of dollars at stake

get there and try their cases or show a cause as to why they

are not ready for trial.

When you come to criminal cases a defendant has nothing to

say about it except to conie in and move to dismiss, but it is

a healthy thing in my opini-on in criminal cases to h)ave the

court control the calendar and find out why a case is aot

tried by the prosecutor, or find out whether the delay is

caused by the defendant.

Why shouldn't it be done? Of course, I am not saying this

about federal courts because I am not as familiar with them.

Further, I understand that there are certain reasons why

a witness is not ready, and it may not be nece5sary to disclose

that. I thn.in the courts hav- re cognlzcsd that. I am nOt stating

thi and, asking you to adopt Lt because it can be remedied right
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away, but personally I could never see why the court should

not control the calendar in criminal cases.

Now, I did it myself when I was holding criminal court in

New York, and it so happened that the district attorney was a

good friend of mine and we adopted that practice. The result

was that every indictment was dismissed in open court and the

court took the responsibility for it and not leave it with

the district attorney. Then you adopt that calendar practice

and the court has the responsibility rather than the district

attorney. You put it in the hands of the court and then he is

to blame for the delays. Then there will not be so many improper

reasons for the delays, and most reasons are improper.

It relieves the district attorney of a great responsibility

by giving the court control over this calendar. The court can

then find out why cases are not tried and if they are not going

to be brought to trial they can dismiss them.

It relieves the prosecuting attorney of a great deal of

responsibility. That is the reason why I would think that would

be best because it would give the court some control outside of

the mere motion to dismiss. Anyhow,they are never dismissed.

Mr. Medalie. You are just about wrecking the antitrust

division, Judge.

Mr. Wechsler. The motion to dismiss is available only in

the case of a defendant who has counsel, anyhow. I think we

must be careful not to proceed on the assumption that the greet

bulk of the defendants in criminal courts are represented by

able counsel. Most of them are not represented by counsel at

all. Of those who are represented by counsel most of them are

not represented by able or industrious counsel for the simple
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reason that lawyers, like everybody else, have to live, and

because of the fact that in most of these cases there are no

fees.

I know of at least one case in the federal courts not far

from Washington where there is now a man who has been in a

detention place for 11 months. The reason why he has been

there is because the United States Attorney has no desire to

bring the case to trial. He has no lawyer or anybody else who

understands that there must be a motion to dismiss.

I think it would be a great improvement to provide some

method for remedying situations like that.

Mr. Medalie. There is only one way to remedy a situation

like that and that is to have your calendar of cases. So far

as the district attorneys are concerned, I mean district

attorneys who want to get them out of the detention room and

clean up the jail calendar. I think that it can be done.

Mr. Youngquist. We have a statute in Minnesota which

requires that criminal cases where the defendant is in jail

shall be tried first.

Mr. Crane. We have that, too.

Mr. Youngquist. When I was prosecuting attorney out in

the country, there the court took charge of the entire calendar,

criminal as well as civil; but he always gave particular con-

sideration to the wishes of the prosecuting attorney in setting

the criminal calendar, because the prosecuting attorney had so

many cases to try that they would do it in that way.

I do not see that the government would be in any danger

in having the same rules apply as to the calendars for criminal

cases as in civil cases.
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Mr. Crane. How about bail cases? I am not speaking about

the Federal Government but the state government for the reasons

that I have stated. I do not know about the Federal Government,

but I do know that some of these bail cases are very bad indeed,

and some of them were held up for years and just lost sight of.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think that is true of the United

States Attorneys office.

Mr. Crane. No, I do not think so. I said that, but

from the bench on the Supreme Court I held court in Kings

County and it so happened that the jail was back of the

courthouse and I went there and went from cell to cell getting

some information, and there was a man there who was never brought

to trial for nearly a year and 11 months. I notified the

Governor about the district attorney. Reasons are not important

now, but there he was.

The courts have nothing to do with these bail cases and

nothing is said about it. They are moved by the district

attorney.

I am not saying that about the federal system because I

would like to know more about it and the Attorney General's

practice. I am not advocating what I am saying for the federal

courts, but I do think that we should not go along blindly and

just go on as we have done because everything seems to be all

right and no one has questioned it.

Can't we inquire about it and see if it could not be done

on the same basis as the civil procedure where the court has

control over the calendar? Then no one is to blame except the

court.

Mr. Youngquist. I would like to ask a question. When the
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written accusation is filed, is the case automatically on the

calendar?

The Chairman. Mr. Robinson says this originates largely

from the experience of the director's office. I would like to

ask Mr. Tolman to state, if he will, what the practice is.

Mr. Tolman. I think that as a matter of fact there is a

great deal of variance with calendar practice in civil and

criminal proceedings in the district court. The difficulty

arises because of the conditions in the districts such as

Mr. Holtzoff has pointed out before. There are places where

the court is held only at stated intervals and when the judge

may be in the district for only one or two days. On the other

hand there are districts like the Southern District of New

York where the court is in session most of the time. It seems

that you require differences in calendar practice.

I think that as far as the criminal calendar is concerned

there is not any practical difficulty about arrangment. The

United States Attorneys and the judges get together and work

out a system that is most satisfactory. However, there is once

in a while some difficulty. There is some delay in jail cases.

In those instances, our office, the Administrative office,

has been cooperating with the United States Attorney and the

8 judges to work out such difficulties.

We have found out that if the United States Attorneys,

as a practical matter, control the calendars it does not cause

trouble because the judges assume that they have that inherent

power and the United States Attorneys recognize that they

have the inherent power to say what the practice shall be.

I think that though there is occasional trouble the thing
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has worked out very well.

The only thing that I think the committee could do would

be to possibly state that the control of the calendar is in

the hands of the court, as Judge Crane advocates. I think, as

a matter of practice, that the court will leave itwhere the

situation is satisfactory, in the hands of the United States

Attorney.

Mr. Glueck. I inquire whether Mr. Tolman or anyone else

in that office has avilable statistics on the point raised by

Mr. Wechsler as to the extent to which there is an unreasonable

detention in federal cases.

Mr. Tolman. I do not think we have any statistics with

regard to the time intervals.

Mr. Holtzoff. I have some information on that. There have

been some delays, I think.

I am in full accord with Mr. Wechsler that there should be

some remedy, bearing in mind the fact that the defendant is not

representedby counsel. However, my observation has been that

delays are not due to United States Attorneys. They are due to

two facts: first, the interval between the terms of court in

rural districts, and secondly the present inability to waive

a jury trial. That may be corrected by the waiver of a jury

trial.

There are some cases where the defendant wants to plead

guilty or the defendant is awaiting the grand jury.

In one or two districts we have haddelays due to the

dislike of the judge to try criminal cases. I have in mind a

judge who is nodead, bt who would pass all criminal cases

over the term, e he had a heavy civil docket. We got the
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United States Attorney in and protested because we had so many

prisoners in jail.

In any event, one of the checks we have is that the

Bureau of Prisons here in Washington keeps a check on the

federal jail population, and the Director of the Bureau of

Prisons always calls the Department's attention to a situation

where a particular prisoner is being kept in jail too long.

So I do not think you have any trouble except perhaps in

isolated cases where the United States Attorney is postponing a

case because he wants another case to be tried first; but I

think that delays--and there are many of them in jail cases--

do not grow out of this situation.

I do think the fact that subject to this inherent power

of the court, that the control of the criminal calendar should

be with the United States Attorney. The United States Attorney

parcels out his cases among his assistants. He knows when the

witnesses will be available. You will create havoc by having

the court take care of that, having the court set cases in dis-

regard of the assignment of work as between the various assis-

tants of the United States Attorney, and in disregard of the

availability of witnesses.

We had one district, and the judge is not there now, where

the court set the criminal cases. The trouble was that the

United States Attorney or his assistant could not know and if

the witness was not there on a particular date the judge

arbitrarily dismissed the case. We had all kinds of complaints

against that judge because of the way he acted in cases in con-

trolling the criminal calendar.

I do not think any evils occur from the control by the
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United States Attorney, because of the departmental super-

vision. However, I do think that the matter that Mr. Wechsler

called attention to should be taken care of, but I do not think

theremedy is in the control of the calendar by the court.

The Chairman. What about this phase of it? I know of

a manslaughter case involving the mother of our next-door

neighbor where the trial was called and where the case was

puton the calendar nine times and then each time when the

single witness to the accident from Buffalo came down the

prosecutor would adjourn it, with the result that finally the

witness said he would not come in.

Mr. Holtzoff. That does not arise in our federal system,

because in the federal system most of your cases are investi-

gated by the investigating agency, and you do not have that

kind of problem.

1r. Waite. With respect to that situation, naturally I

agree with Judge Crane that the responsibility for the pro-

cedure should be centered in the court. I do not know much

about the federal situation, but I do know that in the state

courts we find that where the responsibility is not on the

court that the actual court does not know much about what is

going on and the calendar falls down.

The court relies on tIe prosecutor and the prosecutor

perhaps relies on the court to keep the docket up, causing a

lag of cases or they forget about it and the files are lost,

and in places like Detroit there is truly a scandalous situation.

9 Now, it seems that we might properly center the responsibility

on the judge and give him the opportunity to carry out that

responsibility effectively by requiring the district attorney
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to file with the judge periodic reports of the status of every

criminal case on the docket; when the arrest occurred; when the

indictment or other accusation was filed; what the situation is,

and in the case of long overdue cases to state why it is not

up to date.

I do not know whether it would be in order at this time to

do that, and I suspect that it is out of order, but at the

present I would like to make a motion to the effect that the

reporter consider a section requiring such reports from the

district attorrwy.

Nr. ýeasongood. i would like to make a motion, to bring

the matter to an immediate head or at !east to present somIething.

T move that we wl.Ite into Rule 40:

"All. p-nding criminal proc-edings shall be placed

upon the calendar and precedence shall be g'iven to

criminal proceedings."

The Chairman. Aren't we up against the practical diffi-

culty that in many districts where there are more than one

judge that one wlill work on the civil calendar arid oae will

work on the criminal calendar, and 11 would aise havoc if they

were coiaptlle6 to defer the civil list and the equit_ list anid

the adiiralty list until all .i..ainal work was dILsposed ofe

Mr. Seasongood. If you say tat one judge. is wor-kin on

cr.Liinal cas(s that would not affecct the civil cases at all,

Would it'?

The Chairman. It would as you stabed it.

MI-?. 3easoagood. WiLth he two judges, for exaleý?

The Chairman. Yes, as you stated it, because it would

call for all criminal matter's to be disposed of before any other
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matter could be taken up.

Mr. Crane. I did. not mean that.

The Chairman. Couldn't we incoiporate Mr. Waite's idea

in it?

Mr. Crane. Yes, I think lb is a good idea. I made that

suggestion and I included jail cases, but as long as you have

the judge exercising discretion that is all right, but why

have a judge sitting in court and have nothing controlled by

him excepit the defeadant's move to dismiss and have the control

in the absolute discretion of the district attorney' I am not

saying the Attorney General, because I am not so familiar with

that.

But there in the same court the judge sits on the civil

side, in the very same court, and makes the corporation counsel

and the attorney general of the state toe the mark in civil

cases, where millions of dollars are involved, and we get

accustomed to that. There he knows all about it.

Why not that same thing in the criminal case'd Those things

are all in the open. They are a matter of record and anyone

can be heard. After all, publicity is the salvation for a lot

of our rights.

Mr. Medalie. I think that we are talking about an

imaginary evil.

The Chairman. Would you sa- that is so in a district

like mine where there was no criminal case tried for twoyears?

Mr. Medalie. Did the defendants want them tried or the

government want them tried? Or was it that the courts would

refuse to try them?
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The Chairman. There was no caee tried for two years.

Mr. Medalie. Let me say this: If we are going to draw

up rules for criminal cases, what right have we to draw up

rules with respect to civil calendars? Can we say here that

criminal cases shall have precedence over civil cases? What

do we have to say about that? Do we have anything to say

about it?

Mr. Glueck. Doesn't the Constitution guarantee a speedy

trial?

Mr. Medalie. That is an entirely different matter. We

are drawing up ru~s for criminal procedure, and if we begin

to tinker with the whole calendar of the court then we are

drawing up rules for civil and criminal procedure. I do not

think we have a right to do that.

Mr. Wechsler. The court has jurisdiction over both, and

if there is a relationship between the two, to which we call

attention, I do not think the court is going to feel that we

have exceeded our power in making suggestions involving that

situation.

Mr. Medalie. Now, let us see what happens here. In

New Jersey you say that for two years no criminal case was

tried.

The Chairman. That is what I have been told. However,

that was several years ago.

Mr. Medalie. That means that you have a man in jail for

two years. I just cannot believe it; it can't be.

The Chairman. Mr. Tolman says that he does not think that

there is a single district where that condition prevails now

or where due precedence is not given to criminal trials.
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Mr. Medalie. In a civil case either the plaintiff wants

a trial or the defendant wants a trial or neither side wants a

trial. I never heard of judges getting very much excited about

cases in which1 either side did not go to trial. The case might

have gone on the reserve calendar. That is what happens under

the practice that we have in the Southern District, where after

three tries and the court is not satisfied it puts the case

off the calendar. Nobody is affected by that except the mere

listing.

If the government does not want to try the case and the

defendant is out on bail and if he is not asking for a trial,

I do not think there is anything to get excited about unless the

government is corrupt, which is an entirely different proposi-

tion.

Mr,. Crane. I thinkthat Mr. Weite had a very good sugges-

tion and I think he should make it in the form of a motion.

Mr. Weite. I thought that it was out of order.

I move now that the reporter be requested to draft a sec-

tion requiring the district attorney to report periodically

to the court as to the status of every criminal case listed in

the court.

Mr. Glueck. In writing?

Mr. Waite. In writing.

Mr. Glueck. Would you say quarterly?

Mr. Waite. I should say that it should be accompanied by

an explanation of the reasons for what may be any undue delay.

Mr. Glueck. Do you want to say periodically, and for'

the purpose of being more specific would you say quarterly or

semi-annually?

Mr. Waite. I would leave it to the reporter to figure
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out what may be a practical time.

Mr. Wechsler. I second the motion.

Mr. Holtzoff. The Department of Justice now has a system

whereby every United States Attorney every six months sends in

an individual report of every case in his office which is

older than a certain stipulated period.

Mr. Crane. Then why not have it in the rules? Do you

have any objection?

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Medalie. Are these reports to be made public?

Certainly there may be some reason that they do not wish to

disclose.

Mr. Waite. My motion was that it should be made to the

judge in order that the judge may have the facts in order that

he might more properly carry out his responsibility. That is,

it would be a report to the senior district judge for him to

know.

Mr. Crane. It would be a court record.

Mr. Seasongood. For administrative purposes.

Mr. Crane. If it is a court record, what is the harm

in it? There cannot be, because every lawyer can go in and

read every indictment filed and find out the date, and so on.

That all is apublic record. Anybody can see your record in

court.

Mr. Medalie. As for the reasons given there may be cases

where you do not get the correct reasons because they do not

want them disclosed. The reason which would be given may be a

false reason or a diplomatic reason. We know perfectly well
that there are certain reasons why certain cases are not tried
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and which are very good reasons and which you do not want to

make public.

Mr. Wechsler. There are also reasons that are bad

reasons.

Mr. Waite. The purpose of my motion was to give the

judge information upon which to act. I take it that he can

call in the district attorney and ask him his reasons for the

purpose of finding out what the trouble is. I do not have in

mind that this is for the benefit of the defendant but for the

benefit of the judge. That is my suggestion.

Mr. Seasongood. I would like to amend the motion that

precedence shall be given to criminal proceedings. You have

it in the Court of Appeals rules. I do not see why you should

not have it here. In our district criminal proceedings are

always given precedence. If you do that you would only be

following the usual procedure.

Mr. Waite. I suggestthat you do not take this in connec-

tion with my motion because it seems to me that they are entirely

two different propositions. However, I agree with you in what

you say.

The Chairman. Are you ready for the question? That is

Mr. Weite's motion.

Mr. Glueck. May I ask a question?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Glueck. How far back in the proceeding is it contem-

plated that this report shall cover? For instance, would you

include the time between the arrest and the formal hearing?

Mr. Waite. Yes, it would cover every criminal case before

the court.
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Mr. Glueck. Every step?

Mr. Waite. If the indictment has not been filed the court

is entitled to know whether it has been and be in a position

to inquire why it has not been.

Mr. Crane. That was not my idea at all. I thought that

the court would come into the picture when there was an action

brought such as an indictment filed or, in the case of a lesser

crime, an information filed.

I am afraid that you are going beyond that. It is not

the court's power to say or to see that people are indicted,

but it is the court's power and it is the court's jurisdiction

after an indictment is filed and before the trial begins to

control that. Hrwever, I think the other matter is a responsi-

bility of the district attorney or the Attorney General as to

whether a man shall be indicted or whether he shall be prose-

cuted in some instances. 'We have to leave some of these matters

to the discretion of the district attorney.

However, when it comes to the question of an indictment

which has been filed and it is a public matter in the court,

then the court's jurisdiction begins and I thought Mr. Waite's

suggestion, at the beginning at least, was good, that it be

sufficient to make reports of all those matters pending in

court.

Mr. Waite. Don't you agree that the court is entitled to

know how many persons have been arrested?

Mr. Crane. I think that is true, but I think that should

come in in other ways by making reports, but not to the court.

That is a matter for the grand jury, and although the grand

jury is a part of the court, it is not a part of the court's duty
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to see whether or not an indictment is found; that is the

Attorney General's work or the district attorney's work. I

think that we should have ways to limit that report to the

court on those matters which the court can see and which the

court can control effectively, such as the calendar.

Mr. Medalie. I do not agree with you. One of the things

that frequently happens in federal court is that cases often

start with the United States Commissioner. A man has been

arrested and arraigned before a United States Commissioner and

no action has been taken for a long time, or the Commissioner

is holding the man for the grand jury, or the defendant is

awaiting a hearing before the eommissioner or awaiting action

before the grand jury. That man is entitled to action, and

if he does not get it he is entitled to a dismissal of the

proceeding.

Mr. Crane. That may be.

Mr. Medalie. No, that is a fact which is more important

than all this talk about the calendar, which I think exceedingly

unnecessary.

Mr. Crane. Then I withdraw my remark.

Mr. Glueck. I think that what we are really getting to--

and I think it is very important--is some sort of systematic

superintendence of the processes of criminal justice by a

neutral agency, by a judge, and if there is anything that the

entire process needs it is that. The very fact that there is

knowledge on the part of the officials all the way down the

line that there is such a person, such a body that may inter-

pose or may ask embarrassing questions, should have a very

salutary effect upon the whole thing.
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Mr. Holtzoff. The Administrative Office which has been

established two years functions largely in matters of that

respect in the federal court.

Mr. Medalie. We are dealing with a practical situation.

In the case of cases before Commissioners in which no action

is taken, or where the Commissioner has taken action and sent

the case to the grand jury and no action is taken, we should

provide for a procedure for the dismissal of the matter and

have it come before the judge for that purpose or have some

action taken. I think that is far more important than all we

are talking about with respect to calendars where each party

is able to take care of himself and where the man is not in

jail.

Mr. Crane. I withdraw my objection as to the limitation

on Mr. Waite's motion. I agree with it.

Mvr. Glueck. May I make a distinction between -he work of

the Administrative Office and the proposed wDrk of the judge?

The Administrative Office deals with processes of justice in

large, statistics and such, whereas the courts will deal with

particular district attorneys. The Judge will deal with

specific instances in his court.

Mr. Tolmia.n. The Administrative Office goes much farther

thana that, and where there is an individual instance of

injustice they try to rsooncil =t.

!ifr. Gicrack. ! rdo riot see how they can do that in indi-

vidual nases.

Mr. Tolman. They do. In very glaring instances we try

to do our best to do something about it or we report it to the

circuit couoncil in the circuit, which cortsists of the circuit
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judges. They havw a great deal of powerand control of the

district in their circuit and they can direct the district

judges to remedy any specife situatiron.

Nr. Glueck. A situatiorj'X

M1r. Tolman. Yes. They may not direct specific cases.

Mr. Creane. That Jis an idea of having it dons by admrtaLs-

trative procedure outside the courts. It should haveý been, taken

care of by the courts long ago.

The Chairman. Are you ready for the question?

Mr. Mecdalie. Do we have to draft any rule setting forth

the procedure beCore the Commissioners?

Mr. Robinson. That is taken up As a special matter, and

the next rule takes up th1e question of dismissal where there is

a delay in prosýcut.on.

The Chairman. Ar's you re:a¢!y for thc maotion?

Those In favor of it say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Those opposed.

(Mr. Ledalie said it No .")

i11r. Medalie. I wish to be recorded as saying "No" because

I think that this is a futile rule.

Lhr. Dean. I think that in discussing this question we

might get a lot of informatLon with regard to how it would

operate in a given district. For instance, a district whero

you have a single district judge and several other district

judges and how it would operate in a district where you have

only one. I wonder if we could not get any expression from

the senIor circuit judges, who meet here the latter part of

this month, and also from the Administrative Office as to what
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their real problem is.

The Chairman. Would it not facilitate the matter to get

the views of the director of the Administrative Office, who

is here, rather than bother a conference which has a very busy

calendar which musb be disposed of in less than a week?

Mr. Crane. I think, Mr. Dean, that this was just suggested

to the reporter. Anyhow, I would like to get more information.

Mr. Glueck. We may get more statistics from the Bureau

ons? of Prisoners or Department of Justice, anyhow. I agree with

Mr. Dean.

In fact, in each of these I should prefer to have extracts

related to crime surveys, statistical reports or expert opinions

than gpt suggestions made here and there by some judge or some

United States Attorney.

1115
Pende ll
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Owenris9-10-41 Mr. Robinson. Those will be in the next edition, the next

draft.

Mr. Glueck. That would be a tremendous help because then

we would have the raw material which would tell us as to the

real issues involved, the fighting issue, the evils to be reme-

died.

Mr. Robinson. We would be getting this draft rather volum-

inous.

Mr. Seasongood. I would like to move that we add to Rule

40:

"Precedence, save and except in exceptional instances,

shall be given to criminal proceedings, but where there is

more than one district judge in a division, criminal and

civil cases may be tried concurrently.`

The Chairman. Is the motion seconded?

Mr. Orfield. Second.

Mr. Youngquist. I would be afraid of that.

The Chairman. May we have it put then in the form of an

instruction to the Reporter to draft a rule embodying that pro-

vision? I think it would be well to get it before us.

Mr. Seasongood. That is perfectly agreeable to me.

The Chairman. All those in favor of the motion say aye.

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. That brings us to Rule 42, gentlemen.

Mr. Dession. Mr. Chairman, before we leave this I want to

suggest a possible rule directed to this same problem of delay.

I do not know what you will think of it but it occurs to me that

inasmuch as most of our defendants are pleading guilty and one

source of delay is the fact that in any important division of a
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district there may not be a criminal term for some months

coming up, when a man is there ready to plead guilty and wait-

ing, is there any reason why we could not provide this: If a

prisoner wants to plead guilty, wants to waive jury trial, so

the only problem now is to get him arraigned, why could not he

be taken before the court which would be in session in some

other division of that district, possibly even in the next

district, in any case the nearest court which is now in session

having a criminal term, so that he could be arraigned, plead

guilty, and start serving his time, if any, or if he is going

to be on probation, why leave him waiting in a county jail sev-

eral months simply because there is no court?

Now this has been done in England, I understand. I do

not know that it has been done in the United States. Maybe it

has somewhere.

Mr. Holtzoff. I second the motion.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, may I borrow your word

"invite" and invite Mr. Dession to inspect the system we use

in California. I do not think we can do it here, but we might

look at it. There, a plea of guilty may be interposed to the

complaint lodged before a committing magistrate, and if the

complaint is sufficient as an information, it, with the plea

of guilty, is certified to the superior court to verify the

sufficiency of the complaint as an information, and then pass

sentence on the plea of guilty.

Now, it took a great deal of trouble to get that intro-

duced in California, and I do think it is working pretty well.

The Chairman. Kr. Holtzoff suggests that the United

States Commissioners are not all up to that grade.
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Mr. Longsdorf. Oh, I know.

The Chairman. That is, practically.

Mr. Hoitzoff. That is, practically.

Mr. Longsdorf. I doubt that it can be done.

The Chairman. Why not optional, and let a judge perhaps

designate such commissioners as are willing to perform such

func ti on?

Mr. Holtzoff. It seems to me that the suggestion that a

plea of guilty could be taken in any division of the district

would solve the problem much more effectively. Except perhaps

in the month of August the judge is almost always in session

in one division or another for some time every month, and we

do have a statute which guarantees to the defendant a right to

be tried in the division in which he is indicted, but if he

wants to waive indictment or --nt to -71aic- wants to plead

guilty after he is indicted I think there ought to be a pro-

vision whereby he can be brought from one division to another,

and that would obviate a lot of delays.

Mr. Dession. I think it would.

Mr. Youngquist. I have an impression that is permissible

now. At least it is done in some districts.

Mr. THoltzoff. It is done in some districts. In one of

the districts of Georgia they have a practice which grew up

as a matter of , that no matter which division the

court is sitting in, the grand jury hears cases from all

divisions, can indict for tho whole district, and then they

distribute those indictments among the various divisions, but

the arraignments have to be made in the divisions.

Mr. Dession. That is the hitch, yes.
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Mr. Icoltzoff. Unless a defendant waives his right to be

arraigned in a particular division. Now of course the defend-

ant who is not represented by counsel does not know that he

can waive that right and he just stays in jail and waits until

the court comes to his dIvis4ion, and for that reason I think

this proposal is a very excellent one.

The Chairman. Are you ready for the motion'

(The motion was agreed to.)

Th•e Chairman. Rule 42.

Mr. Robinson. This has already been dealt with at least

in part in our discussions, iConsoli....dations; Separate Trials.,

Looking at line 8, paragraph (b), first, does that or

does it not change the present federal law?

The Chairman. I wonder why that cannot be combined with

the one we had last night.

Mr. Robinson. That is joinder of offenders. ThIs is a

matter of joinder of offences or of trials.

Mr. Dean. T think we also discussed consolidation of

separate indictments, though, did we not, under that section

last ni.ht ?

Mr. Youngqualst. Yes.

Mr. Crane. What number?

Ihe Chairman. Rules 20 and 21.

Mr. H o+.zoff. T th.ink this was consolidated and mar'e a

subparagraph under 20.

Mr. Robinson. .1ow, 20 i*s Just the joinder of defendants.

tat ould be t.he :.nforencc. WTe have another rule on the

joinder of offences, but i suTpose--

Mr. Holtzoff (interposing). Well, wouldn't it be a good.
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idea to have joinde-r of o, nces. jo-nder of Aefendants, con-

solidation o-f trials and se.ara trt on o.. trias all -n a sIngle

rule, poss bly Jdividej' t•Io r•".....phs?

Kr. obinson. e Ca s vhat I thn... would be des.r.ble,

yes. /

cr. -Toitzoff. T move M Cr.hairan

Mr. Wechsler. Seconded.

The 1hn-Irman. n. T dI s .s.s.....iON?

(The moti on was ac 'e 0 to.)

I t eChaiLrnan. Is there anyT dliscussilon on thsrulc before

C .....s ý-' to the r..ter for on

er. K-T Iaie '17:-r% do we say "nvolving - com.mon quest on

of law or fact," when we, a statute, section of Tit le

18?

Mr. TRoblnson. IT is set out there.

M •. ,e Ye. it has !hriguage Lhat ' s seasoned and

under which we hav.. opec'abed pretiy well ror almost a century.

r T. iJoltzoff. T am just wondering whether L r we do noL

UL L.la o IL 0 thu _r u1.e S LA t S u! C &; WOU.lO. QiOt, be d Me d r(,I

pealed, because these ru].es have tUhe -frect of ain r,; of

"o'niS, rIe eS

ij. T,' eda ,l e. es. hy d-o we have La reeal the saut®?

We want L" keep -t 1-Vje x Lh.. rlul e, end this s a-sofec

s u utI, tha , has woorke e r- a-nT-, .e.n.

12he Ca._u~an. it s suggesbed we use the -anguafe of 55'

ra Lb c tLha a the oae weo , ... i•O l use, in c vil,

co•uo .... es... on i . f laW <trnd ~',-reL

rwoul _ 1 ke Lo say to ir. ikedalie tha-L

evcuy jo isOV t S Ci O ,o 527 will be w.cltLen Iri whate,.ver rule
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we Aiefb, as far as that is concerned, and the plan is to go

a 1l ttl:e bit beyond some of the provisions o0 557 "with reard

to liberality oC jol ader.

TPir. Iedalln. ,el, Aave wo made it . mope libenal tn this

Rule 42?

Er. Robinson. This section 557 is set oat on your left

p~age.

Lp. i.eaalie. Yes.

Mr. obi son . in connection with several rules and this

consoli datLion of Ao rider rule :a one rule wIll mean that what-

ever prOVlisLiS of 5S7 ra rjo t takea cone ofC hcre Lin- aoe

Laken cnro of la some other rule will be brought together in

one joint or unio. m O oi, :or...... , ,, -ule

Lr. Ped•l• a. Who! toI the raLure of the language-- common

quest on of law or fActC"

Ly. RobLtson. Wall. that was just again to submit to you

the Ci vil Rule so you could see whethe' or not you thought

there was any carry-over and desired analogy to follow.

Lr. Kedalie. (Reading)

"two or morp acts or transactions connected to-

ge bher, or Cor two or more acts or transactions of the

same class of crimes or offences.'

T think that is broader than this "comnaon questioa oU

law or fact.!

M.* LongsdoPf. Yes.

The Chairman. it is understood that the rule as re-

drafted will safe.uard all of section 557.

,r. Robinson. That is right.

hr. Youngquist. Kay I ask a question of the Reporter?
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You say fwhen criminal proceedings * * * are pending. I

suppose that means criminal proceedings against a single in-

dividual or group of defendants?

Mr. Robinson. Line, please.

Mr. Glueck. The first line.

,r. Robinson. That would have to be, yes, an] will be so

stated when the rule Is drafted.

Mr. Dean. 'What is the necessity for the phrase of sec-

tion 557 which says which may be properly joined"? isn't

557 without that also a classification of what is proper to

jol n?

Mr. Robinson. It seems to me so, and certainly that

clause gives the same difficulty in interpreting this act of

1853.

Mr. Dean. I do not recall, but in reading it here, it

does not mean much to me, because then you would have to re-

sort back to a large body of case law to determine what you

mean, and what may be.

Mr. Robinson. That is right. There has been difficulty

in the case law on that.

Mr. Wechsler. There has been difficulty.

Mr. Robinson. Yes. I have observed it.

Mr. Dean. Isn't this sufficient to indicate what is

properly joinable?

Mr. Rob'nson. I think so. In other words, you are

familiar with the California statute. There is a discussifon

comparing this statute with the California statute. Roland

Perkins of Iowa made a careful study of it in the Iowa LAW

REVI1W some years ago and he pointed out that the California
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statute omits that clause and otherwise is more comprehensive

than this. We had that on the other question yesterday, too.

Mr. Dean. I suggest then if we retain 557 we might very

well consider omitting that phrase.

Mr. Robinson. That 1s what we have done.

Mr. Dean. And just use this language of the statute.

Mr. Medalie. Yes, I think we could leave that out.

The Chairman. All right.

Mr. Robinson. it sort of begs the question.

Mr. Eedalie. The definItIon is in the section.

Mr. Dean. Yes.

T`e Chairman. Go to Rule 43.

Mr. Youngquist. Does 42 (b) change the present practice

with regard to separate trials?

Mr. Robinson. That is the question i asked of Mr.

Medalie. I would like to know what your view is on that.

Mr. Medalie. W,,Tell, that is all for the benefit of the

defendant except occasionally for the benefit of the Govern-

ment when having indicted 8 people one of them has made a

perfectly legitimete bargain with the Government to be helpful,

and either not to be prosecuted or to be treated with leniency

if he becomes a witness or gives other aid. That has been

in operation all the time and nobody can ever be prejudiced

by not being tried. nor can any defendant be prejudiced when

he is tried because someone else is not tried with him,

because that other person might never have been indicted with

him, even though properly indictable.

Mr. Robinson. The question was whether this was the

present law.
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Mr. Medalie. I understand that it is.

Mr. Youngquist. I assume it to be a law, but I wanted

to make sure.

The Chairman. Akny other remarks?

Mr. Longsdorf. Before we pass 42 1 want to call at-

tention, and this is for the benefit of the Reporter, if he

needs it--I doubt that. There are consolidation statutes all

over the United States and a lot of them are very loosely

drawn, ambiguous, and the lawyers and sometimes the courts have

managed to get confused between consolidation of cases and

consolidation of trials, which leaves the two consolidated

cases separate to all intents and purposes but merely tried

together.

Now on the civil side I know that there were a lot of re-

ported cases where the courts had to straighten that thing

out. I think just a little bit of care in the choice of

words would prevent that sort of thing happening.

Mr. Robinson. In Massachusetts they handle that very

well. (Commonwealth v. McMichael.)

Mr. Longsdorf. Down in Texas they have got a consoli-

dation statute that is just tricky. The consolidation there

results in two civil cases being merged into one, and if you

did that in a federal criminal case you would amend both

indictments.

Mr. Robinson. Tlat is right.

Mr. Medalie. I would call attention again to the excel-

lent New York statute of recent vintage (1936), section 279

of the Code of Criminal iProcedure of New York, which was the

result of a study of all the existing federal and state
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statutes having the same object in view,and having the benefit

of all that experience it has worked well and nobody has found

any hole in it.

Mr. Robinson. Judge Crane used that statute very effect-

ively in the Lucciano case.

Mr. Medalie. The statute was really prepared with a view

to Lucciano.

Mr. Glueck. Now it comes out!

The Chairman. Rule 43, gentlemen.

Mr. Robinson. This question of how far we should go with

rules of evidence has been decided on the conservative side,

subject to your amendments. The reason for that is, first,

the Civil Rules as you see are quite conservative, and this

rule stays closely to the Civil Rule on the same subject.

The second reason is, as you know, the American Law

Institute is now engaged in a restatement of the law of evi-

dence, of which Mr. Morgan is reporter and therefore it will be

a good job, and I think it would be a little bit presumtuous

of us to go more far in drafting a rule on evidence until we

have the benefit of what that American Law Institute draft

will contain; so apart from that as a general statement, I do

not believe I havre anything further to say--it is just subject

to your own examination--except to call your attention to

rule 43, page 4, on the right, to recommendations that have

come in from various sources, one with regard to the exclusion

of illegally obtained evidence, and the other with regard to

comment by the court and counsel on the failure of the defendant

to take the stand.

In other words, rule 43 (a). At the end of 43 (a), for



your consideration, the proposal reads:

"Evidence shall not be excluded solely because of

the fact that in a search or a seizure or other method by

which it was obtained there was a failure due to error

made in good faith and the exercise of due care to meet

all the requirements of the law. Admissibility in each

case shall be subject to the discretion of the court. The

issue of admissIbility shall be raised and determined prior

to the trial.

Of course probably that last sentence should be amended,

"unless no previous knowledge thereof had been secured by the

defendant."

Mr. Holtzoff. I am very much afraid of that, and person-

ally I am in favor of this rule as it is now proposed, but I am

afraid that the first paragraph of page 4 might result in

Congress rejecting these rules if that paragraph were in them,

because it has been the traditional rule of the federal courts

as distinguished from many States that eVidence illegally ob-

tained is inadmissible. Justice Holmes has emphasized the

reason for that, and while there is much that is cogent that

may be said in support of the Reporter's draft, and if we were

the final arbiter, i would vote for it, i am afraid Congress

would reject these rules if this paragraph stays in.

Mr. Robinson. May I suggest for your attention that to

consider this question carefully requires discrimination between

the types of cases of illegally obtained evidence. There are

of course cases in which the violation of the rights of the

individual are very serious, very flagrant, and which is in-

excusable. On the other hand a case that was called to my
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attention at Baltimore in a conference there with the United

States attorney a few weeks ago involved a search warrant in

which the only mistake was, although the location of the house

to be searched was clear enough to particularize I t in all

details, there was one detail in which the description did not

happen to be accurate; that is, it was stated to be on a

certain road, whereas that road had had its name changed just

a short distance away and was called another road; and the

result was that although the search and seizure were made by

the officers of the law with due respect for the rights of the

individual as far as they could discover them, still that

error meant that when the case came up before Judge Chestnut,

by the way--and he of course properly following precedent,--

he threw the whole case out.

Now in considering this matter of illegally obtained

evidence I hope you will distinguish between the cases in

which there is a flagrant violation, the sort Mr. Justice

Holmes mentioned, that you referred to, as contrasted with

what i should say is a technical rule which affords no room

whatever for emotionalism to come in to cloud our practical

reason.

Nr. Holtzoff. i think Judge Chestnut, for whom I have

a tremendous amount of admiration, should not have vacated

the warrant.

Mr. Robinson. Suppressed the evidence. It was not

vacating the warrant.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, he should not have suppressed the

evidence. T do not think the misdescription of a street by

using the old name instead of the new name of the street

should have been held sufficient ground for suppressing the
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evidence.

Mr. Robinson. That was not quite the case, but even if

it was probably he was following the precedents very carefully.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, assuming however that evidence is

illegally obtained, to revolutionize a doctrine that has been

sanctioned by the outstanding members of the Supreme Court for

years and years, including the present Chief Justice, I am

afraid is going to lead us into trouble.

Mr. Crane. I think that you are right about that.

Excus me for putting it that way. I am quite convinced you

are. Not only that but the question has been emphasized to

make it conspicuous in New York State because we refused to

follow--repeatedly refused to follow, openly, the Supreme

Court rule in the Allen case away back in 100-something.

Mr. Medalie. An address.

Mr. Crane. Yes, where they broke into an office and took

all his private papers and violated every rule of security of

your own.

Mr. Medalie. Lottery records.

Mr. Crane. Lottery records and things of that kind. The

State court would not inquire into how evidence was obtained,

and it was all permitted in evidence. Now, that has not been

the rule in the federal courts, and they have a practice, as we

all know, of striking out or prohibiting such evidence before-

hand and making you return the property and making an order

that it shall not be received in evidence, and -t is so

emphasized by the difference of opinion on the subject, and "t

is oren½7 done, because when Cardozo was in our court, and

afterwards when he was down here and I suppose had to follow
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this rule, we discussed it openly, and deliberately refused to

follow the Suprrme Court on that particulap.

Mr. Medalie. You followed Uiyraore instead?

hr. Crane. Well, donit say that, now. My, grief.

Don't get me going on that. (Laughter.) it has been done

so openly that I would feel unconfortable, because there is

much to be said for this Supreme Court; rule. We followed our

own precedents and reasons for it, and yet I would not Feel

comfortable sitting here and voting to do anything contrary to

what the United States Supreme Court has decided.

Mr. Glueck. Not only that, Mr. Cbairran, but in the

mental climate or the political climate of today it seems to

me we ought to go very slow in modifying in any way any con-

stitutional safeguard.

Of course, as I think I pointed out previously, and of

course you all know this, it always struck me as a very

glaring inconsistency of the federal practice that you can

kidnap the defendant himself into the jurisdiction and then

try him and that is all right, but if you merely seize his

papers, that is all wrong. It seems to me the former is an

a fortiori case, and I agree with Judge Crane and with Mr.

Holtzoff that we had better go very slow on this thing.

Tnheeare arguments on both sides, and i have some doubt

whether even the very careful language used in lines L and 5

of rule 42 on page 4 would not beabusedin practice; that is,

whether you could not draw in under tha:, formula some "rather

dirty business nevertheless, to use Mr. Justice Holmes'

classic remark.

Mr. Robinson. i would be very glad to withdraw it.
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Mr. Crane. That remark was on wire-tapping.

Mr. Glueck. 'Ire-tappi-ng, yes, but it is all in the

family.

Mr. Robinson. We could discuss elsewhere the rest of the

rule, but if that is the sentiment of the committee, i would be

very glad to withdraw it. It was just my duty, I think, to

place the matter before you, because we were requested to.

Mr. Crane. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. And especially with the New York jurisdic-

tion heard from, which is just what we wanted to hear from,

because of the two cases of Devore and Adams which they had

there, I would suggest we save time, Mr. Chairman, by simply

striki:ig this as not being within the scope of our work.

The Chairman. Does someone move to strike 43 (a)?

Mir. Holtzoff. T so mov7e, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Medalie. 4, (a)?

The Chairman. That is on page 4.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, before we get a motion on that,

here is a thing that has been confronting us all the way through

these rules and always will: There are a lot of things governed

by laws which are alike in civil and criminal cases, and when

you go down to lay out a rule on evidence like 43 of the Civil

Rules and then lay down another rule for evidence in the crim-

inal rules, I doubt wbether human wit and ingenuity are equal to

the task of keeping out of trouble.

Now, I do not want to stir up anything by quoting Dean

wigmore. He has a pretty high standing. I had a letter from

him while the Civil Rules were under consideration, and he

indicated pretty plainly that he thought evidence was a hot stick
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to pick up. Those however are not his words, they are mine.

Mr. Youngquist. i think with respect to 43- (a) we ought

to keep thinking about it.

Mr. IvMedalie. That is the supplement, 43 (a)?

Mr. Holtzoff. That is on page 4.

Mr. Dean. On page 4 of 43.

Mr. Youngquist. That is the one I refer to, yes. I think

we ought to keep thinking of it to see if we can devise some

amelioration of the harshness of the rule, so far as the Govern-

ment is concerned, that now obtains. We might consider putting

something in, but I am going to vote for the motion.

Mr. Robinson. That is, to strike out at this time.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

Mr. Waite. Mr. Chairman, in respect to that motion to

strike out, is it intended to cover lines 7 and C? There

seem to be two matters covered by 43 (a). One is the admissi-

bility of the evidence and the other is the point at which the

objection must be raised. I take it that that last sentence,

"The issue of admissibility shall be raised and determined

prior to the trial," is far broader than the rest of the sec-

tion.

I do not know whether it was intended to be, or not, but

there is that very serious and somewhat disputed question as

to whether an objection must be raised prior to the trial or

may be raised during the trial. i think we might consider

that separately from the rest of the problem.

Kr. Medalle. i understand we have judicial decisions on

that which generally require the raising of that issue--that

is, by motion to suppress--prior to the trial, and the courts
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have also held that when your attention was first called to it

Rt the trial--

Mr. Robinson. That Is, the defendant's attention?

Mr. Medalie. Yes. Then he may take advantage of it at

the trial. That is that Wall case. I will think of it in a

minute--one of the early cases in the Supreme Court of the

United States.

Mr. Dession. The Weeks case?

Mr. Medalie. No. Weeks was the first case that brought

the thing up.

Mr. Waite. People against Adams?

Mr. Medalie. People against Adams simply said that New

York could do that sort of thing.

Mr. Waite. The Adams case if I remember right strongly

intimated that you have got to raise the question before the

trial, and in the Weeks case they said you did not need to.

Mr. Mledalie. The Adams case was a New York case that went

up on writ of error to the Supreme Court.

Mr. Waite. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. They were not deciding, though they said

practically whatever New York said on that was all right. That

is the net effect of that case. In Weeks they were free to

decide the federal rule.

Then came a case shortly after that, about l1ý8 or 1419,

in the Supreme Court, which said that while you had to raise

the question before trial, it being called to your attention

that a government agent had sneaked into the man's office and

gotten a job and in that way gotten out the documents, and he

could not know it until the trial, that raising the objection at
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the trial was timely. I think that is what they held, and

along that line it was allowed--a reasonable chance for the

defendant to raise the question if he did not know about it.

Mr. Robinson. Tnat was the clause that you heard me use

when I read it in line 8.

Mr. Pledalie. Now, for that reason I do not think we need

deal with it at all, because judicial decision takes care of

that judicial experience, will go along with it or modify it,

and we ought not to straitjacket these things in first.

Mr. Glueck. That is right.

Mr. Waite. It seems to me we ought to have a rule one

way or another so that the matter is settled, even if the rule

simply repeats what has already been said in judicial decisions.

Of course many of our rules here do simply do that.

Mr. Medalie. It is really a difficult thing.

Mr. Glueck. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. In matters of that kind, it is difficult to

predict what the future experience might teach us by way of

modifying existing rules. I do not think we ought to take a

chance on that.

Mr. Glueck. For instance, suppose that the defendant

does not discover that this happened until after verdict and

judgment. I do not think there are any decisions on that yet,

but after all it cuts to the substance of his case.

if
M:r. Waite. In one state there is a court decision,/that

goes in without objection, you cannot take advantage of it

later on, no matter why you did not object.

Mr. Glueck. Even though he shows that it was no fault

of his not to have known about it earlier?
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Mr. Waite. Yes. It has gone in without objection.

The Chairman. Now, are you ready for a vote on the motion

to strike rule 43 (a) on page 4?

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. Vtaat is your pleasure with respect to the

last section, 43 (d), on page 4?

Mr. Medalie. Well, have we passed on 43 (a) on the first

page?

1r. Robinson. We will go back to that.

Mr. Medalie. Oh, all rnght.

Mr. Seasongood. Like Mr. Coolidge said of the preacher

who preached on -sin', I am against it. I am against this

43 (b). I do not believe it is constitutional. I know the

Chairman does not want any long argument, and I won't make

any. I think 2t is both unconstitutional and unjust.

Er. Youngquist. (a) or (b)'?

The Chairman. (b).

LMr. Seasongood. (b).

Mr. Robinson. The supplement.

Er. Seasongood. i think it is unjust because a person

may not be guilty of the particular crime but if he takes the

stand he may be asked sbout previous convictions, and it is
quite possible the jury will say, 1ell, if this bird has been

in trouble so many times before, it won't hurt to put him -n

again," whereas he may be guiltless of the particular offence.

I also think it is unconstitutional, because nobody may

be required to be a witness against himself, and if the court

and/or the prosecutor may urare that there is something against

him from his failure to testify he Is in effect required to
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testify. The statute of the Un:fted States as I read it before
says that he may at his request and not otherwise,.arrying

out the constitutional provision.

We have a special provision in Ohio, which i mentioned

also on this point of depositions, which it might be all right

to refer to for the convenicnce of the committee. That is

Article T, section 10, which says:

"Provision may be made by law for the taking of the
deposition by the accused or b7 the State to be used for

or againsb the accused, of an7 witness whose attendance

cannot be had at the trial, cn which, securlnC to the

accused means and opportunity to be present in person

with counsel at the tak:TnS of such deposition nnd to ex-

amine the witn.ess face to fAce, as fully and in the same

manner as if in court.

I thought the Reporter might have that to follow.

Lr. Robinson. Yes.

Mir. Season-ood. Now this is where it comes in:

"operson shall he compelled i~n any criminal case
to be a witness ag,.nst himself, but his failure to test-f f

may a• onsid.rd by the court and j the

subject of comrnnt by counsel."

There has been n decslon of the Supreme Court of South
Dakota. which 1 can SU.P.l. T Oo not believe 1 hova it noted
here, but there is one that is reported - 4n L.R. 2.

7r. Tb~soo 7v ave ft.

Mr. Robinson. Yss.

Mr. Sc sonsoo,. Tn which it w.s held that, " " the absence
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of a const~tut'"or! Tovison the perm'ttln7 of the court to
comment or counsol to comment on ti,: f.:ijurn of the .. fond.nt
to t•.•tfr is n v oof cn tutionali lo

N'ow, this is n'--WO Vo K: an? of tho ..... co- ,. , rs •
-I-' " ,-0. • O !•+• s;thiPn.-s. that you will raise. 7t is not of ang imotac to•

mty miind to nhicso ove i t wore otherwise csuot-
isfactory, because we have been told the United S3atys secures
convTeL ons or at least P.ersors are found guilty oelO

Su~ity in S 2 or 94 Oopcen t, and where you have Eat so much
that :A useful anru good i A o osa Ghe usc of injc Lu, th's
coantrovesal , ua ial, which Oh svery serious. i meau in the

-16hL of 
-, Z, onse whir 1 t'au-ved- to hefore, 4nA whn -

we know to be the temp.er o P our Court to uphold to-I

utmost the c-1oul•"Uu!, 1 W?''r> the Dill of .I.hts,

and the iLIu~as oP thn e V;z, 2 •'- h 0i would be a ,,-

Wek. to ilude it.

r . •. L. .hn!=A t i d nteed to p o to

Whri E roup that Lh uLaOWA=Ll~orI4Jtyi K that pr)ovision is
Jff L bb w .

hia;-rly As1pubaiblu., nad{ 1 th•inlk that if+ wo+ here Whatk thn:t At

'-sadesirbi provision. wa ought to leave the quesutio oP tha
coqs t 1 tutlorl Ly to Luct Court where it belongs, because

there do suf~cieit url:,urtirty oP "ts uacone liLubtoa1Ity to

justify our gtinS it appL oval.

Well. if any of you waore present ,it tha: iercen iTfw

ils&L ub wheoe this pPoisi or i a similar provision wno3
di-scused, you nFai,+y rOemembe - ouousy
Pavor oP it, and it was appPovud QLt Chat meuLig, but 1 woulh
like to su.... th, th.,a if we ndopt t, as I -opi we wIll,

we meet heu objectioni chat Mr. Seasongood Palob.
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2ho basic Ohc-,ion Oros;• he Voint of view or practicali t
Of such a provision js that if the witless does take the
stan• he wi1ll be questio..ed as to his prior conlvri ctiouis on thne
ostensTble Lound oP attacki ng L•is credibility, a:nd] that is
the reason that is Si"en by many defense a ttorneys fop keepln
their particular w! bness off the s tand.

So I move thaLt T we adopt it we ndd to it a proviso that
-f the witness does take the stand he shall not be cross-

exam.'ne,, as to his pr;o, cr-m:jan reco-}d.

Mr. Wechsler. Then you hnve a law as well as a provisioa.(?)
Mr. Waite. Ynu have a certain amount of loss, and I

question how much loss that is. The question is whether that
- abervolation of him as to his criminal record is really
proper. it is really not an ostensible breakdown oA his cpedi-
bility, .it is an attempt to get into evilence what is not
properly to be put into evidence--his prior record.

Mr. Crane. I think the amplification of this statute in
our Vtate, which is that they shall not comment, and the judge
shall instruct the jury that they must not draw any inference
of guilt, that it Is continuously disobeyed by the juries,
because it is inconsistent with hunan nature--somethji-n stated,
of which the defendant has personal knowledge, and is so
connected with him that he sometimes is the only one who would
know whether it were true or false, and how can the minds of
12 ordinary men, with the transactions as they are conducted in
life, be impartial to a man who knowinc this, having this
special knowledge, refuses to open his mouth?

And therefore T think it works--I know from experience
that it has worked great harm to a defendant, moreso than
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bringing up all hs past criminal record, that he has refused
to take the stand, and the attorneys will not take the re-
sponsibility of advising their man not to take the stand Inthe big cases, but Kn the big cases in New York where a man

has refused to take the stand it has damned him and convicted
him more than the evidence against him. if he had come for-
ward and said, "I am guilty. 1 am awfully sorry. I have made
an awful mistake. Show me some mercy." He would probably be
acquitted in spite of his plea.

But when he just went out, kept his mouth shut, and wasthrough with it, it has worked just the other way, so I am in
favor of this, except I do fear the comment end of it by the
judge and by the prosecution, because that many times is going
to go too far. i would like to see, Personally-it is only a
suggesbion--that he may take the stand, and the jury may draw
such inferences as the human mind would draw under such cir-
cumstances, but that we had better let it stay there.

When the judge begins to comment and the prosecutor
begins to comment you do not know how the changes will be
rung upon it, will be very unfaJr. Now the main objection
from my experience is not because of the criminal record but
sad to say of men who hava been willing-big men, clean men,
for a sum, or in one instance in a case I was on personally
when i was a young man at the bar where a contractor had a
millioa dollars for laying sewers in the City of Brooklyn and
he only laid one block, and they indicted him. They said he
had bribed the comptroller. 1 defended the comptroller.

Ee never had more than $10,000 in his life. I in my
ignorance of youth supposed he was telling me all about it.
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and his bank account was all right, but they sprung at the
end of the week a bank account of $50,000 or $60,000, and he
said he would go to jail before he would tell where he got that
money--told me so. But now it turned out, and it was true,
too, that he had never taken a bribe, and I acquitted him, but
all the same he did aot tell where he got the $50,000, when I
put him on the stand; but the $40,000--he was a bookmaker for
the mayor and most of the officials of the city, and he had a
list of what he paid them, and letters, and everything else,
and he did not want to take the stand, he would rather go to
jail than peach on all his friends and associates. And what
are you going to do? So there are lots of reasons.

In another instance a father was appointed to protect his
son. So I think it is a wise thing to say, let them draw the
ordinary inference--anybody. 

If a man does not want to take
the stand, well, it -s up to him, and let him stand for the
inferences, but when you come to ringing the changes as a
prosecutor will do--should do, perhaps- in a court, I do not

know; I am afraid of it.

Mr. Youngquist. PP. Chairman, I was going to say, I think
so long as we have in the Constitution the provision, he shall
not be compelled to testify against himself, we should not by
indirection undertake to weaken that protection. So far as
the practical side of it, as Judge Crane has said, in a number
of cases that I have tried in which the defendant did not
testify, I found it wholly unnecessary for counsel to comment
or for the court to comment. The jury made their own comments

after they got into the jury room.

I have never found it to be any serious obstacle to
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getting a conviction in a proper case. About six years ago I
with a group of other attorneys were defending one of the few
cases in which I have been on the defense, a man in a very
important criminal case, and there we had the problem confront-
ing us, whether to put the defendant on the stand or not. Tn
fact he would have been the only witness. We finally reached
the conclusion that he should not be put on the stand, and
that I think is one of the hardest decisions I ever made, so
far as I was concerneO, by reason of my past experience as a
prosecutor and my knowledge that, as Judge Crane has indicated,
the failure to take the stand is the most damning evidence

against the defendant in the eyes of the jury.

So I do not think we need this. If we put it in you may
be sure of one thing--there will be fireworks in Congress, as
brilliant as on any other provision that we undertake to

recommend.

Mr. Seasongood. Fire-works in the Supreme Court.

Er. Youngquist. We will never get that far.
Mr. Longsdorf. May I add to that, Mr. Chairman? With

apology to Mr. Waite, i know we all want these things in, in
a way that will be just, but I think we ought to be very wary
about passing on to the Supreme Court a doubtful and dangerous
constitutional questJion that does not come up in the regular

order of litigation.

We might embarrass the Supreme Court by forcing it in the
considerabion of these rules to decide a question that is not

ready to be decided, even by implicatlon.

Mr. Wechsler. May I ask a quesibon, Mr. Chairman, about
the operation of a provision of this sort in jurisdictions where
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it is the law? Does the permissibility of this inference in
any way relieve the prosecution of the burden of establishing
a prima facie case against the defendant without the benefit of

this inference?

Mr. Medalie. No.

The Chairman. I come from a very conservative State that
is so conservative that by judicial decision they won't compel
a man who never made a salary of more than $7,500 a year but
who has visible means of from 8 to 10 milliýon dollars to tell
a legislative committee where he got itt So i say it is a
conservative State so far as private rights -re concerned.

Nevertheless we have had this statute for 30 or 40 years,
and i have never known of a case where it has worked any In-
justice to the defendant but on the contrary it gives hIm a
chance that otherwise his counsel irright not let him take if
the statute were not there--the very issue that iTNr. Youngquist

raised, or counsel having to make that necision.

This statute helps the counsel make that decision.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, we have in California the
constitutional provision, lately amended in that respect a
few years ago, almost identical with the one Mr. Seasongoor
read to you, and the legislature has supplemented -t with ap-
propriate legislation-, and the judges and the district attorneys
do now comment upon the failure to testify. and I will venture
to say that in my opi•lion the sentiment of the publIc through-
out the State approves that, and I think the judges approve it.

I think the concensus of opinion is that by suitable
comment on the failure to testify the court very often pro-
tects the defendant against darnaging inferences. T know that
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is what some of the judges think. They have said so to me.

The Chairman. This J3 the type of question that we could
discuss indefinitely. We all have convictions on it.

Mr. Longsdorc. But we did have to amend our Constitution

to get it done.

Mr. Youngquist. You did?

Kr. Seasongood. So did we.

The Chairman. Are you ready to vote on it?
Mr. Medalie. Before you vote on it I just want to be

recorded on one thirip in connection with this. What has been
said about the need of it jis due wholly to a belief that is

not well founded.

The prosecution does not lose cases because the defendant
does not take the stand and the district attorney is not al-

lowed to comment on it.

Mi r. Crane. Right.

Mr. Kedalie. If he loses his case it is because he
hasn't a good case. it is not a convincing case. Now It is a
fact as everybody here has pointed out that that jury knows
the defendant has not taken the stand if not even a word Jis
uttered by anybody, that he is the one person who could speak,
and no matter what . s said to them by the judge they even go so
far as to discuss the fact that he did not take the stand.

There ýIs no need for this rule comparable to the dangers
of putting it on the books. Now, ,s to lir. Waite's suC 1i
making a concessi-on to defendants, which as I understand is
the 'nglish rule, that If the defendant takes the stand he

a
cannot be asked about prior convictions, is nothing but/wind-
fall for habitual criminals and men who have been previously



convicted. In most criminal cases the defendant does take the

s tand.

Now, what you are doing if you put in this additional
prov4 so is protecting a man with a record, who is gofng to
take the stand anyhow, against an !nquiry as to his credibility

or his character, and I do not think we ouht to do that.

'i'r. Waite. Well. 1 think myself we ought to do that
irndependently of this rule, but my suggestion is that we can
get this rule accepted more readi-I i f we have that provi so

attached to it.

fir. YoungquLst. At too great a cost though I think to

the prosecution.

MIr. 11edali e. ]ou say that was not the Engllsh rules

ErA THoltzoff. In 'ngland they cross-examfi~e a defendant
as to his prior convictions if he takes the stand.

Iir. Medal_ýe. I understood they do not.
Mr. Seasongood. I understood not.

1r. Waite. That was my understanding•

Mr. Crane. They have it limited in some way, I know

that.

Kr. Seasongood. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. There may be a very recent change.

Mr. Crane. I agree fully, just speaking from experience
and not from books, that there is difficulty wzith convictini
a defendant when he does not take the stand. The evidence
must be strong enough to convict him, and this present rulle

now works greatly to his detriment if he does not take the
stand. i am sure of that, and yet it dIoes seem ridiculous that
we could not put into the Enrlish language what absolutely
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takes effect, for reasons I have stated, that the jury make
that strong evidence agaiast him when he refuses to answer the

accusation, the facts of which he knows.

Mr. Youngquist. There is nothing in the rule, is there,
Fred, outside of this supplement to 43 (b),dealing with con-
sideration of the fact of his failure to take the stand?

Kr. Robinson. No, there Is not.

vr. Youngquisb. fir. Chairman, if ,here is no other motion
pending, to brJnS I & to a head I move that we--

Hr. Waite (interposing). I have a motion, Mr. Younrgqudst,

that before we pass on this, to adopt it or Peject it, we

amend 1t by adding the proviso, if he does take the stand he
shall not be cross-eprxuied as to his previous criminal record.

Er. Wechsler. Mviay i ask if irofessor Waite would accept
an amendr;went to that proposal, that further consideration be
given to other protection with reference to impeachment that it

might be desirable to provide?

jvkr. iajte. Why, cerrajinly.

Mr. Wecbsler. I am not sure. 1 intended to support that
motion, but I am not sure that the single item of protection to

which you have raferred would satisfy me.

Mr. Waite. Yes, i would be very glad to accept that.

The Chairman. You have heard Mr. Waite's motion.

(The motion was LOST.)

The Chairman. ",re you ready for the motion on the rule as

it stands? We have a motion to strike.

Lr. Youngquist. Yes.

,r. Glueck. I move it be stricken out, Mr. Chairman.

hqr. Youngqudst. Second.
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M•r. Crane. Wlhat is the motion?

The Chairman. The motion now is to strike this rule (b)

as wri tten.

Mr. Youngqu sL. The supplement.

Mr. Robinson. Just one word, here. It is not my duty

to speak for or againsL it, but it is my duty to report to the

Committee. I have not had a chance yet because the discussion

has not called for any informartion from the Reporter's office,

but I should say this is presented because it has been recom-

mended from a good many sources. All the crime surveys have

endorsed this proposal, and the various studies such as the

Attoraey General's survey of crime, and the studies of the

judicial section of the American Bar 'ssociation, so there is

quite a bit of popular sentiment on the matter, that i thought

I ought to mention to you as no doubt wi thin your consider-

ation.

One other point has not been mentioned that I can state

briefly. At the meeting in New York in June, at which general

problems were considered by the annual conference of the

Second Judicial Circuit, the question came up of the effect

of the present state of the law in police activities, and the

view was stated there or pointed out that "third degree" by

police officers has a distinct rel8tionship to this rule,

that the existence of the rule, the absolute immunity of a

defendant from making any statement or being called upon to

answer anything in a court tends to cause police officers to

beat them up and otherwise violate thei ri ghts, because a

defendant can say, "'You can't make me talk. I don't have to

say anything. If I don't talk now it can't be commented on
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later in court." That relationship was commented on arid dis-

cussed with pyrotechnics on both side.

Mr. Crane. Who was telling you that? Who was telling you

tha t?

Mr. Robinson. i am sure I remember who.

Mr. Crane. Did he ever have a criminal case in his life?

Mr. Robinson. Oh, yes.

Mr. Youngquist. lihere was this? at the conference?

Mr. Crane. The man was most strongly imposed upon, I

reply. 1,ýhat was that?

Mr. Robinson. The National Commission on Law ETnforcement

and Observance.is the chief source of that view.

Mr. Medale. i think 1 t is a paper view not founded on

experience with the police.

Mr. Crane. i do not think that is any reason for 1t.

Mr. Dean. If le were beaten up wouldn't he be much more

inclined to tell about it on the witness stand?

Mr. Crane. Surely.

Mr. Robinson. Oh, no. That is not the question, at all.

It is not a matter of his not wanting to tell about being

beaten up.

Mr. Piedalie. The Commission is supposed to have studied

this constitutional question very thoroughly, and therefore

they said "They will beat the fellow up before they get to the

court."

Mr. Robinson. That is a very striking statement of the

views preset[led to the Commission.

Mr. Dean. Have you considered the fact that the way that

is now worded, "comment by the court,," that it produces a lack
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of uniformity? Iy i were a judge and I were commenting on it,

i would make an entirely different comment on Iris refusal to

take the stand.

Mr. Crane. That is the point.

Mr. Dean. To-wit--I would sa-y, "Gentlemen, he may have

very good reasons, --T mould say it underlined if possible--

"for not taking the stand." ToW that is one form of comment.

Another form of comment by the court would be adverse to

the defendant. in other iorns, as -it is now written--and i

think i have seen jt in other forms--I do not recall--that

inference may be drawn on somethlngg.

Mr. Robinson. As to form, this is a form commonly pro-

posed.

Mr. -Holtzoff. I would like to supplement Mr. Robinson's

enumeration of the various organizations that have endorsed

this proposal, by saying that the A•ttorney General of the

United States has on a number of occasions recommended legis-

lation similar to this proposed rule.

Mr. Robinson. Successive attorneys general.

Mr. Holtzoff. Successive attorneys general.

Mr. Crane. What has happened to them? What has happened

to the recommendations?

Mr. Holtzoftf. The bill did not pass.

Mr. Medalie. I think that is a good caveat for this rule.

Mr. Dean. i think that is the best argument against it.

LMr. Orfield. I would like a point of information. The

code of evidence of the Amrierican Law Institute suggests the

Reporter's rule as Rule 201. I was wondering what the 1941

meeting had done with that rule.

The Chairman. Do you remember, Mr. Wait? Were you at
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that meeting?

Mr. Waite. I could not hear Mr. Orfield's comment.

Mr. Orfield. What did the 1941 meeting of the American

Law Institute do with the proposed rule of the code of evi-

dence, section 201, whhich states the Reporter's rule, does it

not?

Mr. Waite. Yes. During the period I was there they did

not get to it, and I do not think they got to it afterwards. T

am not sure of that. I mlght say this, that at an earlier

meeting of the institute the matter was brought in by the

committee. There were 9 on the committee, and there were 7

different ideas as to what should be done. Some of them

thought there should be no comment. Some of them thought that

everybody should be allowed to comment. One man thought the

judge should be allowed to comment but nobody else. Another

one felt the prosecutor should comment but nobody else. An-

other thought that only the counsel for the defense should be

allowed to comment, and if he did comment then the others

figaht be allowed to make comment.

Well, the matter came to the floor of the Institute and

was very vociferously if not intelligently discussed and the

ultimate vote as I remember It was 92 to 45 in favor of the

rule as it is proposed here.

Mr. Crane. Why not go the whole way with it? A judge

from the northern part of the State came down to TNew York C'ty

to hold court and they gave him the criminal court. and so

when the prosecution closed their evidence the defendant's

counsel arose and very respectfully said, "We rest."' "Well,"

he said, "aren't you going to put any evidence in?" Tie says,
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"No.' "'Well, then," he says, 'I shall have to direct a verdict

of guilty"'--wh-ich he did. (Laughter.)

I was requested to go see him and tell him this was a

criminal case--which I did.

Mr. Wechsler. If the jury is permitted to draw the in-

ference which Judge Crane calls the "normal inference", and if

the court is to be permitted to comment generally on the evi-

dence, then I do not see the plaus'bility of refusing to per-

mit the court to comment upon this item of evidence, because

actually the failure of the defendant to take the stand is

now becoming an item of evidence in the case, which as a matter

of logic it is; so I should think that the particular pro-

vision here with reference to comment should go out in any

event and that we should take up the general problem of comment

by the court when we get to it, since there is e power to com-

ment in the federal courts now.

On the other hand, with reference to the substantive

provi•sion itself. apart from the comment part of it, I find it

hard to make up my own mind, -for this reason: Everybody

agrees that an inference is drawn. The effect of the rule

that it shall not be drawn is that the jury Is required to

disobey the instructions of the court or else an occasional

jury which is conscientious abides by the instruction of the

court, with the result that certain inequal-ty is produced in

the administration depending upon that one fact about the

attitude of the particular jury.

On the other hand, in spite of the fact that I am there-

fore disposed to favor this on some conditions, if it stands

"n its nude form as at present without protection that Prof.

Waite's proposal injected *Into it, I should feel o60lied to
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oppose it, because it amounts to compulsion.

(The question is called for.)

The Chairman. All those in favor of striking the rule

under discussion say aye.

(With a show of hands, the motion was agreed to.)

Mr. Crane. Now, T am voting that way just at present.

I think sometime perh aps someth-n, will be done with it, but

I think we had better not get into this mix-up just now when

we are preparing somethi'ng for the Supreme Court, and let it

develop so as to be taken up later on by an addition, if

sentiment is stroncly in that direction. Ahe American Insti-

tute is trying to deal with 7t. The American Bar Association

is.

,r. Waite. Mr. Chairman, a while ago you suggested we

might bring matters in the alternative to the Court. I myself

feel that we are making a ,re-t istake in reraectns this.

Sthink .it will bring criticism on our whole -proposal. ,e wll

be considered unduly conservative and anachronistic, which

will hurt everything we have don.c.

%4t an rate .t.r. is undeniably a very strong sentiment

outside of thi s room in favor of sonic such provision ns 43 (b).

T would like to .oove therefore that the Reporter be authorized

to bring in an alternatie-i section for submission to the Court.

Mr. Glueck. Second.

"Le Cam. n altcrna-te to what'?

Kr. ai tc. That -s, ICng, i• in in two forms.

I.hr. Wechleor. An optional section.

Tr. at--c. "n optional on such as we brouh,,t n

and authorized hin' to b.'e, "n in one othe respc c T...
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for~~ottea now w:hat it wee.

The Chairman. ian wond erfn hoew we could d that. Tn

the other .instance, vq n d th-t the subjo-t ,ettor shul-I

be co.r..d but suOe .two ves in which it r.ight be covered.

Now tee, 7 a-er nrponornt vtetheC.o.1Lttc hne

indicated a desrc n•t to cover the subj-ect. The ottnr rKht

be canin~scd b;j tnhlc'n btce matter informolly ur wit th-e Chlo2,

Just~ce to swo wh-ether ho wonuj' A.eeirco be ±iv. us~ s•ubut ft.

Po th'r nonsiderntyi. "r reprt A~ cousi? to thm:- VII b

cooaf"AeatIl ' c nd t'c-~ can tell us-cry brie fly wihet'r th;-v

wea ft in 0V not.

eo n M'o on Kr. - -'-t'- , i n or-', '0,- v •sl rather

M n as 
- ,n 

--
j'M1i.

Er. ... ce.... That is, that there be a rule' of The srt

that Mhr-. Laity bs " i min.d, wh ,. wi 1.1 Co:iveva :rayba the uarne

butE, Oharao LISI U sov~e aposAMA1) to Lho ':se-ndrwnt

by some pd•. w;1o o " "' ] ti proposal K 'S, pr e.... om.

80 0 UI- ' IJ 1 . Zy. Ta' L ,1' I L," - PU N 4 (h,) b.-,

'xtA.,& i I' . 1 A oehop:. ) 'O70 j ' .I

aMO , LP. " .... UM. ,

L" ,chsl Fu1i 8 p Lo V , 2J t

Ve .i ". ' • S UAPO'•. " .t ile sPo2., that M w0. . ,- ' "i,. V t U" ., ,wou;•ld doj in ef do t3 &,-lh)t]: , .. , , ,,• .. : n--W i.OU 4 !;•,;•, .- "" No ,t l U3 SO DUP, ail U),, ,

Ve A tj Iha juia draw Lh s lafran es id 
that Q•- 

, 
w 

-W ,.{i ... D.' "•
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OurselvaS stLarniK , . S,-,Is,' *. >vi 's no':'w the -iU.... l -

may be - s !H -or o? "uv na Lua...... ..as , ! h h[JU • s: [IZ•" '01220 5, t'),q 2. f t UI' C. YP'"[r W• ¢:32. ,g2 i w. o;4 -h,-

result that wD 3at :nto a situa~lOa which ?Q prace i as ps...

loxi0 2 121a. a ind 2 i u.L. 2 1•equal0l bo ' - -h (-) i ,iTh' ' u w,

and.fai.A.. A-. ' p lSt .. Ast.. S CC Would. •.J0 , o work io ut' n O-

,.6 '.S Or' t...-o ..r... .... iw~ur r~. .• u,: '- C,~ ltios opth JKfan,'-nt wi4th P-eL arTen:[Ce to thed arn Opobf.yCý

or rprchNat, whr 1 & era )ala xss n -

an !on Co. an,•, 112 At -C ur1:± 0 ' AV- A A'r b,.a nna. o

.C)4 A)). U A•.WLb Ju ~ " AOSA A) .) " 1,4 - hO A " , . .., b.A UL:. ,I-l SfA l,A Af }..". Ca

b-e Ous---x.mired in a way that w-,! l;A.o) him s 1 an un-

Lv. luack. Sulpose fou KIs"O, .ce this wore mri• i ed to

COmimilouri byo the 0o5t2f1, au sup AD;)$ . cOluK wa•.4-Q3 1:Wl.red VI

11"a with what Mr. DEarn susgested to com4en3t on the various

--snal ineprttin ... the deedats rllJ]urea to Lake

'the S n311d; he mi2-b h,, a V oo, reasons as well us a bad one.

and so forth. Now, that. i he sort oC thing you have !af mind.

I oke it )noa0 1hoc-I v;.0yous-. 0 possible p2 .ections.

HL'. WeecIsler. i can see a purovision of this sort which

in; actual odmin ni striJ 'o:1.,t would bh n very civili zed thing anid

which would avoid whaO seems to ms the sham of thr. ppesent

situa tion. i am not ;i-pressed with bhe avgumen t that we

should not sanction ,this because it happens anyhow. The very

fact that it happens when it is nob now sanoctioned by low seams

to ma to point to a problem that calls for verzy serious
atLentSlon, and therufor. £.... hAv i.n ind that it moy be poss•ble

to devJis some method of dealing witn the problem that will

be true to the facts of lfu nd will not sign,•ficantly dimfish
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the burden that the prosecution has of establishios a case

without this inference, and st!ll will avoid the sham of the

presenit situation and jroteG; the defendant.

-he Chairman. Now, you have heard the motion as made by

Mr. Waite, enlarged by Mr. Wechsler.

(The motion is LOST.)

Mr. Glueck. in general, HP. Chairman, are we precluded

forever from reconsidering certain aspects of this whole

busi ness?

The Chairman. Qh, no.

Hr. Crane. I am very doubtful about it. 1 wrote just

the other way to Mr. Foltzoff when I wrote him with reference

to this. I am very much perplexed about it. I do not know,

and I am just voting this way now to be safe, that is all. I

woull like to see it discussed further on more information,

or perhaps have them speak to the Court about Tt as you suggest,

to see how Car we should go in adopting a question of this kind.

a think it is not answered by saying that some of the

States are using it, because I would like to see what happens

in more of our large populous cities.

Air. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman. a Mr. Longsdorf.

Mr. Longsdorf. Pay i explain my No vote?

The Chairman. Well, i do not think we need it, because

these votes Pre all tentative.

Mr. Longsdorf. Well, all right, then.

The Chairmarn. And that Zoes to this motion and to all the

other motions. I do not think any of us should feel bound,

having voted one way, and that you have to continue to vote
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that way. I think 1it all ought to be left entirely open.

Now, may we dspose of the rest of this rule? Is there

anything else?

Mr. Robinson. Paragraph (a), "Form and Admissibilty."

The Chairman. Going back to page I of the rule.

Mr. Robinson. Rule 4.7 (a), pacge 1, admissibility. The

only question that should receive your consideratLon is in

line 5. - Adrmissibility under the should be "under the

Constitutton and laws of the United States," just leaving out

the bracket and substituting 1;laws" for statutes.

Mr. pledalLe. Why do we need this subdivison.

Mr. Robinson. Well, that is just for you to decide.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think this is very ,esirable for this

reason, George, because the Civil Rules have introduced more

liberal rules of evidence than have ever obtained or pre-

vailed in the federal courts heretofore.

The civil rule--and this is the same--prouides that if

either under the federal or the state law evidence is admissible

it may be admitted. In other words, whichever of the two rules

favors alnissbilliTy should prevail in the federal courts.

r'•. ;edale. Well, that is the question of privilege.

Mr. 1Toltzoff. I beg- pardon?

Mr. Medalie. Confidential coymunications. Suppose the

federal law Is, as some people consider,Mi1liberal. That is, it

is a rule of exclusion.

Elr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. k,1edalie. And the state law permits it, or the other

way around, which is supposed. to be the liberal rule.

Wigmore thought rules of exclusion sometnmes were exceedingly
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enlightening.

The Chairman. The rule that lets evidence in is the

favored rule.

11r. Medalie. That is what this rule provides for?

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. That is supposed to be the more liberal

attitude? By -liberal" you mean letting it in?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. That does not necessarily mean liberal.

The Cthairman. Oh, no.

Mr. Eledalie. That might be conservative rather than

liberal. I think they bit off too much in the civil rule.

Mr. Wechsler. Well, anyhow, Mr. Chairman, the problem

is not the same here as it was in the Civil Rules. I can see

a reasonable basis for the rule that in civil litigation to

favor admissibility in general is sound, if the exclusionary

rules, except those that are so universally accepted that they

everywhere obtain, do more harm than good; but I do not see

that in criminal litigation at all, because there are a number

of rules of evidence which are special rules designed to take

account of the special protections that are required in crimin-

al cases.

For example there is a rule of evidence enacted by Congress

which has been interpreted to preclude the admission of

evidence obtained by wire-tapping. Under this rule we would

adopt the law in those States that holds the evidence admissible,

and thus abandon the policy of an act of Congress because some

particular State happens to have adopted a different policy
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with reference to its own courts. I do not see how for a
moment we can on all the complex issues of criminal evidence
once and for all favor admissibility wherever there is a rule
sanctioning admissibil-ityT even thoug'h that may have merit in

civil cases.

! do not pass on that at this time. T think we have no
escape from following one of three courses of action. I think
we can leave evidence entirely alone under these rules. There
is no compulsion on us to take theor up. I think second that
we can examine the special rules of evidence in criminal cases
that exist in acts of Congress or by federal decision and de-
cide whether we want to change any of them, or propose that
any of them be changed, or, third, we can develop a code of

evidence.

Now i think the third proposal or possibility is as im-
practical as the flvst--i mean, is as Impractical as thJs ap-
proach. I think the first is a practical view of It but may
result in leaving untouched problems in connection wI th which

we could be helpful.

Therefore I would propose that the problem of crirrina1
evidence be surveyed by the Reporter with attent-ion to whether
or not there are particular rules of evidence in the federal
courts that ought to be touched by the rules. If there are
we can consider them, when the question comes up. For example
there Is a special rule of evidence in perjury. I think it is
an utterly nonsensical rule of evidence. I think it should be

ebolished.

I have in mind the two-witniess rule and further question
as to the possibility of obtaining a conviction by prov1ing
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inconsistent statemerts of the defendant. I think perhaps
ha&t second aspect of the rule was demolished by the opinionof Mvr. Justice Muxphy at the last term; I am not sure. Thatis typical of anachponistic rules of evidence in criminal

cases that survive in the federal system. If we can get ridof them perhaps we ought to do it, but I do not think we oughtto follow this metllod, and I do not think we ought to draft acode of evidence and perhaps we ought to leave the whole sub-
ject of evidence untouched.

Mr. Youngqu-;st. If we do that, what rules of evidence
will prevail?

Mr. Wechsler. Those rules which now prevail. There isI admit the same doubt in particular sltuatjons, whether, thefederal rule prevails or whether the rule of the State Ai wbhch
the court is sitting Prevails.

Mr. Yourgqujst. Noomally the rule of the State in which
the court is si tting prevai ls, but then we have these consti-
tutlonal prohibitions such as we are adopting, which you

mentioned, which modify the State rule to that extent.
EP. Wechsler. There may be other special statutory

Pules that supersede.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.
Mr. Nedalle. When you talked about perjury you reallywere not talking of rules of evidence. You were talking about

a rule for testing the sufficiency of a case.
Mr. Wechsler. Well, T think it is a rule of evidence.

Mr. Redalie. Is it?

M. Wechsler. I think it is.

Mr. Youagquist. No.
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Rr. Metlalle. I should not call it that.

hr. Wechsler. it -Is a rule.

Mr. Medale. Letý us take the accomplice rule we have in

States. You cannot Eo to the jury unless the accomplice has

some norm of corroboration.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes, that :-s right.

MLr. edalie. Also on the corpus delicti, you have got a

rule that is not the rule of evidence but a rule requiring

certain evidence before you can go to a jury.

Mr. Crane. You have got to have some corroboration.

I b is half past -2.

The Chairman. Judge Crane's motion prevails.

(Wh-iereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the Committee recessed until

1:30 p.m. of the same day.)
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The proceedinrs were resumed at 1:30 o'clock p.m., at the

expiratlion of the recess.

Present,: Same as the mornins session.

The Chsarman. Let us proceed.

Er. Crane. I made a suf"_sestion in reference to this
question of the evidence in criminal cases b- quotinc' or refer-
rC to what we had in the Stalte of New York, saying that the
rules of' evidence in civil cases are apnplicable to those of
criminal cases except as modified by this code, and I should
thinl- that- that would cover it h-_e_,re and would take _n the rules
of evidence in civil cases in the Federal courts and not leave
it open to somethnhn that the States mi7,h have.

111;. 1edalie. You now have rules of evidence in civil cases
covero thle pr'actice in Federal courts. That rule is a rule
which also abrorTates rules of evidence in the Federal courts
where there are rules of exclusion, whenever there `Ls a state

rule that is a rule of admissibility.

r . Crane. Can we improve on it?

m,1r. Medalie. I thousht we said we did not wTant this k"ind
of thinrz in which the state courts could acmhit evidence excluded
under existin, rules or statutes.

Mr. Crane. You have to adopt rules applicable in the

cri-milnal courts.

dr. Medalie. If you adont no rules of evidence, you ado-t
whatever oxisti-7n- rules of evidence are criminal cases

the..,, Federal courtsre.

1i1. Younfqulst. Isn't this the situcation now? The p~plic-
able rules in criminal cases in the federal coubts are those of
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the state courts except as they may be affected by a specific

Federal statute, such as wire tapping that we -Doke about?

Isn't that the case?

Mvr. IMledalile. Yes.

Mr. Dession. I thini: that is changed a !'ttle In a

aeneral w••ay they are suooosed to be followinc the rules of th....

States, but I think• the fact i that the Federa1 district

-ud'ces are feelingr fairly free to rick and choose. I th-n'k the-,

are develoninr a common law of their own. I do not mean that,

they are not followinc' the 'tate in a good man- instances but

T do not think ther feel obliced to whenever they do not lik...e

the state rule.

I am .bothered by this setion because this restricts your

Federal court whe the:r IS a state act. where usually there

won't be -- in ener•al there is no statute. I-ow, the alterna-

tive is to follow the law of the State.

Do we want to tie the Federal judgeo down to the rule of the

tularState in hch ho i.sittin.n? I do not think so. T

would rather leave h1 ri free, as he is now, to worl: out the best

common law he can.

The Chairman. lHow about the TYo-mnh" case? oudnIt t-,hat

c ome in?

1.1r. T,-echsler. T do not th-ink the Teunkins case c ones in,

because they are mDeinared to proceed w.:-,th t-hie, as a 'procedural

nroblem.

5'eason,-ood. 1 feel veryt dofinitelT7 you should not,

alone th 1lncs surestede b-,r iTechsler before luncheon; -do-t

the Fiedera! rulce on tht -n the United States courts. he_

difference between civil cases and criminal is manifst
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TUnder the case of 1?10 a-ainot ,-mkins it is intended

that questions of law shall be t-.ej by the laws of the State.

in order that the removed case ma7 be reached with about th.

same results as if it had not been removed.

In ciminnl law you are doal:_na with crimes, end 7rour

Federal law should be unifor. and reour man should not be founc

7u 7 .. under one state of evidence in one jurisdiction and not

fn another. It works against uniformity in your 7ederal

cases.

The Chairman. But have we anything that can be called a

FTederal code of criminal law?

Mr. Seasonoo. Tell. maybe we should have some, as

su -gSos -ed, but I Co nat think an7 blane I taktny over the rules

of the State would be consonant with the idea of g'ett-LnC' un>l. eOp-

.-.cral oractice. I thi.n .t would be a very hay7 result it a

thinrg were a crime by. reason of some narticuiar evidence in. one

circuit and not in another.

LMr. Wechisler. if it miht be a solu.ion, Er. Chairman,

- zshould l e to advance this tentativQl:- and h esitantly: Take

the followin- action. FirsL have a study made of typical

,ederal evidence problems. in whicb I assure 7out there are come

aroblams, and have them brOut-hL to our attention for our conszo.-

oration end verhaps for a settlement by nenticular rulo; but

there will inevitably be a lario residue of pr2oblems that wll

not rceve a ttention in tht way, and those we would not want

to take upo ino detail.

T]-hey could be handled not by this kind of adust but.,

followin7 Er•. Dossie,'s sun•etions, b- followinV th: 7encral

-,.1 in the funk and . olfle cases.
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That would be one to .chieve Tila.:.vel broad coceptco.tio

of admissibi lit 7  but would stll r'equire the consideration b•-

the courts of Partiolap vo;oblomis is they cr-se, .,rse from the

limitations of the particular state rules in the l.urisdiction

2 in which they are s ttn,-.

in other words, we would sa-. we cannot develon a Federel

code of ev•_enco because it is too b'f: a job. It fs a job as

bJ,7 as the rest of the undor ta'inC, but we can sot forth a

formula which would set the staqe for such, and that is precisely

what the 2u.re.e Court had in those two cases.

Hr. Youngquist Wouldn't that have the disadvan tae that

neither the Un ed S•t es Attorney nor the attorney for the

dsfendant would ever 1Ynow whet he is 7olnc' to be confrased with?

Hr. Wechsler. That is the situ•l.on at the -resent time,

hr. Youncquist, and we will continue it.

E~r. Youngoui et. if 1 understand correctly, the judres ape

supposed to follow the state rules of evidence.

11r. Wechsler. Subject to the qual 'fications that were

read into that duty by the Funk and holfio cases.

Mr. eno.qu:Lst. row extensive will the qualificatuons be?

Hr. Wechsler. !ell, as i recollect -- and it is difficult

to 1hrase this simo7 -- the ooint of those cases was that the

judges should be free to follow rules whioh have achieved

dominance in the system throu•hout the country, without ro'ard

to whether they are • pplid in the -artlar jurisdiction In

which the court is sittine'; or, more sp"eifically, whether the'

were ale? i 1739, which was the crucal test in the earlier

Cases.

Mir. Gluech. What do they mean b7 "dominance" in that
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States for >his rule?

r. Yechslcr. Ko. I thinln what they meant is this. You

minht have a coimion law rule of evidence which time had cast

into the discard. The statutes indicate- that there h.d been

laree-spread acceptance of another rule. The federal courts

were to be free,without le•i•lation, to accept that view, but 1

do not think it was conceived of in terms of a counting of

heads, but in terms of judicial r•racice.

Tjhe Chai.rman. Didn' t it mea.n, roughly, to follow the

maiority rule as Aid down -n I,- E-ore?

Mr. Dean. Rather than U..m re himself.

Mr. Holtzoff. Bigmore is in the minority a grea• deal••

those controverted questions.

Mr. Sason.ood. That is no objection. A minority is very

frequently right.

Hr. Youngouist. I do not sce why we should establs-• •-

different basis for the admissibility of evidence than that

established by your civil rules, with a sinsle exception, that

we should give effect to the specific federal statutes relatinr-

to the exclusion or admission of evidence.

The Chairman. Wouldn't it b well, though, in view of the

sug.estion that we ought to have *owe of those specific situa-

tions before us, to have a stud'7 made and pass this for the

time being?

Pr. Holtzoff. i would like to ask a question. If we

follow the civil rules it just occ urs io me that, for example,

in such a case as admisibiit: o7 evidence ille,'ally obtained

a federal court in Now York would aove to adnit it and a federal
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court Jin some other State would eý clude it. That would be an

undesirable result.

1r. 1 echsler. Precisely. That is tho trouble with this

prooosal.

Ekr. Dean. I think that thic A. L. I. Code that is being

prepared is the first intensive ffort to make a code availablc.

I thLink_ it will be available in few months.

K~r. Wechsler. There is a tenta ive draft available.

Er. Dean. And that would justify us in passing this thinr

a wh.le, togaether with the other reason mentioned.

The Chai.rmn. All riht. We will pass Rule 43 tentatively,

while the study is beiny made by the I-eorter.

M,-. Iioltzoff. I think: Rule 43 (b) and (c) deal with a

different toic, and 1 am wondern,_n whether the action just now

taken should not be limited to Rule !".3 (a), because 2ule 45-3 (a)

is the only one thac relates to admissib ility of evidence.

The Chairman. Let us consider 4-3 (b). Is there anythin-;

in there that is objectionable?

reas pon-oood. in line 1S it says that the Government

may call a person who is adverse and cross-examine him. You

cannot do that with a defeendant. Hie does not have to testify.

1J r . 11ol`Cz o f.f. . I th ,_nk hat means a hostile witness. I

think tha iS what th.i.s means.

ir•. _VYuncquist. It means a person other than the defendant.

1r. Holtzoff. Perhaps that could be clarified by usina

the word "hostile."

The Chairman. "Call a witness other than the defendant.!!

I r. Youn-auist. We had been usin< the word 'ladvorse"
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contradistinc tion to th-- word "cleenda nt " t n thati

sufficient.

The Chairman. is there anythin-' further on (b)?

If not, are there any suggestions on (c)?

Mr. Lonsdorf. Did we pass (a)?

The Chairman. HIo. (a) is resubmitted to the re-ort-r.

Is -there an hn L.' on (c)?

hr. 12,eacongoocd. Veil, at some --lace we have o:o- t.o

consider this thinn: that has been -aised about not -LI-itinr

cross-examination to a matter brourht out in chief. Is this

the iolace for that?

T4... Hobinson. That arain was a thins of gri-eat controversy

in drafting the civil code, you know.

Hr. Holtzoff. Ili recollection is that the civil rules as
orioinally sbmlted to the Suoreme Court ,ave a broader scome

of cross-examination, and the CSu•orele•,. Court c'angd-'- i.t bef'orýe

it oromu1',atod the rules and dito that provision about not

limiting cross-examination to matters brought out in chief.

Now, I -oresume that action iýn chanf-in- the proposed irule

was approved by the Su-oreme Court, and. i do not see wh7y it

should be any different or broader' in criminal cases.

hr. Seasoncood. I do not, eitherf.

.h'e Chairman. There is nothing on (c).

is there anything] on (d)? I ta,:e It not.

11r. Dession. Just one question. Vould t.here. be any
advgntare in eivina- the court rower to require aff irmaon by

the witness rather than an oath where the court Thad reason to

believe that an oath would not mean much to a particular

17ITn s s ?
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r. Robinson. It is a little hard to anend thmt (d) in

order to bring thati e out'.

fIr. Dession. I have two thoughts on the question of an

oath, and one I do not advance too seriously, because I am a

little doubtful about .it myself, but I would rather jet rid of

the oath and set the ma ic element out of it, and have everyone

afflrm. but I do not supposo that tha is s matter to be worried

about too much. I think it would make it a little more modern.

11y other question is whether the court ought to be able

not to accept an oath in some cases or require an affirmation.

Mr. Robinson. In other. words, leave 4t up to the court

rather than up to the witness? This leaves It up to the witness

to choose.

Mr. Dession. I would not require him to take an oath.

My7 -olnt Is, would It, be well not to allow him to take an oath

when he wanted to let him ta-e an affirmation instead?

The Chairman. In other words, the court would look': at a

man and say,"Well, it does not mean anythini• to t_±is bird. All

we will have to take from him is an affirmation."

I have had" . judges in the middle of an examination sug••est

that the witness perhaps would lil:o to be resworn and start

afresh.

Mr. Robinson. Before a jury?

The Chairman. Yes.

T am afraid that would be a very hard rule to write out,

Professor. Do you want to t-ry -It?

i.1r. Dession. Wý,ell, you say at t!he option either of the

court or the witness.

Mr. IIoltzoff. If a witness has not much regard for an oath,
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he is notoog -to have any regard for an af rmat!on.

1,1r. Dession. I suppose not.

I'Ir. Holtzoff. Why7 have an affirmation?

hr. Dession. I suppose that would work with a man who

is religious or a liar. 02 course, if he is a liar he would lie

anyway. I suppose the purpose of the oath is to catch that

fellow who Is worried about tho oath and who would lie other-

w ,ise.

The Chairman. is there any question on (e)?

Hr. 1edalie. Wh -7 do we need it, exceot that it is in

the civil rules, and I wonder why we ever needed it in the civil

rules? Whatever created the adoption of that as a civil rule?

It is just what judges and lawyers ordinarily do. W.e do not

need a rule on t-bhat.

fir. Longsdorf. 3ome time s you do t by documentary

evidence.

",r. Miedal e. The thi.ngs they are a!!owis rin (e) are

things they are always doing.

The Chairman. Exceot in some jurisdictions they have a way

of saying they won't receive anything on a motion that is not

either documentary or taken from a witness in open court.

RULE •44

The Chairman. All right, gentlemen. We will pass on to

Rule 44.

hr. Robinson. Proof,• of an official record.

Mr. Seasonsood. I do not w-ant to be obstreperous, but

(e) says:

"When a motion is based on facts not apopearing of

record the court may hear the matter on affidavits."
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Suppose it is of record. Can't you supply it by affi-

davit? Suppose you pnlead former jeoopa-dy or sometl-)in. ta- :s

a matter of record. Can't you out thnt,- in?

1,. Roobinson. Doesn"..'. the nez:t. rule tale• care of that?

It is proof of an official record. That proof of an offici.al

record hanpens to be the same as the c-fvil rule You notice

a lons list of United States statutes on iule 44 ýo the lft,1

in Which many ,pecial statutes have been Passed to authenticate

or Provide for the aI __sbilit}r of official records from

various 7-Pderal officers.

It may be hoped]. that we can provide by -eneral rule, such

as 44 (a), that official records of that sort may be a"missible

w ithout special statutes. That is one ob ject of the _-Ue.

4 Ir. Seasongood. hell, t1hat is just how it is admitted,

isn't it -- the form of au`hentIcation of official r.c ords? h

can't,- you just make a mnotion and report it with an affidavit and

attach a certified co,310 of the record? This sa,-s only7 on matters

not of record.

T11he C.hairman. ell, if y7ou have an aut-h-entcaed copy. don't

you hand that to the court without an-,; al'fidavlt? it seaks for

2tself, asd you won't need an affidavitf you have a record, or

the record m!•.ht be a record In the Present cause, and 'the court

would have it before him and would not have to have it authenti7-

ca ted.

Mr. 3eason-ood. 'To. It ta'-aes ,iudicial notice of its own

records iell, maybe that is hypercritical.

hr. Lont- dorf. T would lke to call attention to tha'

recently, enacted statute 7ins1-_!n' composite records admissible

when -roved by one foundation witness., instead of c!ling every
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person who contributed to the Dakna of the record. That is a

pretty important statute, and it o.ens the way to rov:nS= records

of that kind without callinC a multitude of witnesses from all

over the land that they made the ori•inal entryr which went into

the record

Mr. Robinson. is that off"cial records?

Ar:r. Longsdorf. IN•. T think that includes Drivate as well

as official records. The private records would have to have

foundation proof by the persons who made the orvnal entries.

1jr. Holtzoff. They is an Act of Con'ressDassed three

Years ago. which C overns that.

... Roobnson. .e have that statutory assistance for us now,
which lots in the kind of evidonce that was very difficult to

,et heretofore.

The Chairman. Is there anythin'- further on (b) or (c)?

Mr. Mcdalle. Are you dealQn7 with Rule 45, Subpoena?

The Chairman. 40 (b) and (c).

if there arc no su..est ions on those, we will proceed with

Rule 4•.

RULE 4 5

Hr. Robinson. Hero a,•ain :it -_os felt that the procedure

under the civil rules would be the same. it could very well be

the same for criminal cases. S- ar weo have not found an•,7

reason 'or differWn7.

Hr. f :edalie. There s n•l yOne question that would be

raised, and that is !he quashAin" of a subpoena for the production

of cocu'iene-'+- ev,-Voncc

,'ConjTW.n Cenial of the motton upon the advancement

.. the Porson in whose behalf the subon-a Is issued of the
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reasonable cost of Dro~uc~nn the books, 7aycrs op

Jocunien s.'

INow. tha will bo e •reat burden on AndigenTs or goor

defendants or those uhnn have extremely li ted funds. it A a

custom to Droiche r.cords. if the - into M habit of com.n7

into court and al-. thnem to pay their expnoses, you are 2.oin02

to have edcausc ran7 A cm cannot co....7 .
that.

H:r. A~ binson. Of COlPso. LAM Ls intofcpton of tnhe

Niedal•,. Yes.

Lr. Robenco-. Can't it votect an n..ent defendant.?

Mr. MeAIM Well, it mliht.

Er. obinson. in cases where the court feels that the

vart , can Day7, i sup.ose it could be well orde 6.

11r. heCaiale. Well, 7~ou have some difficult- wiLth that.

3uie.ose a mian is M.re in renton and there is a record in

-- booen, aend he has noL the m1oney to Day foo the car-pi- of a

load oe documents. There is nothiLn to indicate here how that

can be looked aft••.

Ln. Mnur•-onis . 1D.esn't the Govenmen-t nay Ac cost o....

subTeoenaInS wftnesses for vn -n!d.7 ent defendant?

11r. 5ltsoff. rKl2y- 0h3 witnac' rfee but not the co- t of

pranarinn' volumin-ous 50UOE 'hn7 3aT .only the wilee- e anr:

the fees for a w~un sc attenjance.
-: -.... ,. e2 -, E 

_-_-

lip. iEMMA!.Le But More• p~ro do.e nts who are not -

.. nts; thol eve sire olyoor

SYoun-ou .s .is !hat provison for reasonable costs

in the crvil code now?

.. r. ho_,zoff, it is in the civil rules now, 1 think.
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i have considerable doubt as to uh.ther this i -p-roDo for the

cr•minal rules.

Er. Younqu!t. Has it ovor boon the 'POctice, prior to

the adopti on of the rWc I! rulos, to payr r•sonable costs?

1.... -ltz.ff. Ch, no. it was sbonA in 1932 when the

civil rule were ado.ted.

Er. Hedalie. Of course, even .r.or to the adottion of

Lha rulos, whenever t. re was a u:i2onso1me or an o"-re•s• ve one,

usually §sued b7 "he Government fn "ho course o0fl a fvl-O.Otja-
tion before the 7rand jury. a ... a

... . . ., ... .. • n cL § 0 c o o l : p~ r c t _c a l: l - a l l o P a

, or O oirc•oratio.ns records, a m0 Lotion wouldo be -ad, to

suo•ress or *:odif-T the subpoena or to relieve the witness of

much of the burden of it. That has boon a raoconizad Dractice.

Er. Ytn7 .st• •:•• y., .es, that woLdd be ?romcp, but has it

ever peaid tic cost?

02-. Hecalioc. i n hoad er abotu it.

Mo. 7
.un.quist. I never did, either.

11e. Modalto. Kow, of course, it is recent. if someone
wanted me -o cart my libp=7 and m7 fi•es down to a courthouse

in Phfia•en..... I think T would like to be paid all the nackin•-

expenses and the cost of the tr•.•n 8nd overythi-ng else.

Mr. Robinson. thinK th , era! sta.tute 63, ulue 45,

asoe 3, to the left, would hole to tace care of that. it is a

statute Tor indigent ef endants.

Mr. MedANio. The trouble is they are not all indigent.

A man making fifty or sixty dollars a week is far from Tnd27ont,

but he cannot afford those expenses. A small bus inc s

V5000 a year is not And~ient, but he cannot afford su-ch Wns.

.. oltzoffz. Off-h is limited to the witness feos. it
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would not WAYlv to su.h costs as carting a lot of materials

down to the courthouse.

hr. Youn-q "lso The trouble is the first clause lmitsI

to witnesses.

Mr. Medalie. K'w, there a.e Coinn to be a lot o2 nice

Parties on this that the Government is going to pay on anti-

trust -,el_-1inar-7 inui.r es before srand juries. They he not

been paying that. have th07, o::cet Witness fees?

Hr. Dobinson. Do 7ou th•-n the court will m them pay it?

Hr. •oe•!ae. Th20e Court cannot =7 that the Amer-ca-i

Tel ephone E Teletra , Company is not '0 orinC to be paid fo it.

Hr. Robinson. It is left to the option of the court.

5 ME2. H"edal-e. T thnk- some day some of these terrible

cor•orations are Coing to raise a question about it.

Hr. Younsquist. I do not think thera is much danger about

tha t.

lip. Hedalle. You mean the-T are too anxious to sue the

Government?

Hr. Youncquist. I am impressed by the statement you mado

that the defondant who is not indiSent but poor may be subjected

to what to him is a burden.

Mr. iledalie. It is easy enough for him to parcel out some-

thins : which is maid in installments. but this has to be paid for

at once.

The Chairman. aell, is there a motion one way or another

on this last clause?

Er. Orfie!d. I move that it be str i cken aOltoether.

Hr. Holtzoff. I second it.

Mr. Medalie. I think there ought to be another Drovision,
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may quash the subpoena or modify it or give the witness any

other relief that is reasonable." For exaayie, nnstead of

havln. to produce all of his ledgers or all of his corresondenc••-

over the last sixteen years.

Mr. Younmeot st. Tould not the word "modiefied" be enou~h?

Lr. Hedalie. Yes, "quash or modifr."

The Chairman. Are ,ou ready for the vote? All those in

favor of the motion as modified say "Aye."

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

Th. Chairman. OonosedC "No." (silence.)

The notion is carried.

HP. Lonrsdorf. Is it desirable to make any provision for

releasing' papers which are of rrreat value or immediately neces-

sary to the witness, for instanco, a promissory note of value,

not due but which may b.co.e duo and reouire presentment, and

be tied ue in court, or current records or corporate records?

I have never been able to find anything in the books that

disoose of that question or gCive us much 7uidance.

Mr. Medalie. I think that. ou-ht to be covered. It really

represents a definite evil around e-eral courts.

Mr. Lon2sdorf. There was one case where the- dragged all

the books out of one State and paraliyzed the business, not only

in crz.inal cases but in civil cases.

Mr. Medalie. It is a burden in criminal cases, because

during the progress of investieation it sometimes covers manr

months, and not infrequently a year or more. Government counsel

has papers brourSht into the grand jury and keeps them.

Kr. H-Ioltzoff. Iwould like to know what riqht we have to

keen he na-oers.
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h-r. Medalie. The theory Is that it 's a -,rand record.

I doubt thalz, it is a sound theory•. It w,_!l be brought u -in

discussion if we do not cover it, and I think we oucht to do

somethinrg about it.

Mr. L-n-sdorf. 14e had some boo.k.-s that went uT as PoriL-nal

e•-hibits on aeeal one tfime, and throu.-h some unaccountable way

the- ,ot lost. They wer'e engineer's handbooks of yreat value,

and he never did get them obac....

The Chairxman. Is there any way now of requestinr_ such

documents once in possession of the 7rand jury?

r•. Medalie. You can make a motion, and rou ret a cold

stare from the jude, dýi4s-tc attorney, or United States

Attorney, who assures them that, they are bein, worlked on.

1M1r. Holtzoff. I do no-c think ths.at. is It.rue in all districts.

in some districtCs rou won't --et a cold7 stare.

MIr. Dean. There is a recent decision of the district court--

I do not !now whether__L iA is reported -- in the fertilizer

Atr--f INorth Carolina, where the f-rand jury impounded some

records, an," they, we-ere in t1he -_rand jTur', Is custody until the

time for trial.

F,1r. Holtzoff. Supnose the term of court had ended and the

,rrand jury had adjourned?

Mr. Dean. I think. they were depoosited i.with the clerk of

the court, but they were in the custody of the Crand jury.

Mr. 1ledalie. Actually, the United S'ates Attorns•T icee•s

those namers. There is a reason behind that. In a rail fraud

case 4f you returned the maners -o mor-sons who produced then,

y.ou would never see `Chem arain. On the other hand, there are

any-number of repuoable people ho produce papers and can be
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trusted. Also, photostalic copies can be made.

Hr. Youngquist. Doesn't thai leave it discretionary wih

the court?

Hr. Medalie. Yes, but I think _if we stimulated the court

with somethin- to init that, it would be better.

The Chairman. D, you want to formulate a pronosed rule?

1.r. Medalie. I had better write one overnight. I would

rather not' do it by casual dictation -- anythin7s that is as

comilex and tech!nical as this. That mitbt not cover every

situation.

Hr. Dean. There are two surwgestions I want to make. is

Rule ,,D desi-ned to apmly to gzrand jury subpoenas?

1r. tobinson. IV ink so.

Hr. Dean. That is what I assumed, but I wanted -to make

sure.

Ib is also assumed by everyone that knmows subpoena process

runs out of the commissioner's ofPfice? Is that correct?

"Tr. R1obinson. It is not provided for here.

IM. Dean. I just wondered if it mirLht not be read that

way and whether we shouldý not make ;7. clear.

11r. obinson. Sometimes -t is issuedc 4-.o the clerk of the

court under the seal of the court. The comrmissioner has no seal.

Hr. Medalie. That raises another question of practice.

Now, in Klew York we do not go to the clerk and have him writ&e

out the name of the witness that Is to be subpoenaed, cnd I do

not think that the defendant in a crim7nal case oulht to be in

tho position of tellin- the Governm.ent whom ho is subnoenainTr.

The Government does not tell him who they are subpoenaing.

The defendant ousht to have the right to issue subpoenas.
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He can -et the form fro-, the clerk. in practice in crimi.nal

cases in state courts that certainLr works.

Actual» in 'he Sout-hern D__strct we do not have the clerk

write who is -oinc' to be subpoenaed. He has forms and he uses

f orms.

MTr. Robinson. The clev> will sis.n those forms in blan•

fir. Hedalie. Yes, and I do not like to have him put in the

p os_,, ion of gettins the name. 1'hy should a subpoena for a
witness be i ssued b,7 a clerk _n the 1ear 1941?

:r. Robinson. Don't ,,ou thin'- tha, much as it is done

in state court practice, the clerk can si-n the subpoena in

b lank?

Mr. Medalie. In Now York_ -- 1 suppoose ovnr-e-here . l.e -!

attorneys issue their own subpoenas.

1r. Holtzoff. I think, that is a minority, just in New York.

1 r. .edalie. I think that is a minority that should be

enlar-ed.

f.r. Season-ood. I do not think so.

1r. 1.edalie. You would provide that every witness should

become a matter of record?

Mr. Seasonrood. It is with us. You have to leave -he name

with the clerk.

1r. Robinson. You can see the return at the marshal's

office.

f1r. Season-ood. Yes. You can see the praecieo for the

witness.

•r. Younjqu.ist... Under (c) tie 7ssue may be made by an"T

person who is a )art, and there does not need to be a return.

1-. Lonssdorf . M-,11ay I call attention to what we left
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standing in Rule 4? The warrant shall be sijned and dated by

the clerk, and so forth. That is all you want in the subnoena.

Hr. hedalie. What is the point in having the clerk issue

a subpoena?

Mr. holtzoff. Mcli, he should issue a subDoena duces tecum,

so that the attorney does not issue a lons, broad subpoena.

Adr. 1edalie. Gettin3 back to our practice in New York,

"hat is exactly what we do.

Mr. IHeltzoff. But you do not do it in the Federal cou••.

1r. Medal:Lo. The clerk does not protect anyrbody by issuincr,

a subooena duces tecum or the ordinary "ersonal subpoena. No-

body Eets any protection by what the clerk does. What is

accomolished by the clerk's iss•i-n the subpoena practically

and actuall7 on the say so of the lowyer? I think it §s a very

archaic thinC.

M4r. Holtzoff. Isn't it intended to protect ayainst

anscruoulous lawyersk" abuse of yrocess?

Mr. hedalie. Tell, an unscrupulous lawyer goes to the

clerk and says, "Give me a subpoena duces tecum, leaving in

blank the documents to be produced, and then he puts down

onour-h to fill a warehouse.

There is the protection to the honest witness? I do not
thjnn that that practice _ivys protection to anybody.%. I do not

see why lawyers cannot be trusted.

On the other hand, a person who rleceives a burdensome

subpoena can always nove to have it modified. Even if it was

not provided, he would still have that riCht.

Thy should a lawyer havo to run to the courthouse? 1 will

Co bacd to my district. Suppose he lives in Hudson, Columbia
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County. The nearest Federal courthouse is exactlTy three and a

half hours awa7 by train or automobile. Uhy should he have to

7o to the clerk of th, court and get subpoenas, especially if

the case or'inated in his localltr, and he can serve people

thereo. Vhv should he have to do that?

Er. Gluock. Docsn'-O he send his office boy, anyhow?

Mr. nedalie. Toll, a lawyro in Hudson, New York, cannot

lihtly afford, because of the client he is likely to rere sent,

to incur the expense of a railroad ticket to New York and back.

,r. Youn'quist. I thin. you must have a subooena issued

by the den: cc a foundat:on for conten-t proc eojin,-s.

I1r. Modalle. if we provide that 7ou do not need to do

thati, youcan go ahead with !hat. The f-unCa~ln for tAe con-

tempt rnoceedinr is the fact that the person has been serv.d

and 7ou have proof of scevice.

1'r. YounCquist. Of course, you do it in eff-ct, but should

T0u vest a ivivOtO nersoP With such PO]cOls?

No. Eodalie. He has such powers except In ,oyn.

Mr. Hioltzoff. That is tho Hew York . tate praticoe.

Mr. r-dale. It works.

H.£ ounf0uist. in 71nne- a wo s a

whether to a -erson or a subpoona duoos tocu'-mj. fill in the ne.i•

of -he -ercon. fi• fn the documents or objects that wowanaý,

brou•-•t in and serv3 .it our.,- f. The clori isues the subpoena

under the sea! of the court, and 'we f._1 fn the name andt

Ser- a 1.

if we want to natea return, we can. That wou1, be necos-

sa.y .f there were to be conteit proceedings Otherwise we do

not.
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Mr- MU M. Se- what haons in a New Yorh case. The
lawyrer takes a pad tha. is full of subpoenas, ordinary sub-
Donas, an.d suoooenasc duces tocup, fills it in, so0©etjmcS
attaches a lonn list of t•-9w"rijj teoheo -1vlni tjo t ctails

of what he wants. A nrocc ocyvep sev it. Do ....
n i

made0. You doe not non E2a~rn

if V_ the ulns uw on wel an good. ifth wV osEGe-s - -o wol>v it wO h Wo-c-! n -,s0

onl'7 tart of the papers. yout 'chw it W~ the jiu~e, 0ffe U 1,'

inO or P -

i h.•falls to pear 7u make an 0991 ion to
the cout On 7'_mr a'fiat of, 9 >ve 1h a cov of L

Cl 1

-b-cq,,Ono 1.Iif 

tko 0;'" 
,n0s' O

c':S xO OO -i-- ... V'Ster" q.901..... '-I :-~¼ D~~ U
.... 1;1Ei7) 1 dlLO1 1 _ O1 II % co 010 10V T

to Co w ot the subpoenPa e-Icen -ie s0omen e. n ba p."

oolie 2 a' fe an it.

ovdn.o oafzc 1i-to t a •ow .witshH. sal th .A f o la

ma~tter of form. butL 1 0M it is a~' 100> i rc nt matero.

-i jh 0.1 ne a-n r-" e'O fom t-torney joc lch.
Ceown ci WeC nez; 0O01a9 to Ci OC- .in 0o 1 , 0at Oa [t 0O

se n oona .5 ± j1 ... 1-c ,, f 1P% tOO@ (")i0V OnL-.C" a 
''>

concerned' with0 ..... f. "[1

uti he gets t 0f•mt thebo DO c21.,elerk of S -a

court to 0.0 'e'r and c 7 ic~ n'ona reaction Cs

1±16 .' -'; -10 '-l • 
1~ ~ 0 9.< 1 ; o l sM, . M U M). , ... KSOW: •._,) M s :i- wat] , pne n c A n o tos .... -na
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accorc6n to Now Yo_- slatu-,, cO 013r, issu . . --Ou n. .... ......... ......1 ~ ~-"- ,,o -' • SLO.0Zq

End. t 0a 8120 ocout,;2 an •,.SO an a
suboona duces ,-ocu he puts dow n t he nam of tKh :,6e. 111

--u arc ,';..i: wihthni 62h0 for of Ac cuOLb~ooena-.

.r. Wait•t. I n pr0 ,ich you as 0o the matt e of fopm, butr~ fi- I,T-> .,-l 
0 22 1 . L o~~

subnoonaod To ordcox> to enooar over thX e .nia.ze d' %' o clo]L- of

the cu.t_ or over the name of thO lnor-O• Joe Z7lch.

h i p. l i od a l i e . W, h a t d' • f -. e r e n c e Co ' -i't m e fh s - h e

nam ofthe Justice of 1h 2 upro0•1 Count. whose 0name is written

Ln the t•-,"--, ,-.,
i n'!~ t h ei 118.o n a n d, w h m e a n ev e r he a rd o f ? H c i s Kl O W Ad

to add the jud*u's name without .... 'C" or.

The~~ Charman. Thentop00'K in m7 wK icu' subpoonac

at1tsteO by the Chie-• jus a Co si0O t name of tho

clerh' of 1110 court an ou ow name. Uere there an 10 ,-r
abuse of thC• subpoena~~ 

' Doer th Dasn an Lofh law-er is
very7 much mo0re than ordinor-- rou'tine Tfractions of ruloc,
because the court renlza i is- somethiC 2ubeV to abuse.
I have never known of an-- ron n teyi years r:cent one,

who wafO lDuni~slhed for that.

Lr. VWKt. It cooaos out osteni15b!r over the name- of the
clr or some official. That is what. I am drivinC at. 1

understand that Hr. Ndae''cs prmO•: o•'- " i•• chat oany official

name0 is comple tel•T dispnesed uph

Mr~. :Odale. No. Put that in the subpoena to ,O e It all
the orm- and ,e D•p o it needs They are er 

ted.

r. Wite. erhaps _ Co not ne th point.
The Chairman ha eve_,t h .nS e8c-nt thse actual o 100-

aure of the clerk, an, tohat is O .. so•-e-body other than
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the c loth!.

Mr. Waite. i misunderstood.

fir. Vedani. it was not the fopm of the cubpoena i was
concerned with. T Was concerned with the need of -oing to
the cle.Q1 and gaying the fees for the issuance of Daners that
the lavor Could issue himself An ezactI7 Lhe same form.

Mr. Youncquist. _ misunderstood you, too.

Mr. Medalle. see no need for g:oing to the clerk. 1

think that outside of metropolitan areas this thinE would be
just as much appreciated as it is in our large cities, where it

is easy to go to the clerk's office.

HP. Crane. ilay i askc, wlih reference to that practice,

where the clerkc does issue the subpoena and you want ton or

fifteen, does he have to sign every subpoena?

The Cha-rman. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. With us you may write in any number of

names in a sTnle subpoena.

The Chairman. But the subpoena is signed by the clerk

per a deputy clerk.

Mr. Crane. He sins one subpoena with all the names in.

Mr. Younrquist. Hie signs one subpoena in blanL, and the
attorney may write in the names he l!.es in the original

subpoena.

Mr. C-ane. W1hen you come to serve it, you serve him w• t

a cop7•?

7r. Youngauist. Yes.

M:. Crane. W1hat is the value of the clerk's signature?

fir. Youn.7quist. My understanding was the same as
Mr. Wa:tels, that, the subpoena was not to bear the name of the
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clerk or court, simply the name of the attorney-.

The Chairman. Preciselyr the same form except that the

clerk does not sign his name -- ei r by tho clerk or the

deputy -- but his name is sinned by the attorney who issues the

subpoena. He puts his nam- on the r•ht and his own name on

the left.

lr. Lheall. Or with the name of the judge.

Er. Holtzoff. Ue do not sign the name of the clerk in

the state courts.

hr. Miedalie. That is r!Eht.

Mr. Hioltzoff. Only the attorney's name.

Mir. Medalie That is rig.ht.

Hr. Holtzoff. But we attest the Justiceq of the Supreme

Court.

Mr. hedalie. As a matter of fact, I cannot oven tell yo-u
now what the form of a subpoena in Hew York is, because peonle

come when you serve them, and I do not think anybody looks at

it except as a direction to come to court, and the, would be

scared to dKati no to come.

The Chairman. I know the one in Delaware better than the
one in my own 7tate. it says, tail not in ,enalt7 of fifty

pounds."

Ilr. Youny:quist. I move that 45 (a) be rewritten to

conform to that suqest-on.

Ar. Seasonn-ood. in our district you alwa•s have

subpoenas issued by the clerk. iobocW7 fills them in later.

You have a praeci-e for the subpoena mentionin- for whom you

want the subpoena, and the clerk turns it over to the marshal

for service.
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The onl. advantage of this other method is that nobodyno's- Who the sub2oena is for. You ouoht to know. If you knowthe Government has subpoenaed a witness, then 7ou do not haveto subpoena him also. T do not Me Why there should not bedisclosure on both sides as to who the witnesses are.
Lr. Ledalic Is that. ,M1l7 t
Mr. Seasonrood. I do not know lif that ns the purpose, butit is the result. you do kAno who is subpoenaed. There is no

use of hav'no double subpoenas
1 YOun7aui.t. The whole purpose of the subpoena, as I

see it, is to briW S witnesses into court.
I!r. IedaMIe. i thinh ori'inall, the clerk issued them be-cause it was Sood business opr the Governmijent or the KiLn3, or

Whoever it was, and he collected fees.
T here :As another thin -broken down now. Your office boy,

if he is over 18, Can serve a subpoena for you. You do not haveto depend on the sknrQ or te marshal If Someone _r 70ouoffice wants to serve it, he will do it at 2 a.m. The marshal

wont.

I-Ir. YOun.7'guis The return of the official is ;ri•a facieevidence of the service You aet a Party wh72o is not official,
an office bo"- or someone like that, and tere may be a quest-ron
as to the val~dity of the service.

Mr. MAIO. That does arise occasionall!, but "are!7. I
thinn it is neniiCibee, h•-owOver.

l *a. Dean. You have the ' -m-un onora~t of tw¢o meth•ods ½n theSouthern District of California, because there in the statecourts all processes ape erved b7 b oys in the office. L~hen Iwas office bo7 T stOayed up all nisht waitin7 to serve people who
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were at the •'l-je l-• e Bu -1- - -

woreat teatre. Btwen you went -into the Federal court

you could not do that. You had t-,o mak1e out your praecij,, and

the marshal served the Suboena, and the clerk issued it.

M,. Seasongood. The marshal will serve the subpoena.

The ,'a.irrman. You must have a eood marshal. I hate to

think what would happen in some of the d-istricts s if orou had t-o

wait for the marshal to serve a witness who did not want to be

served.

rIr. Seasonr~ood. We have no trouble in -ettins orocess

9 served. They are very accommodatinr_ and will go at anyT time

of the day or night.

The Chairman. Well, now, there i.s a motion, sentlemen.

is there any more discussi,_on?

if not, those infavor of the motion made b- Mr. Youngquist-

say "Aye."

//
(There was a chorus of ayes.)

1he Chairman. Opposed, "ITo." (Silence.)

The moti'on is carried.

Is there any-thing further with reference to (b)?
1:i. Dession. I wonder if them ouht o e -LL- •, ou h t, to be anyth i -in

governing the prmocedure that follows bringins this stuff in.

i do not think there is any Problem where you are not dealing

with large volumes of papers, but w71here y!ou have a largo number

of papers there is a diiersity of rulings.

Tf a person calling for those cannot see them unt.il the

witness is on the stand, it is very.] time-consuiing. 3ome courts

that i know of make or6ers for inspection before trial. I do

not know that there is any uniformity of practice on that, and

T am not so sure that there ought not 'o be some rule.
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Lo. • ltzoff .YDU cannot have inspection before trial in

a criminal case.

Mr. Dean. There was one particular case whore subpoenas
we r issued at the instance of the Government, the trial date
beings fixed. There were three truckloads of documents. The
Government then insisted on an inspection of all of these
documents. The jud"e in the meanti,_me had postponed the trial.
Te fought off the inspection of these documents prior to the
trial and then moved also to chan-e the return date of the

subpoena.

i think there is somethinC to be said for it in the case
of a large number of documents and inspecting them for some
reasonable amount of time before you actually put them in.

Mr. Iioltzoff. I thought the technical rule As that when
you subpoena a document and the document is produced that does
not jive you the privile~e of ispecti'ng it before you put the
witness on the stand.

Mr. Dean. This was an inspection two months in advance.
The Chairman. I am curious to 7:now what was the origin of

that right to inspect it two months in advance.

M~r. Deon. The subpoen was issued and the trial was to go
on IMa ,5t, but it did not. We did not want to Cive them up.
The judge said to Cive the custody of them to the clerk. We

said all right.

The Government said, "We want to look at them.'

The judge said, "All right.:

The Chairman. Where did the i'Judn get that right?
Mr. Dean. I do not think he had that right, but he ruled

against us.
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Mr. Holtzoff 1 do not think" ou have a riht to loon at
them until the witness who Was suoboonaed comes to the stand

with them.

Air. Dession. That is the decision Jude Caffee followed
in the Aluminum case. That is the only decision that deals
with the sub.'ect. The court dictated an opinion, and it may be

published.

QI7. HOltzo-f. I think if you ha? declined to obey the
rul and taken a chance of being cited for contem.t you Wald

pnobablr have gotten a reversal.

Lr. VEdalie. They were beinC tried in Lexington,
Kentucky, end it was not desirable to create a local fuss which
would prejudice the jur.y rior to its home empaneled, which
would put you at a dissdvantage"

Tn. Dean. That question may arise where it is not so

much in advance, but a few days.

hr. ... sion. in the lluminum case ,ou have another kind of
problem. There the court felt that ho. had to look a every ono
of thoss papers and see what ho thoulot the Government was
entitled to see. That is all right if you have a few papers.

. thin" the rule as laid down in most jurisdictions was
based on having only one contract on letter. There is no
problem on hat. The court can look at that and see whether
it should be produced, but iflu ane doealng with a truckload
of documents, you have a problem as to ho:w you ape .C.n. to

work this out.

I think there is a problem here with reCard to which
there should be some kind of rule. I am not •repared to say

what it should be.
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11P. Ledalie. I think we can risk something like this,

and perhaos it can come back for discussion if we like the idea.

Can't we vrovire that the court can make such provision for

inspection bF a p'art- callQ'n the witness or anyT other -art-7

prior to the witness' taking the stand as to the court may seer

faair?

Sthintn that gyives fairly wide discretion to the u de and

it is fair to counsel and lets the other sf-e in on t.

The Ca.irman. If you do not, you will waste an intolerable

amount of time in cases whore !here are laer volumes.

-r. .edalie. I think the aveorae jud7e will asK you,

"Why didn't you look these thin-.s over before you put the man

on the stand? Don't examine these documents now. Put themi n

evidence, if you know what rout wan to out in.'

1 think it wouK ' ivye the ucTos Dower they woulcd Etc... t

have.

r....ean. Under that rule could a subpoena be issued for

prior to the trial dO-e?

Mir. Medalie. No. It should be issued for the trial

date, but while the wt nes is wn.t-, 70u can look at their

or have 7our assoc•:tes leek theni Over.

Mr. G.luen. Hake it a little more spec: ..

Mrn. Kednl"c. P r ior to call:n3 the witiness.

Hr. Glueck. I think you hod better leave th1t to t, .

draftsmen.

11D. Kedal i. Y-uv dee f correct. . think it ought

7e in. As a matter of fact....tnc..eser'. suboooneed to come to

court on a particulo-: daQ. You do noti know whet~her 7ou an

.oin7 to call them that o, .or on the hour of their rmva'..
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Max.
fls.
Cin. The Chairman. Yes, I agree with that.
2:30Ppm
9/10 Now, that brings us to (d).

Mr. Seasongood. Have we got through with this other?
Mr. Holtzoff. Should not that be revised in connection

with the revision of deposition procedure, Mr. Chairman?

The Chairman. No.

Mr. Holtzoff. We took action yesterday to provide for
deposition procedure, and this relates to that.

The Chairman. But this would stay here under "subpenas,"

and this is in fact a subpena.

Mr. Glueck. One type of subpena.

Mr. Medalie. Well, this says, "A subpena commanding the
production of documentary evidence on the taking of a deposition."

Well, that is all right.

Mr. Seasongood. In (c) you have got here that you have
to tender the fees for one day's attendance and the mileage
allowed by law. I think, again, that might be pretty onerous

for a defendant without much money.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is the present rule.

Mr. Seasongood. For any defendant in the federal courts?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Seasongood. It is very unjust, I think, because sup-
pose he is acquitted; he cannot recover costs against the

United States.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, but suppose the witness is indigent
or poor and cannot pay his railroad fare to the place where the
court is going to be held.

Mr. Dession. That is a frequent problem.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is a very frequent problem.
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Mr. Seasongood. Well, the way it is usually done, by the

ordinary statute, or at least our statute in Ohio, is that if

he demands it you can.

Mr. Dean. I think that is a good suggestion. If he

demands it or requests it. If he is acquitted, in that event

he will go down to get his mileage fee.

Mr. Holtzoff. I know, but the poor man may be very dumb

and not know his rights.

Mr. Dean. But he is not so dumb that he says, "How do I

get there?"

Mr. Holtzoff. What?

Mr..Dean. He is not so dumb that he says, "How do I get

there?"

Mr. Holtzoff. There have been cases in Tennessee and

Kentucky where some of these mountaineers walk fifty miles

to court because they have no money.

Mr. Medalie. And collect mileage; that is the point, is

it not?

Mr. Holtzoff. What?

Mr. Medalie. And collect mileage.

The Chairman. In the technical sense.

Mr. Seasongood. It is different in a civil case, I think,

because you get your costs from the other person, but if you

are in a criminal case you have the constitutional requirement

that he may have process for his defense, and here you make him

pay the process, pay under all circumstances, and if he is

acquitted he cannot get it back.

Mr. Youngquist. That is a burden that every citizen is

subject to.
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Mr. Seasongood. Surely, he is subject to it.

Mr. Waite. I should like some information from somebody.

Are we talking now about (c)?

The Chairman. Yes, 45-

Mr. Waite. I want to talk about that. I did not realize.

There is not much to it, apparently, about just what I had in
mind. The last section, as I understand, provides that if the

Government thinks I happen to have seen a bank robber in New

York they can subpena me to come to New York at my own expense,

in the hope of eventually getting it back; but if I have not got

the money and have no way of getting there, is that the present

practice? That is what I wanted to ask.

Mr. Medalie. I think you can go to the marshal's office

of the district in ihich you were subpenaed, and he will give

you your mileage; is that not it?

Mr. Soltzoff. Actually there is no difficulty over it,
because the deputy marshal has money that he will advance to

the witness. Technically, the Government witness does not

collect or is not entitled to mileage until after he appears;

but if he is a person who has no money on which to travel, the

marshal will advance him the funds while he is serving the

subpena, and there never is any practical difficulty on that

point.

Mr. Waite. There are a great many persons who assume that
they have got to obey orders of the Federal Government under

any and all circumstances. Is there any reason why this rule

should not be changed to provide that the fees and traveling

expenses should be tendered?

Mr. Holtzoff. You mean in the case of Government witnesses?
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Mr. Waite. Yes, I think particularly in the case of

Government witnesses.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, the only difficulty is the present

accounting system of the Government, that you would have to

revolutionize the accounting system in order to comply with

that kind of direction.

Mr. Medalie. That is true.

Mr. Waite. I think the Government could change its

accounting system more easily than many indigent witnesses

could find the means of travel.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, but actually the marshal will advance

the money and take it out of the mileage later on.

Mr. Waite. Then, if he can do it actually, I do not see

why we should not provide in here that he shall do it actually.

Mr. Seasongood. This actually says he need not do it.

Mr. Holtzoff. He need not.

Mr. Waite. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. Of course, what this does is to perpetuate

the existing rule.

Mr. Seasongood. Well, we are finding fault with it.

Mr. Waite. I should like to support Mr. Seasongood's

motion on that point.

Mr. Dean. What is it? To strike the last sentence?

Mr. Youngquist. Is it not the general practice in the

states as well as by the Federal Government that the fee and

mileage need not be tendered to a witness subpenaed under that

statute?

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. Youngquist. That is the rule in Minnesota.
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Mr. Holtzoff That is the general rule, and you pay himthe mileage and the fee after he appears and has testified.
Mr. Youngquist. I should not like to see us departfrom so well-established 

a practice. I imagine one of thereasons for requiring that individual parties tender the feesand mileage in advance is to make sure that the witness willget it, and of course if he is SUbpenaed by the Government heknows that he is going to get it, and the practical aspect ofit from the viewpoint of indigence of the witness is taken careof, as Mr. Holtzoff says, by the advancing of the funds by the
marshal,

Mr. Waite. Not always, though, Mr. Youngquist. I haveknown people subpenaed who did not realize that they could getit in advance, who in one case had to borrow money from apersonal finance corporation for two or three percent a monthinterest to get it, in another case borrowed from friends with
a great deal of effort and trouble.

Mr. Youngquist. Well, I should suppose those cases wouldbe so rare that we should not make a rule.
Mr. Waite. Well, is it not a good rule anyhow? That iswhat I am getting at.

Mr. Seasongood. Why do you want an affirmative rule thatyou do not have to do it? Then maybe the marshal would say,
"I will not give you anything."

Also, you have "or agency thereof.o Well, what Is anagency of the United States is a very elastic question on whichthere is great diversity of opinions. You have the FederalReserve Bank, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and thereare a million agencies of the Government now. Why should they
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get these special benefits?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think that is really applicable

in criminal cases.

Mr. Youngquist. Neither "officer" or "agency" should be
mentioned.

Mr. Holtzoff. No.
Mr. Youngquist. It should be "on behalf of the United

States."

The Chairman. By consent those words on line 25, "or
an officer or agency thereof," will be eliminated.

Mr. Youngquist. There cannot be a prosecution by anything
but the United States.

Mr. Crane. Does not that language, "need not be tendered,"
give rise, perhaps, to the claim that it need not be paid?

Mr. Seasongood. Yes. There should be a positive rule
that you do not have to do it. The marshal says, "Here you
have rules, and all inconsistent laws are repealed, and I do
not have to give anybody anything."

Mr. Holtzoff. No. It says "need not be tendered." It
means need not be tendered in advance.

Mr. Crane. I read it that way, but it might not be so
construed by others.

Mr. Holtzoff. The same rule is in the civil rules, and
it has not been construed that way. It has been construed as
meaning that you do not have to tender it in advance.

Mr. Crane. Then why not add that, that it need not be
tendered in advance?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think that would be an improvement, the
words "in advance."
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Mr. Crane. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. I do not think it is.
Mr. Crane. Well, that is what I mean by it. Tautology,

but all the same it makes it clear.

Mr. Youngquist. You use the word "tendering- four lines
above in the context, which makes it plain that it shall be at
the time of the service.

The Chairman. "need not be so tendered."

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.
The Chairman. You want to tie it back to the preceding

sentence?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. All right.
The Chairman. Now, is there any further discussion on

this section?

Mr. Waite. I think there is a motion, Mr. Chairman. If
I understood Mr. Seasongood, he means to move to strike out
that last sentence, and I should like to support it and urge it.

The Chairman. It has been moved and seconded that the
last sentence of section (c) commencing on line 24 and ending!
on line 26 be eliminated. All those in favor of the motion

will say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Opposed, no.

(There were a number of noes.)
The Chairman. I shall call for a show of hands of those in

favor of the motion.

(There was a show of hands.)

The Chairman. Nine. Carried.
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Mr. Seasongood. I do not want to keep up a continuous
conversation, but I do Just want you to have in mind that you
are going to change a practice of long standing by this first
part of that rule. As I say, it will come as a great surprise
to the Ohio practitioners to say that a subpena in a criminal
case can be served by anybody now, and not in the way that it

has been done since time immemorial.

Mr. Youngquist. Why should there be any difference between

a civil and a criminal?

Mr. Seasongood. Well, there is not. They do not serve a
subpena. The marshal serves all subpenas in civil cases too.

Mr. Youngquist. Not under the civil rule. That is
specific. This is identical with the civil rule.

Mr. Holtzoff. I wonder if I might move to reconsider the
vote just taken. This vote is going to cost the Government a
lot of money, because you frequently subpena witnesses, and
then you find your case is going to be continued, and you
notify your witnesses not to come. Now, if in the meantime

you have paid your witnesses fees, I think in the course of a
year it is going to mean to the taxpayers a whole lot of money,

and it will mean a lot to the anti-trust people.

Mr. Seasongood. How about the defendant? Will he
subpena his witnesses the same way? He is less able to do
it than the Government, which has lots of money to throw

around.

Mr. Dean. He is only one.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, I will not press it.

Mr. Medalie. I think what is going to happen is this:
When this draft comes to the court, the Attorney General who
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represents the court says they cannot afford to have that

sentence out, and it can go back.

The Chairman. On the front of this building the slogan

Is, "Equal justice."

Mr. Medalie. All right.

Mr. Crane. This marble palace of justice.

The Chairman. (d). I have a feeling that I have been

up to (d) two or three times lately. I may be slipping a little

bit here.

Mr. Robinson. I am sure.

The Chairman. I think I am to (d).

Mr. Seasongood. I am sorry.

The Chairman. All right.

Mr. Seasongood. Perhaps I talk too much.

Mr. Robinson. You made a statement, did you not, Mr.

Holtzoff, about it a minute ago?

Mr. Holtzoff. What?

Mr. Robinson. Did you not make a statement about (d) a

minute ago?

Mr. Holtzoff. The only statement I made was that perhaps

you want to take it up with the rest of the members.

Mr. Robinson. Oh, that is right.

The Chairman. I think we can dispose of it here. It does

not bear on the substance of the deposition; just the subpena.

Mr. Glueck. I should like to inquire about the reason for

the magical "4 0 miles" now. Of course nowadays--

Mr. Youngquist. That is probably one day's travel by

horseback.

Mr. Glueck. 40 miles a day. You can do that in an hour
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almos t.

Mr. Holtzoff. That, of course, is the civil rule.

Mr. Glueck. That does not make it holy.

Mr. Holtzoff. No, it is not ancient. It is recent.

Mr. Glueck. I mean they must have considered it recently,
although I do not know whether they did or not.

Mr. Youngquist. The civil rule does not have that. It is

150 miles.

The Chairman. No. A hundred miles.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is for trial, not for deposition.

40 miles is in the civil rules.

Mr. Glueck. That is a horse-and-buggy rule.
5 Mr. Youngqulst. "40," at the top of page 2, line 3.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, that is in the civil rules. I have

seen that in the civil rules.

Mr. Youngquist. It says "100 miles."

Mr. Holtzoff. No. "100" is in the case of a subpena

for trial. In the case of a subpena for deposition it is 40.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. Oh.

The Chairman. That is where we are in error.

Is there anything under (e)?

Mr. Holtzoff. Under (e)?

Mr. Medalie. Well, you have got the same subpena for a

hearing or trial.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think under (e) perhaps there is an
inadvertence. A subpena in a civil case--and this one is

copied from the civil rules--runs only within the district or

within a hundred miles, but a subpena in a criminal case today
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runs throughout the ccuntry, and we certainly ought to change

(e) to correspond, to • with the present criminal rule.

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

The Chairman. Then I assume that the same change that

will be made with respect to the service in (c) will be made.

Mr. Youngquist. (c)?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. Will you get the provision here for all

issuance of subpenas by courts?

The Chairman. That is what I mean.

Mr. Medalie. Oh, that is what you mean?

The Chairman. The same change.

Mr. Youngquist. Oh, yes.

Mr. Glueck. What are we going to do about this mileage

business?

The Chairman. The 40 and 100 miles?

Mr. Glueck. Yes.

The Chairman. I think they are adequate, don't you?

They can fix the place of taking depositions almost anywhere.

There is no excuse for asking a man to go outside the county.

Mr. Glueck. Then why not 50 instead of 40? That is all

I am asking.

Mr. Medalie. It is easy enough on the taking of a

deposition; you ought to be as near to the man as you can go.

Mr. Youngquist. But down in Texas you may not find a town

within 40 miles from the place of service.

Mr. Medalie. True enough, also, about New Mexico and

Arizona.

Mr. Youngquist. There ought to be substituted "1 a reasonable
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distance."

The Chairman. That would be dangerous. Do you know, Mr.
Tolman, what dictated ,40 miles"?

Mr. Tolman. I am trying to find what it was. I think
it came from some statute. Yes, here it is.

The Chairman. Yes; 648 Code:

"No witness shall be required, under the
provisions of either of sections 646 or 647 of

this title, to attend at any place oat of the

county where he resides, nor more than forty

miles from the place of his residence, to give
his deposition; nor shall any witness"-- and so forth.

Mr. Glueck. What is the age of that statute?

Mr. Medalie. Well, this means that.

Mr. Youngquist. Horseback days.

Mr. Medalie. You can require them to attend.

The Chairman. It was before they had the buggy, even:

1827.

Mr. Medalie. As you have it here, no matter what distance
he travels you may require him to attend within the county in
which the service was made.

The Chairman. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. If you are taking him out of the county they
do not want you to move him more than 40 miles, which is about

the width of most small counties.

Mr. Youngquist. I think that is right.

Mr. Longsdorf. Not in California.
Mr. Medalie. Then you keep them within the county.
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The Chairman. Is there anything further under (e) (I)

and (2)?

Mr. Medalie. Yes. Now, what about this 100-mile limit?
Mr. Holtzoff. I understood that that was to be changed.

The subpena runs throughout the United States.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, that is changed.

Mr. Medalie. All right.

Mr. Youngquist. Where is that?

The Chairman. It is in line 49.

Mr. Youngquist. Oh, yes.

Mr. Robinson. Any place within the United States.
114r. Dean. In the second line why is the word "hearing"

in there? Should it not simply be "trial"?

Mr. Medalie. You might have a hearing on a motion for
the suppression of evidence. You might have a hearing on any

motion.

Mr. Dean. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. Whether the court refuses to hear witnesses

or not.

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. Longsdorf. What is it that comes out there, may I ask,

in (e)?

The Chairman. Line 48 will read, "hearing or trial may
be served at any place within the United States."

Mr. Longsdorf. Within the United States.

The Chairman. And then the following two lines come out.

Mr. Robinson. Since these rules will be applicable to
territory outside the United States, I suppose we shall have to

make some arrangement about that.
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Mr. Longsdorf. The process would not have any validity
outside the United States.

Mr. Medalie. It operates only if the Attorney General
wants them in. The defendant cannot get anybody outside the
United States prior to subpena going to the consul. We have
that here, have we not?

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.
Mr. Medalie. That is on what page, Rule 45 of the left-

hand sheets?

The Chairman. Here it is.

Mr. Robinson. The civil rule.
Mr. Medalie. The Act of July 3, 1926, is what arose out

of the oil cases.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, I think that is it.
Mr. Medalie. It looks as if no one but the Government

can use that.

Mr. Longsdorf. That is true of passports.

Mr. Medalie. What?

Mr. Longsdorf. That is true of passports.
Mr. Medalie. Yes. The Government.

The Chairman. Was there a question raised on that?
Mr. Medalie. No.

The Chairman. (f).
Mr. Medalie. Now, this says "contempt of the court from

which the subpena issued."

Mr. Holtzoff. In the light of the change, that has to bechanged. In the light of the change we made a while ago this
has to be modified.

Mr. Robinson. "the court for which"?
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Mr. Medalie. "contempt of the court"--

Mr. Seasongood. "in the name for which".

Mr. Medalie. "for attendance at which".

Mr. Youngquist. Is there not an error in the citation of

section 711, line 57, rule 45, page 3 left?

Mr. Robinson. It should be 712.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. 12, 13, 14.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, that is right. Line 57, the last two.

713.

Mr. Medalie. 12, 13, and 14.

Mr. Robinson. You could add 14 to that, yes.

Mr. Longsdorf. Put a dash between 711 and 713, and you

will have the same result.

Mr. Robinson. Same result.

Mr. Youngquist. Well, 711 is out?

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

The Chairman. Yes. "712, 713, 714," is the way the end

of line 57 will read.

Mr. Medalie. Now, if the language is "contempt of the

court for attendance at which the subpena is issued," I think

that will cover it.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, how about subpena duces tecum? The

word "attendance" is broad enough, is it?

Mr. Medalie. I think so.

Mr. Robinson. Why not say "for which"?

Mr. Holtzoff. Someone suggested "in the name of which".

Mr. Medalie. Well, that gets down to the form of the

subpena.
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The Chairman. "attendance at which," I think.

Mr. Longsdorf. How does that read now, Mr. Chairman?

The Chairman. Line 60, "court for attendance at which

the subpena was issued."

Mr. Longsdorf. Does this section include contempt for

subpena, to appear for deposition, or are we not going to have

that? Well, that is hearings for trial; that is all right.

Mr. Seasongood. Is there any trouble with the Nye case

in view of what you have done now with these subpenas? I

suppose when the subpena was issued by the clerk it was issued

by the court. I do not know why; the Nye case is limited to

the time.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think the Nye case would affect

this. The Nye case merely held that the contempt in order to

be punishable must be committed in the presence of the court.

Mr. Seasongood. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, the contempt here is failure to appear,

and I suppose in the presence of the court.

Mr. Dean. Does the contempt statute contain three or four

categories?

Mr. Seasongood. Yes, it does.

Mr. Holtzoff. What?

Mr. Dean. Does not the contempt statute contain three or

four categories, one of which is contempts in the presence of

the court, which is involved in the Nye case, and one of which

covers this very situation?

Mr. Holtzoff. Disobedience to process.

Mr. Dean. Disobedience to process.

Mr. Youngquist. Similar punishment was drawn in the Nye
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Case.

The Chairman. This subpena here suggested is still the
subpena issued by the court. The only difference is, in this
case, instead of the clerk signing, another officer of the court,
to wit the attorney, signs it, and he signs both the clerk's
name and his own name.

Mr. Youngquist. There is one case that we have not cov-ered: that is the subpena for a prisoner without counsel. We
have not discussed that.

The Chairman. He has a right to summons, process.
Mr. Holtzoff. The clerk could issue that.
Mr. Medalie. They should both be givenpower to do it.

You would have to make it both the clerk and the attorney.
That is, either one could do it. Those who prefer a seal on
subpenas can go to the clerk.

Mr. Crane. May I ask right there, can you subpena pris-

oners?

Mr. Robinson. What is that?

Mr. Crane. You spoke of a prisoner.
The Chairman. No. A prisoner without counsel.
Mr. Youngquist. A prisoner without counsel. I am talking

about having subpenas signed by the attorney, who is an officer

of the court.

Mr. Crane. I see. Yes. I did not understand it.
Mr. Youngquist. I did not make it very clear. I should

have said "the accused."

The Chairman. Rule 46.
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RULE 46

Mr. Robinson. That rule provides that exceptions shall
be unnecessary. The present federal law is that, while the
rule has been that generally an exception was necessary to

8 preserve a ruling of the court for review, it is well recognized
that appellate courts may notice plain error not assigned

without manifest injustice.

There are two cases on that. In particular that is true
on failure to except. Sheridan v. U. S. 112 F. (2d) 505,
reversed on February 10, 1941; 61 Supreme Court 619. There
the defendants moved for a directed verdict at the close of the
entire case but failed to except to its denial. The Circuit
Court of Appeals held that for that reason such denial was not
assignable as error. On the confession of error the Supreme
Court reversed and remanded with directions to consider the
sufficiency of the evidence to support its verdict.

Mr. Longsdorf. What was that citation?

Mr. Robinson. The citation was Sheridan v. U. S. 112 F.
(2d) 505, the Ninth Circuit, and 61 Supreme Court 619 was the
Supreme Court citation. So the status of the present law is as
stated. The reason, then, would seem to be now for a change
that formal exceptions are somewhat archaic. All that is nec-
essary is that counsel make known to the court what he desires
done or his grounds for objecting to the court's action. The
proposed rule providing the same procedure as the civil rules

seems to me desirable.

Mr. Longsdorf. That was 61, 619?

Mr. Medalie. Now, you have added an additional sentence.
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Mr. Crane. What does that mean?

Mr. Youngquist. Yes. I do not follow you.

Mr. Crane. Make an objection in a manner which will

prejudice the cause? Every objection or demurrer prejudices

the cause.

Mr. Robinson. I was just going to say, down at the second

circuit conference Judge Carroll C. Hincks raised a point which

is stated on the right-hand page in Rule 46, page 2. Judge

Hincks said there, as quoted in the proceedings of that con-

ference:

"Certainly the criminal rules should go as far

as the civil rules in making formal exceptions

unnecessary."

But he believes that they might go further and state that

the time of the court should not be taken by exceptions and

that in adopting the civil rule its language should be expanded

as follows:

"It is sufficient that a party . . . make

known to the court . . . his objection to the

action of the court and, if requested by the

judge, his grounds therefor."

Judge Hincks points out the irritating waste of time which

in his experience has been caused by obstructive counsel who

insist in stating their grounds of objection in extenso, thus

sometimes bringing extraneous matter before the jury.

Mr. Medalie. It does not need any rule to stop that.

Mr. Crane. No; the judge can attend to that.
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Mr. Medalie. Just say to counsel, "I understand your

objection. Now do not argue it any further, and do not make

a speech."

Mr. Crane. And if he keeps it up, place him in contempt.

Mr. Seasongood. But the other point is a sound one, in

my opinion. On line 7 I would say "take or his objection to

the action of the court and, if requested by the court, his

grounds therefor."

Frequently you say, "Object,'" and the court will know

what it is and does not want you to make a long palaver of

your grounds. If he wants them he should ask for them.

Mr. Medalie. The trouble is on your appeal. No

appellate court will pay any attention to an objection where

the grounds have not been stated, no matter how the trial court

feels about it.

9 Mr. Seasongood. Well, that is your affair.

Mr. Holtzoff. There is another reason, too: I think

Government counsel has the right to know the grounds for your

objection, because he might concede it in order to prevent the

danger of a reversible error being made.

Mr. Yedalie. Well, of course that sounds too much like a
game. I think it is enough if the court is told why the

evidence ought not to go in.

Mr. Crane. Suppose you use the word "exception" under the

old practice.

Mr. Medalie. No harm would come.

Mr. Crane. All we have to do is to say, "Exception," and

every appellate court has heard it, and we had this up in the

Judicial Council trying to follow the federal rule adopted in
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the civil courts. We got it through after it was opposed by

every bar association in the state of New York. The city

bar association and all the highlights opposed ever taking out

the word "exception" simply because it had been used from time

immemorial, and it was simply a silly, ridiculous thing.

I prepared a bill and got it to the legislature, and they

beat it there, and then they came around the next year, the

city bar association, the county bar association, and agreed

to it. It takes a long time to get rid of just a word. Now,

in other words, if there is error, the appellate courts have

likewise to reach it, should reach it, provided it has been

called to somebody's attention, and I think in most of the

cases they do state the objections, and I do not know as the

word "object" need be used, that particular word, if by the

record it is shown that there has been some formal statement

showing that it is improper and that the lawyer does not want

it. In other words, the appellate courts are not to be bound

by the use of one particular word. There may be another word

in the English language that means as much as "object" does,

and certainly "I object" means as much as an exception; not

exactly, but enough to call attention to it. They got rid of

all these little formal rules which are catch traps for lawyers

who do not always stop to think and use the exact word.

Now, we got rid of it, but we had to fight for it, and we

adopted in New York--the Judicial Council did, I am speaking

of--the federal rule; I do not know exactly which one it was

now, but the one, the federal rule adopted, and that was a

compromise to get it through the state legislature, and we did.

The Chairman. Was it opposed by the bar, Judge, when it
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came up? Did the bar oppose taking out the word "exception"?

Mr. Crane. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. I do not think the city bar association did.

Mr. Crane. The city bar did.

Mr. Medalie. I know the county lawyers' association did.

Mr. Crane. I can tell you the names of the men. They had

a hearing, the Judicial Council.

The Chairman. They like to snap that word "Judicial."

Mr. Crane. Yes. And so they had a committee for the

city bar, and they opposed it. But to be fair to them let me

say that after they got to thinking of it and reasoning and

arguing and talking with them, the next year, having beaten

the bill the first year, they came around and approved it.

But to be fair to them, too, let me state that they modified

some part of it, but along the federal rule; and then, being

in harmony with the federal practice, it went down a little

better, and it was a mighty healthy thing.

Mr. Holtzoff. It seems to me the last sentence of this

might perhaps go out.

Mr. Medalie. I move it be stricken.

Mr. Youngquist. I second the motion.

10 Mr. Crane. That is beginning with "and he shall"?

Mr. Glueck. Line 11.

The Chairman. Line 11.

Mr. Crane. Or the whole sentence?

Mr. Glueck. May I inquire as to the meaning of line 9,

if he has no opportunity to object?

The Chairman. Well, might we dispose of this other

sentence?
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Mr. Glueck. Oh, I am sorry.

The Chairman. Is there any question on it?
Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, I want to put in something

else before we pass to a vote on this. I think there is a
slight fault in the civil rule in this regard: If a party has
no opportunity to object to a ruling or order at the time it is
made, there may be a time left.

Mr. Crane. I will tell you what that means. It is this.
At least one instance of it.

The Chairman. What line is that?
Mr. Crane. You see, Judge, actions made at the end of a

case--

Mr. Glueck. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. Let us vote on
this first.

The Chairman. May we dispose of the point number 1,
beginning with the sentence on line 11? All those in favor of
the motion to strike will say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Opposed, no. 
//

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. Carried.
Mr. Crane. Now may I answer that question that was askedby two of them as to what it means? What it means is that when

motion is made at the end of the case and the judge says, "I
will take it under consideration," or "I will reserve my
decisions" and the case is closed, as to whether he is going todismiss the whole thing, and he then makes a ruling, now it is
made just in handing down a decision himself, but that is not
in court. I know it applies to that one instance in our state,
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and there may be others. I do not think it applies to anything

where they are in court in the presence of the judge and could

speak and make an objection; but there are instances where he

might rule and throw the whole case out. But he reserved his

decision. Now, if he makes up his mind that he will not throw

the whole case out and gives judgment, they have never had a

chance to object to his ruling.

Mr. Longsdorf. Well, that may be perfectly correct, to

say he had no opportunity whatever in that case.

Mr. Crane. Yes.

Mr. Longsdorf. But suppose there is some occurrence at the

trial which may prejudice the jury, might cause a mistrial or

might be corrected, and he did not find out right away, but he

found out before the case went to the jury: why not give the

judge a chance to make a correction if it can be made?

Mr. Crane. He can do that.

Mr. Longsdorf. So he does have opportunity there?

Mr. Crane. Yes. There is no objection to that. He has

got to object in some way in trial, call it to the judge's

attention.

Mr. Longsdorf. And give the judge a chance.

Mr. Crane. And the other side too.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, and the other side. So we have the

insertion of the words "at the time it is made or thereafter."

That is a ruling or order of the court.

Mr. Crane. I do not think there is any misunderstanding.

Is that not taken from the civil rule?

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, it is taken from the civil rule, but
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he has precautionary words.

Mr. Crane. Well, it works pretty well now.

Mr. Longsdorf. I do not know that it is very important;

I am not pressing it.

The Chairman. Is there anything further, gentlemen, on

Rule 46?

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. If not, we shall pass to Rule 47.

RULE 47

11 Mr. Robinson. You find a correction in 47 of an error

made by the mimeographers, I think only one in about a hundred

thousand pages, so it would be well to give them due credit.

At the bottom of the page you find, in some pages, that line 19

is omitted. The corrected page was distributed to you on the

first day of the meeting, and I suppose some of you do have it.

If you have 19 lines on the page, Rule 47, you have the correct

copy. If not, we can give you the corrected page.

Mr. Waite. What should line 19 be?

Mr. Robinson. Line 19 reads, "The number shall be the

maximum number which is permitted to the defense."

The Chairman. Each member has a copy of the correctly

worded page there, underneath the table of contents page, et

cetera.

Mr. Robinson. I believe that that states the present rule.

Mr. Crane. Does it?

Mr. Robinson. With possibly some alteration.

Mr. Medalie. In our district we may not ask a juror a

question unless the court specifically permits it; it does
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occasionally.

Mr. Robinson. It says "may permit," does it not? Line 2,
"The court may permit the defendant or his attorney" to conduct

an examination.

Mr. Holtzoff. It says "shall permit."

Mr. Robinson. "May."

The Chairman. "May," it says.

Mr. Holtzoff. Line 5.

Mr. Longsdorf. I might say that Judge St. Sure wishes
that the rule might be made mandatory upon the judge to examine
the jurors, with the provision that he may allow counsel to
present questions to the judge or ask them himself. I am just
telling you what Judge St. Sure said. I think "mandatory" is

a pretty big word.

Mr. Robinson. What about line 5 there? Does that take
care of the point you mention?

Mr. Holtzoff. Line 5 makes it mandatory.

Mr. Robinson. I am just asking him.
Mr. Longsdorf. No, but Judge St. Sure's idea was that it

should be made mandatory on the judge to conduct the examination
of the jurors and to permit, and so forth, as you have it here.

Mr. Holtzoff. Should not the "shall" in line 5 be changed

to "may"?

Mr. Longsdorf. I think not.

Mr. Robinson. It is in the civil rules.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. What is the reason for the change here?
Mr. Holtzoff. Well, in the light of Mr. Medalle's sug-

gestion that in the southern district of New York they do not
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permit counsel to participate in examination.

The Chairman. That is an exception.

Mr. Wechsler. Well, maybe they should. What is the

situation on that point? The rules may be changed if there

is a reason for it.

Mr. Holtzoff. I wonder if it is not a matter that could

be left in the discretion of the court?

Ur. Youngquist. It is here.

Mr. Seasongood. No, it should not be.

Mr. Dean. Suppose the judge says, "You may not ask any

questions," and he has not given a decent examination. I think

there is a lot to be said for letting counsel go into the

qualifications of the jurors.

Mr. Medalie. Of course, this is what you have.

Mr. Robinson. It says, "as it deems proper," line 7.

That modifies "shall," does it not?

Mr. Medalie. All this to do about examining jurors arises

out of what in some places is a terrible scandal. Now, in our

state courts in criminal cases, this last one, the Solomon

Muilens case, bribery of public officials, the judge allowed

four days for the examination of jurors. Well# that is

scandalous.

Some of our best judges in criminal cases in the state

courts have allowed a tremendous amount of time for the

examination of prospective jurors, and what is done really is

not to inquire as to their qualifications or simply simple

prejudices but really to harangue them and debate with them

and argue with them as to how they would vote under certain

conditions.
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Mr. Longsdorf, And insult theme
Mr. Medalie. Supposedly for the purpose of finding out

whether they have prejudices. Now, as a matter of fact there
never was any original right to examine jurors, and nowhere
in any statute, unless in particular states--not in New York,
not under the federal--is there any right to examine jurors.
The right that is really given is a right to try a challenge
actually made for bias or other disqualification. And orig-
inally you walked into the courtroom and you saw twelve people
in a box; and if you had peremptory challenges allowed you,
you would say, "I challenge number 2," and the other fellow

12 would say, "I challenge number 4#" Out they go. Others come
in. And if you had a challenge for cause you wrote it or, with
the permission of the court, stated it. And then you could
try the challenge usually by examining the juror on that issue,
stating the challenge as for bias or other disqualification,

Now, there has developed out of that a habit of examining
jurors in advance, and it has developed, except when restrained
by a handful of judges, into this scandal of arguing with
jurors and browbeating them and asking them a lot of nonsense.

I think it was Taft who decided to do away with that in
the Federal courts if he could, and the rule has been adopted
in many districts that the judge shall examine the prospective
jurors, and counsel have the opportunity to submit questions to
the judge which, if he thinks them proper, he asks the jurors.

Now, on occasion, in important cases, the judge will turn
to counsel and say, "You gentlemen are experienced, know the
limitations the court has in mind. Will you proceed to examine
the jurors?" And with that restriction the examinations are
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brief. After the court is through examining, if counsel have

not been accorded the opportunity to examine, additional ques-

tions will be suggested orally to the judge, facing the jurors,

and to get your answer, but this has cut down very materially

the time that it takes to impanel a jury.

The Chairman. Mr. Medalie, I do not think that even exists

in any place except New York City.

Mr. Seasongood. I was going to say, it does not take any

time with us.

Mr. Medalie. Well, it should not. I think it is out-

rageous, and it ought to be met either by rule or by the proper

exercise of judicial control in those examinations.

Mr. Youngquist. We have that here, Mr. Medalie: "In the

latter event, the court may permit the defendant or his attorney

to supplement the examination by further inquiry as it deems

proper or shall itself submit to the prospective jurors such

additional questions," and so forth.

Mr. Medalie. I know, but what troubles the bar and those

who wish to conform to decent rules and who would not abuse the

right to examine jurors is that the court under this rule is not

compelled to allow the attorney even the briefest examination of

a juror.

Mr. Seasongood. That is not the way it reads.

Mr. Medalie. I think that is how it reads.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

Mr. Dean. This first sentence here reads he "may."

Mr. Youngquist. "may" or "shall"?

Mr. Dean. May do one or the other.

Mr. Seasongoodo It says may do one or the other. "In the
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latter event, the court shall permit the defendant or his

attorney or the attorney for the Government to supplement the

examination."

Mr. Dession. By such further inquiries as it deems ad-

visable. That might mean none.

Mr. Medalie. It is only a supplementary examination at

most.

Mr. Dean. The court has one of two choices, as I see it:

one, to examine the jurors, or, the other, to let the attorneys

do it.

Mr. Crane. No, but he may do it himself and then permit

some additional questions by the attorney.

Mr. Dean. Suppose the attorney's original decision was

urging him to do it himself.

Mr. Crane. Well, then after he gets through he may, I

take it--and that is the practice--permit other questions that

are suggested by the lawyer and either put those questions him-

self or permit the lawyer to put them. Over in the southern

district I think they do permit other questions. Judge Byers,

who was trying that conspiracy case, does it all himself; he

will not let anybody. Some of the other judges, when they get

through, as you suggest, say, "Would you like to ask some ques-

tions?" You ask them or the judge asks them.

Mr. Youngquist. Very little of it.

Mr. Medalie. Very little of it.

Mr. Crane. Very little, but I suppose that is covered

here.

Mr. Youngquist, That is exactly what this provides.

Mr. Crane. I think so.
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Mr. Crane. I think so#

Mr. Medalle. Well, of course you have no alternative.
"In the latter event,"--that is, after the court itself conducts
the examination--,,the court shall permit the defendant"--and so

13 forth--"to supplement the examination . * or shall itself sub-
mit to the prospective Jurors such additional questions of the
parties or their attorneys as it deems proper."

Mr. Youngquist. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. In other words, under the rule as at present
drawn, if the court chooses, counsel Just does not open his
mouth in the impaneling of the jurors except to suggest some-
thing to the Judge, if we want it that way. I have been able
to get along, and I have tried some pretty long cases, and I
have been reasonably satisfied with the kind of Jury I got under
that condition, but I think many lawyers Just do not like it.

Mr. Crane. I think it is a pretty good thing as it is.
The Chairman. As a matter of fact, I am told that the

district Judges follow very largely the practice in the state
courts, and if the state court system is working so a Jury can
be drawn within a half hour, they let counsel go ahead and ask

the questions.

Mr. Medalie. Not in the southern district of New York, and
materially not in the eastern district of New York.

The Chairman. I know; that is an exceptional situation.
I was surprised by the great difference in the extent of the
Judges' questioning. For example, I was complaining one day to
Judge Orie Phillips that in a civil case I had only three
challenges, and he quite vehemently said, "That is ample."

I said, "I cannot see that."
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He then developed in a discussion that in the Tenth Circuit

when the judge questions a jury he not only asks them general

questions such as, "Do you know the plaintiff or the defendant?"

but, having a list of witnesses, asks them if they know any of

the witnesses who are going to be called. So when he is through

there is really very little; and if they answer they do know

them he excuses them. So when he is through with that kind of

thoroughgoing talking to the whole jury you rarely have a need

for more than three challenges; but if the judge in his examina-

tion only asks judicial and superficial questions, three

challenges may be utterly inadequate.

Now, where there is such a variance I do not see how you

can do anything better than set up some general rule like this

and trust that the judge will conform himself to the necessity

of the practice as he finds it in his district. This rule was

made on the civil side to bring New York into line.

Mr. Crane. The abuses there were terrible.

The Chairman. And still are in the state courts, as I

understand it.

Mr. Medalie. In criminal cases. They are terrible.

The Chairman. Well, to some extent in civil cases.

Mr. Medalle. Now, that does not mean that you ought to go

to the other extreme. The bar is willing to conform to anything

within reason, without being pushed to this extreme where

nothing may be asked.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, may I add for your informa-

tion, I attended the Ninth Circuit Conference, on which one

whole day was spent in discussing proposed rules, and we should

have had a transcript of that, but for some reason they did not
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get it; it was supposed to have been filed with Mr. Chandler's

office, but it does not appear to be there.

Now, there was a considerable amount of discussion on this

very subject. All I can do is sum it up. The district judges

of the Ninth Circuit were nearly all there, and they were in

agreement that the judge should conduct the examination of the

jurors and allow counsel to ask questions, the judge approving

them. I know that the same practice is followed in the state

courts in California, and I know the abuses were terrific before

it was passed.

Mr. Seasongood* Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out in lines

7 to 9 the words "or shall itself submit to the prospective

jurors such additional questions as it deems proper."

Mr. Dean. I second that motion.

Mr. Seasongood. I feel, Mr. Chairman, that the right to

ask a juror questions yourself is a valuable right. I have seen

it happen in a number of cases where you ask a general question

to all the jurors, "Do you know the defendant?" They do not say

a word. On the other hand, if you look them in the eye and say,

"Do you know them?" or any other similar question, they some-

times say they do; and in the ordinary cases, certainly where I

have practiced, the impaneling of a jury is not a long process,

because if a lawyer has any sense he does not ask any more ques-

tions than he has to, because he is very apt to get their ill

will.

14 I think in the interest of expedition it is very poorly

served and used if it prevents your ascertaining--and certainly

in a criminal case--if a juror has any particular prejudice,

which you can find out by looking at him when he answers you.
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Now, the court can limit that; you may not ask or may not go to
extremes, but let the court clear the way as much as possible
by asking a few general questions, and then let the counsel have
reasonable opportunity to ask questions themselves, and the
court can control it, certainly, if that thing is abused.

Mr. Youngquist, I think that would answer the proposed

rule entirely.

Mr. Seasongood. Well, it is the practice.
Mr. Youngquist. Because even when the attorneys themselves

make the examination the court may limit the inquiry as it deems
proper, in the language used in line 7. He has that right now
to limit it; and if the motion is carried he may do one of two
things: he may permit the attorneys to conduct the whole examina.
tion or he may make an examination himself and then turn the
attorneys loose. His only control over the attorneys is to
limit the inquiry to such questions as he deems proper. Well,
he has got that very right, even though he does not impose him-
self at all. So that if we are to have anything with regard to
that I think we must keep the entire provision as it is.

bi fls I spent one solid week in examination of jurors in the0OC
state court in Minnesota.

016
Mr. Crane. Well, when I got a jury in the Thornton

Jenkins Hains case I was criticized because we got the jury
in a murder in the first degree case, with 60 reporters
present and I do not know how many jurors called, in a day
and a half, and I did it by sitting late at night until I
tired the attorney for the defendant out. They were drastic
measures and of course might have been subject to error, but
they used to take two and three weeks. The Thaw case was a
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different case, and so are other cases in our state, which

ought to make a shame at the trials, and this perhaps goes

too far, but it does correct an abuse. That is very very

necessary, and as long as the judge has got discretion I should

think we ought to permit him to ask the questions. That is all

we could expect.

Mr. Seasongood. If he has discretion he may say, "I am

not going to let the counsel ask any questions at all."

Mr. Crane. They do it now. I think Judge Byers did

that.

Mr. Glueck. Well, then substitute "and" for "or" if

that is your fear; I mean, that he may not let counsel do

it at all.

Mr. Medalie. Now, you have another situation here.

This is a provision for the examination of jurors, and your

provision for challenges does not say a word about challenge

for cause. Now, I assume a provision can be made for that and

for the trial of those challenges. No judge is in a position

to try a challenge interposed by counsel on either side and

ask the proper questions, and you cannot provide that in

advance. Jow, in challenges for cause I think a lawyer ought N)
to have a right to try that challenge.

Er. Holtzoff. Does that often arise?

Mr. Youngquist. Who ought to have the right?

Mr. Medalie. The lawyer who interposes the challenge

for cause.

Mr. Dean. he certainly ought to be able to ask the

questions.

The Chairman. Well, he is the only one who effectively
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can do it.

Mr. Medalie. Yes. Now, there is no provision here for

either challenges for cause and no provision of course, for

that reason, for the trial of a challenge by questions by

counsel or cross-examination by the other.

Mr. iioltzoff. Well, actually does that frequently arise,

that you have challenges for cause?

hr. Youngquist. For cause, yes.

Mr. Medalie. Now, what really happens is this. The

reason why these long examinations take place is for the

purpose of finding, if you can, a basis for a challenge for

cause. comatimes it appears that there is a basis for it.

Then you inquire further. If it should appear by the questions

15 of a judge or, if he allows it, by the questions of counsel,

that there is a basis for a challenge for cause or for further

inquiry to determine whether there is any such basis, counsel

ought to be perm-tted to ask those questions and press it.

The Chairman, Is it not a further fact, Mr. Medalie, that

one reason that those objections arc not pressed in court is

that not one lawyer in twenty knows how to conduct such an

examination of a juror?

Mr. Medalie. That is true. Most lawyers do not know how

to conduct those examinations.

Mr. Crane. There is no question about that--any more than

they know how to covs-cxamine them.

1,' . Young;quizt. Well, I was asauming that there would

be provision for challenges for cause somewhere. )

MAn. k4edalie. 5•ow, there in another thing in here, if I

can mention that.
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The Uwivnan. Opposed on,

(!here was a~ ek uc of noes.)

Theai~man :'ne chair is in doubt. All ,hosi

of the motiLon will raise theiLr hands,

(There was a show ,, ha.ndc<.)

Mr. Holtzoff. Six.

The Chairm-an. Op'posecd

(There was a show u. hands.)

Mr. holtzoff. ,evan.

Th- Chairman. The mnotion Q. los-t, sIx to seven.

Mr. Medai t,. . am reminded of a very pur.,nent trial.

lawlyr who chall ~enged fop~ cause. fRythought he had cause . He

sat down and did not ask any questions of the jury, and the

_veat• jui-or a••od, %". -i" way, you have not ask. d wec

whether 1 know the cournsl - r tba plaintiff."

The lawyer said, We IJ, do you?"

And he said, "Yes., sr."

Thr lawyer asked, H"Do you know him very w&il?"

"Intimately."

And the lawler sat down. The juror Sot up to go out,

and Mr. RiKdheway said, "Keep your seat. Would to God I could

get 12 men who know him.''

Mr. Seasongood. Mr. Chairman, is it necessary to have

anything in that jurors may be sworn on the votr dire? I just

present that for debate.

Mr. Dean. I hate to see this--

hr. Youngquist. On the voir dire?

The Chairman. i think we should even though it is not
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in the civ! rules. I me,'an i think if it is not here we are

golng to have a lot of lawyers over In Congress looking for it.

Mr. Dession. I do not see why they should not be.

Do you.',

Mr. Youngquist. They ought to be.

Mr. Seasongood. I think they o-ght to be automatically,

because if either party requests it he is at a little dis-

advantage sometimes. Why should they not be sworn automatically

on the voIr dtre?

Mr. Youngquist. Well, was it intended by the civil rules

that both should be prohibited?

The Chairman. No.

Iqr. Seasongood. Our state practice is that they are only

sworn on a voir dire if the person requests that they Ie sworn.

Otherwise they are not.

Mr. Holtzoff. Not everywhere.

Mr. Seasongood. No. I am just mentioaing what the Ohio

practice is.

Mr. Youngquist. In our state they are sworn as a matter of

course. It may be that the practice is so well established that

they thought it not necessary to set that forth in the rules.

Mr. Zeasongood. No, it Is not.

Mr. Youngquist. I think we ought to put it in.

kir. Robinson. All right.

Mr. Dession. It is done in a great many districts now
automatically. I think we ought to do it. We do not want

perjury there any more than anywhere else.

Mr. Robinson. Is that in Ohio they are not sworn?
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Mr. Seasongood. They are not sworn unless somebody asks

for it. The state statute says that either party may ask that

the jurors be sworn touching their qualifications.

Mr. Desslon. That brings up another point. I do not

think any attorney should have to request such a thing in the

presence of the jury.

Mr. Seasongood. Well, that is what I was going to say,

that it should be automatic.

Youngquist. Yes, it should be.

Mr. Seasongood. Rather than having to have them request

it. It does not take a minute.

Mr. Youngquist. It may be very important.

Mr. Seasongood. Yes, I think so.

Mr. Dession. Well, one other point on that, Mr. Chairman:

When the challenges for cause are taken care of I think we

ought to make sure that those challenges do not haveto be

made in the presence of the jury. I do not know how often

that is done.

Mr. Medalie. They always are.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

Mr. Dession. Well, I have been in some courts where they

did not have to do it in the presence of the jury.

Er. hedalie. Really?

Lr. Dession. I think this is a great deal better. There

is a stated penalty on making one, if you •d it.

Mr. Medalie. Very rarely is a juror challenged for cause

if there are no peremptory challenges left.

The Chairman. Not only because of the effect on the

individual juror but the effect on your whole group.
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Mr. Dession. Why should it not always be In chambers or

the library?

Mr. Seasongood. Except that you have to send the jury

out and bring them back again, and all that.

Mr. Holtzoff. Should not that be left to the discretion

of the judge, in local practice?

Mr. Seasongood. Going in and out a number of times.

Mr. Robinson. Parading.

The Chairman. They are often challenged that way, are

they?

Mr. Seasongood. Sir?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think challenges for cause are very

rare, anyway.

Mr. Medalie. No, it develops that there is something

about the juror, his connection with a witness, his connection

with some--

Mr. Holtzoff. (Interposing) Yes, but you generally excuse

him by consent under those circumstances.

Mr. Dession. Well, there is another advantage of doing it

outside the jury's presence, I think. You can go ahead and

get a more full and thorough discussion of the juror, if you

are awake.

Mr. Medalle. You step up to the bench, and the stenographer

comes over and begins recording what you are whispering to the

judge.

Mr. Seasongood. I think that is horrible. I think all

that kind of stuff creates the worst impression on the ordinary

person, to have everybody go up and have that hush, hush, hush

around with the judge. They think you are fixing up something
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in the trial. I think that whole business ought to be abolished.

Mr. Youngquist. In our state you interpose the challenge

for cause openly in the presence of all the jurors and then go

on with the examination to establish the cause.

Mr. Medalie. You mean you challenge them before you have

cause?

Mr. Youngquist. No.

Mr. Medalie. But you challenge them for cause?

Mr. Youngquist. We permit the preliminary examination

for the purpose of determining whether there might be grounds

for the challenge for cause, and then we interpose the challenge

for cause and either submit the challenge on the answers that

have already been given or ask further questions.

Mr. Medalie. Well, that is the draft rule in New York

and other states.

Mr. Youngquist. But we were somewhat puzzled about the

absence of provision for challenge for cause in the civil rules,

17 which these follow.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, maybe you ought to have a separate

paragraph.

The Chairman. Well, we have agreed on that.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

The Chairman. That we are going to cover challenges for
/

cause and examination of the jurors 1n the voir dire.

Mr. Holtzoff. I should like to ask a question about the

sentence beginning on line 9. That is not in the civil rule?

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. Holtzoff. Now, beginning on line 14 you provide for

the removal from the jury at any time if it appears that the
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juror has made a false or misleading answer.

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. Now, what puzzles me is, What effect will

that have upon a plea of former jeopardy in case you try--

Mr. Medalie. (Interposing) Contempt?

Mr. H-oltzoff. No, no. In case you try the defendant

again, that would result in a mistrial, would it not?

Mr. Medalie. No. If the defendant asks for a mistrial,

there is of course no jeopardy. If during the course of the

trial it appears that the juror should not sit, you a& that

he be thrown out and consent to go on with 11 jurors, and

everything is all right.

Mr. Youngquist. If you do not consent and if the govern-

ment asks that he be thrown out--

Mr. Medalie. Yes, the defendant must consent.

Mr.' Holtzoff. But it does not say that.

Mr. Youngquist. And the defendant does not consent.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is what bothers me. It does not say

"with the consent of the parties."

Mr. Youngquist. You are stuck with a juror who has given

a false answer.

Mr. Medalie. Yes. Well, to begin with, I do not think

that sentence is necessary.

Mr. Crane. Neither do I.

Mr. Medalie. I think that the courts have power to punish

anybody who misleads the court.

Mr. Crane. Inherent power.

Mr. Medalie. Now, we had that in the Knapp case. When
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that juror gave a false answer we did not find out until the

jury disagreed, and found that he was interested in the case.

Mr. Crane. Surely.

Mr. Medalie. And Steve Callahan punished him for con-

tempt.

Mr. Youngquist. And there is no question about that.

We do not need it. What bothers me is that in case the juror

is subject to removal from the jury it leaves you with 11

jurors.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is what bothers me, too.

Mr. Medalie. All right. Now,--

Mr. Youngquist. (Interposing) I do not think that ought

to be done.

Mr. Robinson. Thatsection provides for alternate jurors,

you know.

Mr. Medalie. You do not always have alternate jurors.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, but that is only in big and long

trials.

Mr. Medalie. But now look. Let us get this: The defendant

is on trial with a jury of 12 and no alternates, and the trial

has been going two or three days or two or three weeks. He

discovers that there is a man on the jury who swore to get him

and in answer to questions said nothing about it. Now, suppose

you do not have a mistrial. You go ahead and get a conviction.

That conviction ought not to stand. I think you will agree

with that, will you not?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes. But take the reverse situation.

Mr. Medalie. So what is the harm of kicking him off and

getting a mistrial?
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Mr. Youngquist. This rule.
Mr. Holtzoff. I am bothered about the reverse situation ,

Mr. Medalie.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.
Mr. Holtzoff. Suppose the United States Attorney discovers

a juror who gave falseanswers that are prejudicial to the
government?

Mr. Seasongood. Yes.
Mr. Holtzoff. Now, under this that juror can be removed.
Mr. Medalie. Yes.
Mr. Holtzoff. Now, I am wondering what effect that would

have on a plea of former jeopardy if that is true.
Mr. Medalie. There has been a jeopardy; there is not theslightest doubt about it. The district attorney is stuck. Hehad better hope for a disagreement so he can try the case over

again.

Mr. Holtzoff. Then should not this sentence be modified?
The Chairman. Would not the court have to declare a

mistrial?

Mr. Medalie. No; you cannot declare a mistrial without
the consent of the defendant.

Mr. Crane. You cEnnever try him again.
Mr. Medalie. I think the solution of the whole business

is to leave that sentence out and let the ordinary law take its
course.

Mr. Youngquist. I second the motion.
Mr. Robinson. Let me ask about the Minneapolis case in

this connection, the Foshay case, you recall.
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Mr. Youngquist. Yes, I was thinking of that. There a

juror, a woman, was called as a juror. She testified she did

not know the defendant, whereas in fact she had worked as a

stenographer for him. That was discovered after the trial was

over. I think there was an acquittal or a disagreement. She

was prosecuted for contempt of court. I do not remember whether

theproceeding was pushed to a conclusion, but it was concluded

by the very unfortunate circumstance of this wife and her

husband and twochildren placing themselves in a closed car,

putting a hose on the exhaust Dipe, and committing quadruple

suicide.

Mr. Holtzoff. That case went to the Supreme Court.

Mr. Youngquist. Did it'?

±r. ±4 l't+off. And the conviction for contempt was upheld.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, her conviction was upheld, but thc

case was lost. She held out, you know, not to convict.

Mr. Wechsler. Thore was a disagreement.

Mr. Crane. C. C. A. reports it as a conviction.

Mr. Wechsler. There was a disagreement, and then there

was a second trial and a conviction.

MDr. Crane. Yes.

"r. Robinson. The sccond trial you are talking about. The

first trial they lost out on; she was the one juror who held

out.

Mr. Youngquist. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. Now, then, suppose the counsel for the

state or the defendant find out that there is a juror who has

made misstatements there. Is there nothing for counsel to do

except just wait until the jury disagrees?
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Mr. I-ed-alic No, the dcfena;an, has no trouble. The
government has a constitutional ,dfficulty.

i r. You ngq t. That is tho &n.;1,1" r ° .• The.,O is a very nicMr.', Crpne n~ce point coming up in that

Solomon case.

Ir... Mede lie , yo .Mean Loft? Loft, a witness, getting

sick?

P, 'r Crane. Yes

iMr. Medalic. reltha t is another casce.

Mr. Crane. T'h•-n- may be tec!i- ical.
r..... • Ys.... ... oy,-u make a motion on it?

Mr. Tedalo. es. I -moved to Strike that sentence begin-
ning, "In the e aTminatJon o4 prosiective ju-or, lies to

Mr. Youn t I second th- mo ton.

"Th- hairnmez. Is there any dlcusslcn,.

//

T.hLIc VChA = airn. IL t-h os c in fav or w il say aye,
.(er was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Cpposea, n•.

(There was no respon•s•.)

The-. Chairnman. Carrxied.

I... Medaie. 11Mov let us know what we are dc•,-n on
num~ber of pe.erempt ory c.'.a 1 cnag-~ c lt ks ro-osed that both si"deshave nuemsam number of -etremtoryl cha I s t t.......•
that both some nu or cf e-t c 1cn es

1r....... b.on. Yes.

1Mr. ai, I have no ,c" c n _ oY want you
doeCd it I k Want t- 1:=w .... h"It yo"u a-re dc"ciln-v,



. 22.z or:. lut 1want tc maei ~a, huhta

Q! t efndants tether av c numer of chal-engec,
a.nd I th. that z.nteace shciu! be clavifin?. I think thpmt

is whar t A is "Lnde6 to Mew.

". I'•,•c.i " Y,": have a dozen defendanbo, a.dQ some of
them do not iike 60•me of the Pest, tjaeir challenges ape joinc

or Lts!xK.

hor. bioins on. Ye.:. 'i',• suggeoted eifendjent the-e would
be in linO 17, t the de-Qd.t .l defendants.'!

Nol. EIN2.OUi. yea.

r-Ru'. obinson. up I" hit. on ubni' t ahYttu.rity3.!

mv. .c.a..e. Well, nuw, thaL is one reason w... hE
(Ldisp ty in eill~enges uuaht p iapa. to be maaintained. Now,
if it is a single dun~ant I am w..lin. to ag. .... he
nainbev of . .emp)oo.y c•hallenges hould be the same on each
side; but if you have a numbezr of defendant,, .art cu.arly
whe.r Lh-y ape riepresented by differtent counsel, 1 think thaL
juL•Lice suggests that they have owme extra challenges.

kr. Robinson. Wall, now, how many, mr. MedaHlO ' hat

is a Vrfacticai quesLion.

Mr. hvedalic. 6ix to ten has bVen a workable thing; we
nave been woking uade. Oat foht r years.

Mr. holtzuff. Well, amaybe we could keep that where ther-.

is more than one 6ala" ant.

Mvi'. Medfje. lea, i think that would be fair enough.

Mr. ioltzoff. -,..ov.L ded where there is one defniant the

nuimibe 1 shall be the. .. ae

Mr. hedalie. Yes. ANd ali•o •rovide that ch•alJnges VE.
joit and not several where thee, is mope than one defendant.
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That i.n the Jnul of t 46e -w yok Code: challenges are
joint and not seveal. Where it is a Iisdemeanor you ha..ve

only threýe ýC hallon-T

Mr. Youngquiat. ivi.. IlJdalie, would not the possible

Causes oZ, e 1-;e 1'e, cyaIe - the govern jent be m, t-"be mUl•t i-
plied b2j the D.•ae of ..n 0 ~ aqaitn~~i~id ý1"enufabee olf 6efendantLý--frle-nds, a....

r'elationsjnj, and all thlat?

Mr. holizoff. Those challea es would be for cause, would

they not?

Mr. Youngquist. 'INo.

MP. Meda11e. That is mathematical .athe th.an real, is

it not? The government has just one cause.

r•. hobinson. I am satisfied btat that objection will be

iraised wlienever these rules come up for consideration at bar

committee meetings or in Congress oir e~sewhere. T1erefove I

think this committee should do something about it.

Mr. Crane. Wha . Give the goverrinjent the number of

challengaes of each defendant?

Mri. holtzoff . No.

Mr. Robinsou. If there ar-e plural defendants.

Mr. hioltzoff. Not under the federal rule.

IMr. Crane. Oh, yes. I agree with Mr. Mvedalie.

Mr. Holtzoff. In the light of the reporter's 'remarks, I
will br•tng this matter to a head. I move that this rule be

modified so as to. porovide that in cases where there is one

defendant the goveri-ument and the defendant shall have the Same

nuibe r of chal lenge s.

MIr. Medalie. I would suggest the minimumn, not the
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maximum: six instead of tea.

Mr. Youngquist. In felony cases?

Pis. hedalie. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. Misdemeanor-s?

Mr. viPedaLie . What

Mr. Youngquist. Capital?'

Phr. Medalie. I know. Then you could dlsguise the limit

in c'aoJtal offcnses, and you put the limit at 20. That is all

right.

Mr. Ioltzoff. And that in those cases -where there is more
than one defendant the number thtA now prevails shall continue;

wotud that not be all right?

hr. Medalie. That is six and ten, yes.

Ir•. Holtz off Yes.

Pr. Robinson. Now, how is ti7.at? If more than one--
Mr. Holtzoff. i am not trying to phrase the exact wording.

ir. Robinson. I know, but--

The Chairman. Six to six for one defendant; six to ten
where more than one, and in capital cases--

Mr. Medalie. Capital and treason, 2@ to a side.

Mr. Dean. Misdemeanors, three and three.

Mr. Robinson. Wh@at?

Mr. Dean. Misdemeanors, three and three.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. Well, that is misdemeanors not in the way
in which it is defined in some of our statutes. Some of our
misdemeanors carry three- and five-year offenses.

Mr. Holtzoff. Embezzlement from a bank is a misdemeanor.

Mr. Medalie. Is a misdemeanor. That is a five-year
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offense. You mean cases where the punishment is not in

excess of one year?

Mr. Dean. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. Mr. Robinson?

Mr. Robinson. Wl-hat is that?

Dr. Medalie. Hisdemeanor in the sense that the punishment
is not in excess of one year and a fine?

1r. Robinson. Yes. Thatis the federal rule.

hr. Medalie. Is it?
20 Mr. Dean. Now you are going to -leave t, in the case of

a single defendant in the action, three for the single defendant

and three for the government?

The Chairman. Isn't that too little?

Mr. Dean. I think it is.

Hr. Robinson. That is in a misdemeanor case.

The Chairman. Yes. I mean, after all, being sent to
jail for a year is not a light thing.

Mr. Robinson. Now we are amending the federal statute, of

course, of 1911.
Owens Mr. Dean. We are doing that also in this draft.
fls

345pm
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lls Mrx Mr. Orfield. Do you have challenge for cause?

345pm
Sep.1O-41 Mr. Medalie. You do not get many challenges for cause

that are ever sustained.

Mr. Youngquist. One reason for the delay in the state

courts in examination is that there are quite a number.

Mr. Dean. Not on peremptories.

Mr. Crane. No, they put the juror in the witness box

and keep him there for hours. Challenges never cause any

trouble.

Mr. Robinson. They do in some states.

Mr. Holtzoff. Theycause a great deal of trouble in Jc

state courts.

Mr. Medalie. 'What about where you have several defendants?

11r. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. If you have 15 defendants you have 90

challenges?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. That is terrible.

Mr. Dean. I wonder if there is any way in which we can

take care of that difficulty where you have several defendants.

It certainly is a mess. I do not think there ic any way that

we can touch it.

Mr. Medalie. What about misdemeanors?

The Chairman. Six apiece.

Mr. Medalie. Six and six even with plural defendants?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. There are few such cases ever tried. Most

of the misdemeanors are like the food and drugs and migratory

bird cases.
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The Chairman. Any other point on section (a)?

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. Let us take up (b), alternate jurors.

Mr. Medalie. There has been a change made in the

alternate juror statute. The statute provides that alternate

jurors stay in until the jury retires to deliberate. You have

it here until the jury returns with its verdict.

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. This is your problem: the jury retires and

deliberates. Let us say it is out 12 hours. One of them gets

sick or dies. Should you call back the alternate juror into

these deliberations and start at the end instead of at the

beginning?

The Chairman. I think you remember the case in which the

Mayor and the Commissioners of Newark were tried and which lasted

some time and after the jury retired and was locked up for 15

hours one juror developed an acute appendix. There were alter-

nate jurors available.

Mr. Medalie. Let us see what you would do with the

alternate. Twelve jurors have retired and are locked up. That

means you sequester the alternate. They stay until the con-

clusion.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. That is simply boring to the two alternates.

Mr. Youngquist. If one of the jurors in the jury room

dies, then you bring in the alternate?

Mr. Dean. The judge can do it, and then the juror takes

up the deliberations from that point on, but he has missed the
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early discussion.

Mr. Robinson. He is in the custody of the marshal.

Mr. Dean. Would you not have a serious constitutional

question there?

Mr. Robinson. The judge would decide it.

Mr. Dean. It seems to me that if you take the alternate

into the jury room when you have 12 men then you have more than

the 12 because you have a jury of 14 men or 12 men being

influenced by the presence of two people who should not be

in there. On the other hand, if you sequester them and bring

one of them in later because of an accident or something he

has then missed the early delt eration.

Mr. Medalie. He has not been present for the whole

trial.

Mr. Robinson. Dontt you think the decisions on the

constitutionality of these alternate juror statutes are

sufficient to take care of that?

Mr. Medalie. Do you have any cases which deal with that

situation?

Mr. Robinson. Just the broad language.

Mr. Dean. Well, it is a technical objection.

The Chairman. There is one case in Mr. Orfield's state

where there was a labor leader on the jury. He convinced them

that the jury should organize and get together and elect him

chairman. Then they had a secretary and then they agreed that

the American principle of majority should rule, and as long as

they got seven they were ready for a verdict. Then you would

be in trouble.

Mr. Dean. The reason that I say that the cases to which
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he refers there are not applicable is because the alternate

juror statute is really making for a jury of 14 men rather

than a jury of 12 men. The answer of the courts is that there

are just 12 people; it is true that you have two people inside

the courtroom, but they are not participating in the delibera-

tions and when they go into the jury room for deliberations

then you have only 12 men. That is what I understand is the

reply of the courts to the attack upon the alternate juror

statute.

Here, however, you introduce a different thing.

Mr. Robinson. I would like to go still further into that

law, but I might say this as a matter of personal conviction,

that I have been thinking about this for many years. I hap-

pened to be on the committee appobted by the federal judge in

Indianapolis to consider the civil rule$ and this was recom-

mended. The reason why it was suggested that the alternate

stay when the jury begins deliberations is because that may

be a time when they are needed, but I do think that it is a

good plan to consider the constitutional question also.

Mr. Dean. Has any case ever decided the validity of the

statute involving the constitution where an alternate juror was

in?

Mr. Robinson. No, but I think the language of the deci-

sions is sufficient, at least some of the decisions.

Mr. Dean. It may be.

Mr. Medalie. You have this situation in the event that

you have two alternate jurors who do not go in. If you start

with 12 and they retire to deliberate and one gets sick or

dies, you have a mistrial. Now, the worst thing that could
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happen if we adopt the procedure that you have suggested is

that if this is unconstitutional you would have another trial.

I think that it is worth that risk.

Mr. Youngquist. That occurs to me in that connection,

that you would go through another trial. If you have an

alternate juror and send him into the jury room after one has

become sick or died, a verdict will be reached unless the jury

disagrees. The only thing that the alternate juror has missed

is some discussion. He has heard all the evidence and the

argument and all of the charge. He is as well fitted as any

of the other jurors to decide the case. It seems to me that

the fact that he has not been subjected for a time to the opinions

and argument of the other jurors does not work any injustice

either to the defendant or to the government.

Mr. Medalie. Are you arguing now for the constitutionality

of this procedure?

Mr. Youngquist. I think we should do it, in view of the

decisions.

Mr. Medalie. That is what I suggested, and if they hold it

unconstitutional then we know that we cannot do it, but if they

hold that it is then we have done something that is useful.

The Chairman. We can cite cases which have been carried

along, because that has often happened and jurors got sick or

died.

Any other discussion on this?

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. If not, we will take up Rule 48.
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RULE 48

Mr. Robinson. This refers to the Patton case, I think.

Mr. Glueck. Is there anything in here, Mr. Chairman, as

to what kind of materials the jury may have with them in the

jury room when they deliberate?

Mr. Medalie. You mean whether they can get the exhibits

when they want them?

Mr. Dean. Before we discuss this matter, may I ask a

question about the alternate jurors? Don't you change the

law with reference to the number of peremptory challenges?

My impression was that you had two challenges if you had two

alternate jurors.

Mr. Robinson. Line 33, 34, and 35 states it as follows:

"If one or two alternate jurors are called, each

party is entitled to one peremptory challenge inaddition

to those otherwise allowed by law."

Mr. Dean. If you have two alternate jurors shouldn't you

have two peremptory challenges?

Mr. Medalie. I think there is no trouble about getting

along with one challenge.

Mr. Dean. Is that the law now?

Mr. Medalie. Yes. It works all right now. No one has

objected to it.

Mr. Dean. I just wanted to know whether we are changing

the present law.

The Chairman. Is there any other question on Rule 48?

Mr. Seasongood. Just the question of phraseology.

Mr. Longsdorf. There is a case where they waived the
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twelfth juror because of the incapacity or death of him during

the trial. Is that sufficiently included in the language of

No. 48?

Mr.Seasongood. That is what I was going to say.

Mr. Robinson. Are you thinking of the Patton case, where

a juror died?

11r. Medalie. This sufficiently covers that.

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Seasongood. The only question I have is "They may
stipulate that the jury shall consist of * * *." That would

be in the future. I think that they "may" stipulate before
the trial or during the trial. Why keep the civil rule "shall"'

If it is not improved by it or if that is not the proper
thing, leave it out. They may stipulate that the jury shall

consist of any number less than twelve.

Mr. Dean. Haven't we covered that in this matter we dis-

cussed this morning with respect to what the Patton case pro-

vided with reference to waiver?

Mr. Seasongood. Is there any harm in saying "before or

at any time during the trial"?

Mr . Medalie. Say before or during the trial.

The Chairman. We are only responsible for our part, but
in the one court this may cast a doubt on the civil rules and
they may say, "What do you mean in the civil rules?" Unless

you have something definite, I do not think it would be wise,

do you?

Mr. Medalie. I understand that without this rule that

may be stipulated in federal cases.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.
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Mr. Medalie. So if that stipulation is made, the stipu-

lation has this authority of stating the law and does not

reduce in any way the extent of your principle.

Mr. Orfield. Why not go as far as the civil rules and

provide for a less than unanimous verdict?

Mr. Burke. There is no Supreme Court case on that.

Mr. Orfield. You could do It.

Mr. Glueck. By stipulation?

Mr. Orfield. Yes.

Mr. Waite. I am in favor of this rule but I would like to

voice my objection to the fact that these rules of criminal

procedure follow the rules in civil cases.

Mr. Robinson. We do not follow them except where they

ar!-, good.

Mr. Waite. I mean in their order. If for instance in

Rule 39 is the provision about waiver of a jury, thien you have

a lot of extraneous matter and then Rule 48 in which you have

a provision that a single juror may be waived. The logical

thing to do would be to put all the rules with respect to the

jury together.

hrr. Robinson. I do not know 141A the rea•1 for this

order is.

Mr. Dean. I move we strike out Rule 48 and incorporate

whatever is in it in Rule 38.

Mr. WPI~te. Rule 39?

Mr. Youngquist. No, 38, isn't it?

Mr. Robinson. Yes, Rule 38. /
The Chairman. On page 2.

Mr. Holtzoff. 1 second the motion.
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The Chairman. All those in favor of the motion say aye

(There was a chorus of ayes.) /

The Chairman. Those opposed.

(There was no response.)

The Chairman, It is carried.

,r. Medli.Le Are we going to make a provision for what

the jury may take into the jury room with them tn th- way of

exhtbits?

Mr. GJunck. What h is the present federal law on that?

Mr. Hltzoff. it is in the discretion of the court.

Mr. Youngqulst. I think it is safer to leave it there.

The Chairman. Ts it customary to take the exhibits in?

Kr. Medalie. If the jurors ask.

Nr. Cran+e. You have to havP consent of tbh court.

fr. Medalie. That is the usual thing. Counsel are

consulted , but i do not know whj tbhej "ve c"onsulted.

Mr. Holtzoff T 1-ave •n•r• of roye casps of some requpst.-

be ing rfused.

Mr. Crane. i do not think that the indict"ent in evor

submitted to them.

M!r. !',eda!Qte, Yen, it is Oone in mail fraud casps wuere

th-re arp a nuimo'r of Aefendants and the jurors cannot Pctun!!17

carrj in ;h,-Pr b-nads the numb-:P of def.endants, and wheni that

is done the; road t.he indctment.

,r. Dean. That is on- place where there is no inro+ noito.

It Is a qucstiou whethcr we want tu face the music and fix a

P one way on the o on it. W . do jou think of N6

I +. i-o. 1 think.. ii !6 a question for khe uouit to see
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that nothing• r Ioploe1r is being han6d Go them. i think it 0,

possible to set and judge whaL i going to Lhe juvy 8u Lthat

inothing .iiJrooer is s± Jyw& Iin by mista~ke an intention that

really should not So to Ohe ju•ry.

Mr. Ulueck. if we have a £Li± on that I should lik Go

su,6est this one wiether the juir should be- pomiLed Lo take

no=e0 during the coase of the trial.

Mr. Robinson. It woulN be dages.ous.

Mr. (lueck. i do not see wh, it is d•ng~erous.

Mo. Robinson. Thiat is the coi•i4on law.

Mr. Deau. If juvu3rs are allowed to take them they will

go along and take them for the first few days. Thau is Lthe

gov&.rnhenG's case. Then they geL Live . Then they got in the

jury room and all they have with them are a few notes of Qhe

governmnent's main uitnesses and they bping those out and dis-

cuss them.

The Chairman. isn't that taken care of by the coupbs?

Thoy could take down the pertinent daLes and figures as a

guide to their pocolloction and not let the jury do it.

Mx. Dean. I don't know.

Mr. Medalie. 1 have not seen it.

The Chaiarman. That is done quite often in our state

courts when the trials will last over a week; not an, shorter.

Mr. Medalie. A very distinguished prosecutor hit on the

device of .iving each juror a pad and pencil.

Mr. Waite. In a case in which I sat which lasted five

weeks if I did not tako any notes I would not know anything

about it except perhaps a few bare facts.
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Mr. Dean. ihere is anothejv possibility. I mentioned

that other case facetiously, but you get a one-sided picture

from these notes. You have a situation where one person who

is a good writer will take the notes and the othei.s will ask

him, "What do you have on your slip?"

Well, he has got sonmcthing, and they will take that. I

think there is a danger of giving a one-sided picture for what

is preserved in the notes.

Mr. Waite. My point wasthat I would have a one-sidtd

picture if I could not take notes.

Mr. 6easongood. The judge can take that into considera-

tion and charge the jury that the notes are evidence and they

are not to be given too much weight. In a modern trial you

have a great many issues and a great many facts to contend with.

Mr. Youngquist. I think you would get into tirouble.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think it shouildbe mentioned in

the rules.

Mr. Medalie. It is one thing for the juror to take down

notes, but he does riot get down a fair picture of the evidence.

I think we can leave it alone.

The Chairman. I know that in one case one juror spent

days taking the judge in various positions and making carica-

tures of him and distributing them to his fellow jurors.

Mr. Dean. I suggest we leave it out.

Mr. Medalie. I once asked a juror who spent quite some

time writing in a little book. This was after the trial, and

I asked him what he had taken down about the case, and he said

he did not take anything, but evcry time he thought of some-

thing that he wanted to do or to make some telephone call or
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something about some business matter that he would write it

down in the book. The attorneys were wondering what he was

doing.

Mr. Seasongood. There was a very famous case of a judge

who wrote quite industriously in a notebook. After the trial

it was found out that all he wrote in the notebook was just

"Patience, patience, patience."

May I ask with respect to 40" if you have adopted it as

it is.

The Chairman. Substantially the same language.

Mr. Seasongood. I think that is the question Mr. Orfield

made. That goes to the point I made and that Mr. Orfield made.

That is, doesn't that mean they may only stipulate in advance of

the trial, or may they stipulate at any time during the trial

where one juror dies or is sick that they may go on with less

than 12?

The Chairman. Why not cover that in an instruction to

the reporter?

Mr. Seasongood. Well, that is in the civil rules.

Mr.Youngquist. It says that the parties may stipulate

that the jury will consist of any number less than 12. In the

civil rules it states:

"That a verdict or a finding of a stated majority

of the jurors shall be taken as the verdict or finding

of the jury."

Mr. Seasongood. I understand that Mr. Orfield raised the

question whether you could stipulate with a less number. If

you can stipulate by complete waiver, why can't you stipulate
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for a less number than 12 and say that the verdict of those

shall constitute the verdict? Isn't it obvious that if you

can waive a jury entirely you can waive a part of a jury?

The Chairman. Is that possible in a criminal suit, for

a defendant to do that?

Mr. Dean. Yes, he did it in the Patton case against the

United States.

Mr. Seasongood. That means that a stated majority of the

jurors shall be taken as the verdict.

Mr. Robinson. I would assume that if you start with 12

jurors you stipulate that seven will control? I do not think

that the Patton case establishes that.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is the only authority for a unanimous

verdict of less than 12.

Mr. Dean. According to the Supreme Court a jury must

consist of 12 members.

Mr. Seasongood. If you can waive the whole, you can

waive a part, or a vote of a part.

Mr. Robinson. Can you say that if a jury of 12 goes into

a jury room and then seven out of the 12 can control? Can you

say that their votes shall control?

Mr. Holtzoff. Isn't it an academic question, because no

defendant would ever stipulate to be bound by less than a

unanimous verdict?

Mr. Youngquist. He may get it by the grapevine that it

stands 7 to 5. He may want to avoid a long trial again and

get it over with and he may be willing to take that majority

verdict.

Mr. Seasongood. He may figure that it is better to take
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what happens than go through this thing again.

Mr. Orfield. I move we follow the simt-ar rule.

The Chairman. To include the last two lines of the

rule on the left-hand side of the page.

All those in favor of the motion say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. And those opposed.

(Thcre was a chorus of noes.)

The Chairman. Let us have a show of hands from the ayes.

(There was a show of hands.)

The Chairman. And from the noes.

(There was a show of hands.)

The Chairman. The motion is lost.

Rule 49.

RULE 49

Mr. Robinson. This is merely a test for your opinions as

to whether special verdicts and interrogatories are applicable

in criminal cases. That requires an expression of your feelings

about the matter.

Mr. Medalie. I move we strike this out.

Mr. Dean. I second it.

The Chairman. Is there any discussion on that?

Mr. Medalie. There is a state experience in New York. We

have a special verdict provision in our code of criminal pro-

cedure, but that applies to a separate trial of an issue like

former jeopardy. The judge makes the verdict. You cannot

work it out.

The Chairman. That is your constitutional difficulty.
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Mr. Medalie. I think so. It is not necessary, and I

think it is much better to get a general verdict than a special

verdict. The jury has the responsibility for deciding a man's

guilt apart from the mechanical facts.

Mr. Glueck. What kind of verdict can you get other than

guilty or not guilty?

Mr. Medalie. You could say whether he had a pistol or

not and whether there was a bullet in it and if it struck the

defendant in the fourth rib and gangrene set in and that he

died and that he knew it and intended it to happen and planned

it five weeks. That is a special verdict.

The Chairman. Those in favor of the motion to strike it

out say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Those opposed.

(There were a number of noes.)

The Chairman. Two noes. Let us hear argument.

Mr. Waite. I would like to say that I think this procedure

for special verdicts is very desirable under certain conditions,

but not as a common thing, but only in certain circumstances.

Beginning with line 13, this particular provision seems to

have cured a great defect in the pre-existing special verdict

procedures by taking care of situations where some pre-issue

of fact has not been submitted to the jury. That was the

difficulty with the special verdict procedure. Now that is

covered by this feature so there cannot be any defect in it,

and I think that is a good procedure.

Mr. Holtzoff. Why doesntt this special verdict deprive a

defendant of his right to a jury trial? He is entitled to have
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the jury say whether he is guilty or not and not merely make a

detailed finding of facts.

Mr. Wechsler. This procedure all comes back to the English

law and practice in having the jury return special verdicts.

It was the major way of reviewing questions of law in criminal

cases. It seems to me to be a useful practice in cases where

the law is complex and where the general verdict is not nearly

as helpful as a recitation of the facts and the rest of the

issues in the trial.

I do not think that anybody would want its use to be

frequent, and I do not say that in its present form I would

approve of it entirely, but I do think that some notion of

reserving questions of law for appeal on review other than by

the general verdict is desirable.

Mr. Holtzoff. Don't you do that by a motion for a directed

verdict in Rule 50?

Mr. Wechsler. No, you do not, because you do not get the

jury to resolve those issues. It may make all the difference

in the world if you put those issues to the jury discreetly and

direct their attenfton to them. If you ask for a general verdict

you see what happens.

Mr. Medalie. The court alone can without the consent of

counsel do that.

Mr. Robinson. I would like to get Professor Orfield's

view on that.

Mr. Orfield. As I see it it developed historically in

taking the power from the jury. The jury had too much power.

That was one of the purposes in giving the power to the court.
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Mr. Wechsler. That is only one statement of the function.
Didn't it also serve to facilitate appeal to a large number
of judges at a time when there was no way to get that review?

The Chairman. Aren't you speaking of a time when there

was no other way to get it?

Mr. Wechsler. I made the English point only to illustrate
this idea. I do not think the reason for its development in
England, or the major reason for its development, is applicable
to us, but in reading these English cases I have been impressed

by the way in which they proceeded to sharpen legal questions
for the considcration of the Court In crown cases. c'

Mr. Medalie. What was the form of special verdict?

Mr. Wechsler. It is a recitation of facts.

MPr. Medalie. A recitation of facts?

Mr. Longsdorf. Etch and every fact in a crime?

Mir. Wechsler. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. Today we have perfected methods for raising

any sound legal question in any criminal case.

Apart from the question you raised with respect to
indictment, any competent counsel with a handful of prepared
requests for instructions can sharply raise any issue relating
to any criminal case. I am not talking about frivolous

requests for instructions. I am talking about the essential

points of the case.

You cannot cite a single exception where a flat question
of law in any important phase of the case cannot be raised

that way.

Mr. Wechsler. You raise a lot of legal questions today
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by questioning the sufficiency of the evidence to support a

perfectly legal conclusion.

Mr. Medalic. But you have a verdict.

Mr. Wechsler. You have a general verdict.

Mr. Medalie. Then you have set forth every fact in the

case,

Mr. Wechsler. Therefore what you have to do and what the

courts must do is to cull the record to find if there is any

substantial evidence to sustain your point.
Mr. kedalie. You must do that in any event for the p

pose of det-ermining wnethe " •r the evidence sustains the verdict

or whether or not the judge should subimiit the case to the jury.

Dir. Wechsier. But if thic issue were discreetly submiltted

tO the jury" t-e jur• nay fi-ad on th.t. parti zlr isue- te

other wy,` but the taking of tl general verdict is to limit

it and then you g.t thi rItrosp cti• 1, coibing -) ... ' o, rccor.

k-r.i he dal, i I .1 21h- I, I) a U c-s t f ort a s _ ca1

1 1 _ I On

,r. We ler. .. ou said ',ye-st-...day *that you had criminal

cases adjudicated on an agreed statement of facts.

Mr. Meal-e . , I dirl not , .

ou-lýýqiulzzt. On a rt'j.iatiOrl,

..... Keral. T_ never give my fact's away as ,a-ily as LhaL..

There would be no -se In tryi-g ca,,e•.. There are certain ract:3,

t.hat are st- tpuJ.ate(; thnt -1, hat a. .. art.culr .. was

signedl by X. or that B was to pay a certauin amount of mrenn on

a ce -tal-n d)av to CG or that the book- of the corpor trondis t9s-

closed 5Ucn c a t, 'C',,. .... rm suc 'I &'-at( , s c b[ g or' t1't )1ou , a, t]-r-1t I
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a c•nmoaat, was 1-C•TO•- Co,,uO 1 ated on a Oertaln date and that conta.3.in

porso.ns~~ wTC& Kruty of thn eo~ra)tPi, o0 .T.hal ar&2e us5uall

thl.n.gp, tha t the govFP-on•.eul ,ou 1!6 p:Aobali, take two or t!,k',

"7 Wte - tjlkal, that you ac not exactlQ coreet I

saying that under ;that, pY-rocedureO quest ions of law can K,

raised und-r opr i.ne of procedjur• i have- Tri mlnrl that a

speeil verdicL is sometimer markedly more accurate than a

gqecra! v;rdiet. lo a caso, wrre tl i.the sUV,5 was cowpl ai-ed

ari, whcrre tht- ,motional sttuation ir s ,xtQrum-, i , as 1 w-e jal v-rdi ct

may O-•fintt•iy protect a Qc-feadnt against an emotional general

verdict on tho part Ar the jury.

M'ir. ,vedalts. Well, 1 think if the jury is so influenced

by emotion then the form of the verdLict may not mak. much

difference.

Mr. hAItN. That is not true. Thy i, ay often find a

.... l vnrd1.- ;-f guilty, but when they are as-cd, to find a

special thing and s•atu particular facts the-y won't find fact

con"trary to the nvidence.

Mr. Iedal!e. This really does not help that situation at

Lt. Wait". We sl.uld give the judge the power to

require it in s ituatioas where it is donlrable . i would Ir( :

to scc" the defendant or the prosecutor have a special vwrdict

in cases where they want them. I think it should be left to

the discretion of the judge. I Rssume that it would be very

rarely used.

hr. Medalie. Let us see what may happen in the course of

the next two or three years. Suppose we get intc this war.
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Suppose the sentiment begins to run high against the Vallandig-

hams?

11r. Wr-ire. Against whom?

Mr. Medalie. Against the Vallandighans, against the

dissenters, people who m-dake speeches.

That is all the-, need do to make sure these men are

taken care of, namely to submit questions for special verdicts.

I may dislik(, Vallandighams, and they won't like them when that

is a good reason for protecting them.

hLr. Waite. That is my point, that if you leave it to the

iury on a general verdict that is what you will get, but if

you require findings of fact specifically, the jury will be

called upon to decide those facts more specifically so that you

will get a more proper verdict than guilty Just on emotion.

Mr. Crane. May I say a word here? This bears upon thf:

whole jury system. It is an outlet for the expression and

feelings of the Amierican people which prevents us from

breýaking out or breaking up. Suppose juries arc not always

logical and their verdicts may be contrary to the evidence, yet

we like the jury system. You may go before a judge, and judges

are just, but the jury system is an outlet and that is the

reason why we have the jury system instrad of the judge. The

judge is fair; he is just; he is trained to look at the facts

and make logical conclusions and to we.igh the evidenc,ý. Juries

may not do that, but the jury system is a great outlet in America.

We may find fault with it, and the prosecutor may find fault

with it, and we get absolutely disgusted sometimes with the

stupidity of juries. The jury system is good even with its

faults and because of its faults.
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Just to give an illustration, when I was prosecutor in

Kings County we had to enforce a liquor law, not the prohibition

law, but a law closing stores on Sunday and they had to close

at 12 o'clock. One Sunday a person went to a place where there

was a saloon and asked the man to open tt up. It was closed

and hr called to the owner to come down and open the place and

get hima bottle of brandy because his child had heart trouble,

and the doctor said he had to take it. Well, the good-hearted

Irishman went down and opened the saloon and gave him the

bottle of brandy, and he paid for it and went away.

The officer arrested him and we had an assistant prosecutor

try the case, and the jury came back and brought in a verdict

finding the officer guilty. (Lýughter.)

Now then, they had to say something; they just could not

stand there and not say anything. That just illustrates that

the juries sometimes do things that are not logical and are

not perhaps right, but these things arise, nevertheless.

Of course, we have to prosecute and we have to carry out

these statutes. We do the best we can and then leave it to the

jury. That is the reason why we have juries, and I think it is

the jury which has been the bulwark of liberty sometimes in

spite of government.

I think that for that reason a verdict of guilty or not

guilty as the jury thinks best is about the best we can do. The

juries are taken from the people, and in most cases they know /

the people. /

The Chairman. Do we adjourn now?

Mr. Crane. I was just warming up.

Mr. Medalie. Are we going on tomorrow?
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The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Spasongood. How about Thursday?

The Chairman. I think we can tell tonight whether we

will finish tomorrow.

(Thereupon, at 4:35 o'clock p. n., a recess was

taken until 8 o'clock p. m. of the same day.)
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NIGHT SESSION
VCO The proceedings were resumed at 8 o'clock p.m., at the

expiration of the recess.

RULE 50

The Chairman. All right, gentlemen. Rule 50.

Mr. Seasongood. Mr. Chairman, before we leave the ques-

tion of the jury, ought there be anything in the rules regard-

ing polling the jury?

The Chairman. Should there be anything regarding polling

the jury?
Mr. Medalye. I suppose there could be. It is the most

futile thing I ever saw.

The Chairman. The only time I saw it do anything was once

when juror No. 5 said, "Yes, we find him guilty because he is

a so-and-so." That is the only time I have ever heard any

variation, because he could not restrain himself.

But do you think it is worth anything?

Mr. Seasongood- It is a right that is secured in our

state practice to any party.

The Chairman. I suppose it is a thing that every judge

would do on request, without a doubt.

Mr. Youngquist. I think we could safely leave it to them.

Mr. Robinson. It is a well-established commonA procedure.

Mr. Longsdorf. How did it originate in the first place?

Mr. youngquist. Some suspicious defendant, I suppose.

The Chairman. Waslit it the object on the part of the

Crown to lay the basis of an action against a juror for having

reached an improper verdict?

Mr. Longsdorf. I have a faint recollection it was some
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such occult as that.

The Chairman. If it is worth anything I think we

should put it in.

Mr. Medalie. I was just looking through this very elabor-

ate New York Code of Criminal Procedure. I do not find any

provision in here for polling juries.

Mr. Youngquist. I am quite sure we have no such provision

in the Minnesota statutes, but it is common practice.

Mr. Crane. I suppose it means that a judge can ask each

juror if that is his verdict, so as to be sure they understand

what they have done.

Mr. Seasongood. Yes. Any party can ask if that is what

they say.

Mr. Crane. Yes. They ask if "That is your verdict,"

and they take their answer to it, just to make sure it is

unanimous; but I should think it was in the power of the court

to find out if that was the verdict of all the jurors anyway.

The Chairman. I see no objection to it if anybody thinks

it will be of any assistance.

Mr. Youngquist. Well, I should not suppose there would

be any need of it, because if anyone wants a poll the judge

certain would poll the jury.

The Chairman. The question which is up, gentlemen, is,.

Shall we have a provision concerning polling the jury?

Mr. Seasongood. Well, let the reporter consider it and

see if he thinks of any reason why it should be and if it is

contained in any of the state codes.

The Chairman. We will make a note for the reporter to see

if it is a common procedure in the code.
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Mr. Orfield. it is covered by Section 336 in the American

Institute of Law Code:

"If any juror announces that the verdict as declared

by the foreman is not the verdict agreed on or that it

was not concurred in by the required number of jurors or

that he no longer concurs in it, the court shall cause

the jurors to be asked severally if it is their verdict.

If the required number answer in the affirmative, the

verdict shall then be entered of record and the jury

retired from cause. If the required number do not answer

in the affirmative, the court may direct them to re-

consider their verdict. In any case the court may, on

its own motion and on motion of either party, pall the

jury."

According to the commentary, something like ten States

have that in their statutes.

Mr. HoltZoff. Isn't that inherent?

Mr. Dean. Why do we need a rule to poll a jury?

The Chairman. That is the question which has been raised.

Mr. seasongood- There is apparently no Federal statute

containing that, and they seem to have statutes in a number of

States. I do not know whether it is necessary-

The Chairman- Suppose we have a further check made on

that by the reporter.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, I did not understand, when

we left here at the last session, whether Rule 49 on special

verdicts was retained or discarded.

The ChairmlBanf. It was voted down, and then the chair
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asked Mr. Orfield and Mr. Wechsler to elaborate their views

for information.

You did not discuss that, did you, Mr. Waite?

Mr. Waite. I said a word. I do not know whether you

would call it discussing it.

The Chairman. I did not think you were in the negative on

that point.

Mr. Waite. Yes.

The Chairman. All right, then, Mr. Waite. Pardon me for

overlooking you.

Rule 50.

Mr. Robinson. The present Federal law has been changed

by a Supreme Court decision as recently as 1940. Mr. Strine

supplied me with this memorandum:

"The rules have been repeatedly stated that a

defendant waives a motion for a directed verdict made at

the close of the Government's case by introducing evidence

in his behalf and failing to renew the motion at the close

of the entire case; that where no motion is made for a

directed verdict at the close of the whole case defendant

may not raise the sufficiency of the evidence after

verdict; and that in the absence of an exception the

denial of a motion for a directed verdict at close of

whole case may not be renewed-on appeal. The Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit announced and

followed these rules in Hemphill v. United States, 112

Fed. (2d) 505, and Sheridan v. United States, 112 Fed.

(2d) 503,(1940). But both of these cases were reversed

by the Supreme Court and remanded (per curiam) with
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directions to consider the sufficiency of the evidence to

2 support the verdict-"

That was Hemphill, 61 Supreme court 729, and sheridan,

61 Supreme Court 619.

In the Sheridan case the Solicitor General confessed

error.It seems, then, that if the defendant moves for a directed

verdict at the close of the evidence by the Government and then

goes ahead, when the motion is overruled, offers his evidence,

and then fails to move for a directed verdict at the close, he

is not thereby cut off from the advantage that he otherwise

would get if he were to renew it.

Now, that is the rule. I do not know what you consider

to be its relation to the new decision- I do not think it

makes the rule unnecessary" I notice it follows exactly the

civil rule on the subject.

Mr. Wechsler. Well, has the problem that arose in the

civil procedure and to which this rule was addressed originally

in criminal cases, to wit, the problem of the motion for

direction constituting a waiver of jury dispositio, which is

really what it amounted to, come up? The old procedure was

that when the plaintiff and defendant both moved for direction

there might be lost the opportunity to offer a defense. NOW

the Government cannot move for a direction, and therefore I

question whether this provision has any point in criminal

procedure-

Mr. Robinson- I think that is probably true.

Mr. Crane. That is my idea. I do not see any necessity

for it.
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Kr. uoltzoff- Doesn't it have an office, because it goes

to a different point, 1r. Wechsler? Namely) whether by moving

for a directed verdict at the end of the prosecution's case the

defendant waives the right to offer evidence on his behalf.

Mr. Wechsler. Has it ever been suggested that he does?

The Chairman. That is the law in New Jersey.

Mr. Dean. In a criminal case?

The Chairman- Yes.

Mr. Medalie. And applied by Federal judges in New Jersey

to criminal cases there.

Wr. Crane. If he moves for a directed verdict at the end

of the Peoples case, he cannot offer evidence.

The Chairman- He cannot offer evidence unless the court

grants permission$ and it is within the sole discretion of the

cou r. edalie- Did they ever get away with that in a Federal

case? d i

The Chairman- Certainly. Judge R t did it.

Mr. Medalie. I had an experience with him in 1920. He

said, "Of course, I deny your motion, but you may offer evidence

for the defense."
The Chaide an- If he thought that the man was guilty and

it was just a waste of the defendant's time, he would deny the

motionr. 0edalie Did the Circuit Court of Appeals ever sustain

that ?
thThe Chairman' I do not know that it went up to it.

Mr. Dean. I noticed an approved fom in one of the Circuit

Court of Appeals in which it appeared that the defendant prayed
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for leave to put on his case after making the motion. First

he asked for that leave and then asked the court to direct the

verdict.

The Chairman. I believe that is the law in Delaware as

well.

Mr. Crane. If that is so, you had better have it in

there.

Mr. Wechsler. Should there be an additional provision

which incorporates the rule of the Hemphill case that the

motion need not be renewed at the end of the whole case, having

been made at the end of the prosecution's case?

Mr. Dean. Why should the motion be renewed?

Mr. Youngquist. You may have quite a different case at

the end of the defense. You may have a stronger case because

of the cross-examination of the Government.

Mr. Wechsler. I take it that the point of this provision

comes to this. At the end of the whole case, whether the

defendant makes a motion or not, the court is obliged to

determine that the evidence is sufficient to go to the jury.

Mr. Youngquist. But there is no motion.

Mr. Wechsler. Even in the absence of a motion. That is

the effect of these decisions.

Mr. Crane. I think so. I think it is entirely different

from a civilcase. If on the evidence there is no crime that

has been committed, why should the court say the lawyer waived

anything because he failed to make a motion?

In a civil case they both move for a directed verdict,

the judge pronounces what he would do, and he decides the case.

Again, in a close case they use it in the courts and say
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The Chairman. I do not see how they could forget to do

that any more than forget to put their neckties on..

Mr. Crane. Some of them do not have neckties.

14r. Medalie- In some cases the judges see to it that no

case goes to the jury if the evidence is insufficient. That is

the determination he is bound to make in a criminal case, re-

gardless of whether formalities are mentioned with regard to

calling his attention to anything. The only formula you need

is, "I move for a directed verdict on the ground that the Govern-

ment has failed to prove the case charged in the indictment."

That is all you need.

The Chairman. True enough, but if you really want to win

your motion, you go on to tell the judge wherein the Government

failed to prove its case. If you just say that the average

judge says, "He is going through that as a formulas just like

some people go to church every sunday, but if a man puts up an

impassioned plea and explains where the vital link in the chain

is misisng,the judge is likely to pay attention to him.

Mr. Medalie. Very often he says, "I do not want to hear

any argument. Let it go to the jury." Judges have said it to

the best of counsel-

I do not think it is necessary to call the judge's atten-

tion to the insufficiency of evidence in a criminal case. Every-

body should assume that a judge hearing a criminal case is

following the evidence and that he knows whether every essential

element of the crime has been established.

Mr. Youngquist. Isn't this decision of 1940 to the effect

that the question of the Sufficiency of evidence may be raised

T< appeal, even without motion?
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Mr. Robinson. At the end of the case. If there was one

at the end of the State's case, that is sufficient.

The Chairman. There has to be one somewhere.

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. All we are providing here is that if he

makes one at the end of the State's case he may go on and

introduce evidence.

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. youngquist. Then by (b) he is not required to make a

motion at the end of the case, but it simply provides that if he

does make a motionand if it is denied or if for any reason it

is not granted, he may bring it up again within ten days, and

then get an order of the court.

It does not touch the question of review at all, nor is

there anything in it that either requires or makes unnecessary

a motion at the close of all the evidence.

Mr. Robinson. Our point then would be whether or not to

incorporate this latest Supreme Court osoitilon in the matter.

Mr. Youngquist. But that deals only with renewal on appeal,

and is that withinour jurisdiction?

Mr. Wechsler. But I venture to say, Mr. Chairman, that

4 the principle of that Supreme Court decision, which is that it

is judicial duty to notice plain error, whether or not assigned,

would be applied in a case where no motion had been made at the

end of the prosecution's case if the evidence was insufficient;

and therefore we would be drafting with reference to facts

rather than to the principle of that decision, if you follow

Mr. Youngquist's suggestion.

Mr. Youngquist. Even (a) says nothing about requiring a
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motion for a directed verdict.

Mr. Wechsler. That is true.

Mr. youngquist. It simply saves his right -- he who makes

such a motion -- to proceed with his case and proceed with his

evidence, and that is all, and I do not think that we should,

in these rules, tell the court that it is his duty to direct a

verdict if the evidence does not appear to be sufficient, even

though counsel makes no motion. That we must assume he would

do of his own motion.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think the error of insufficiency

is always a plain error, such as was contemplated in that case.

I have in mind a case tried by the Government recently here in

the District which took several weeks to try. At the end of

the entire case it appeared that there was some purely tech-

nical link in the chain of evidence that the United States

Attorney or the special assistant trying the case had failed

to put in -- a purely technical omission.

Now, a motion for a directed verdict was made based on

that omission. The case was immediately reopened and the

missing link was supplied.

Now, suppose no motion had been made and the case had gone

to the jury and there was a conviction, as there was, and on

appeal it was sought to raise the point of insufficiency. Now,

that would have been a gross injustice, because here was an

error which could easily have been cured if attention had been

called to it, and yet the evidence was not sufficient to make

out a case.

Mr. Youngquist. That would put on the defendant the

burden of calling attention to omissions in the Government's
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case.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Wechsler. I think the answer is as it was given by

Mr. Medalie a while ago, that it would be sufficient under the

most technical practice if counsel for the defendant moved to

dismiss on the ground that the evidence was insufficient.

The Chairman. Not in my State.

Mr. Wechsler. The record would not then show that he

pointed to this particular link in the prosecution's evidence.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not claim that he would have to call

attention to this missing link.

Mr. Wechsler. If you do not claim that counsel would have

to call attention to that particular missing link, then I do

not see the point of your objections because if we regularize

the practice in this way, that at the end of the prosecution's

case the judge knew that it was h is duty to consider the

sufficiency of the evidence, then a friendly judge would turn

to defendant's counsel and say, "Do you wish to address yourself

to the sufficiency of the evidence?"

I think that is what Judge Crane would do under the present

practice if I were counsel and failed to make the motion. Then,

if defense counsel does not know what to say -- that is a

common difficulty that arises when a defendant is poorly repre-

sented, but it would be the judge's --

The Chairman. Take the case that Mr. Holtzoff put. If

counsel gets up and says,"I object to it dn the ground that the

evidence is incompetent, irrelevant, and immaterial," or what-

ever the sacred formula is in New York --

Mr. Medalie. It is not sacred in New York.
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The Chairman. It does not make any difference what it is.

You have to state wherein the question is improper, and we are

supposed to do it in one sentence instead of making a speech.

Similarly, in a motion for a directed verdict we are

supposed, to have that motion carry any weight, to state the

reason or reasons for our motion. In a lawsuit it would be a

motion for a nonsuit, and we state our grounds for the motion

are one, two, three, four, and five, and having stated our

propositions of law, we argue it.

Similarly, in a criminal case we must state that we move

for a directed verdict on the following grounds, and state the

reasons.

The court is entitled to know what is in counsel's mind.

Mr. Wechsler. Then, the practice that you refer to is

more technical than I had supposed it to be, but I still think

this principle is a desirable principle, even though it would

be a reform in your State.

The Chairman. The point I want to make is that I donot

think it is technical. I think it is doing the fair thing to

the court. We can get so interested in the Government or the

defendant that we fail to remember that the tryer of facts has

a few rights.

Mr. Wechsler. Is it unfair to ask the court to follow the

evidence sufficiently to be satisfied that a prima facie case

has been made or, subsequently, that there is a case for the

jury?

The Chairman. Well, it is not an easy thing in some types

of cases. I am speaking more on the civil side rather than

criminal cases, because I do not know much about criminal law,
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if anything. It is a very hard thing in some types of cases

for a judge to know if a case has been made out. Suppose a case

goes on a week, two weeks, or three weeks, and it involves

technical proof. He is entitled to the benefit of what is in

counsel's mind.

Mr. Medalie. You are not talking about the defendant being

treated fairly. You are talking about the judge being treated

fairly.

The Chairman. Absolutely.

Mr. Youngquist. That is what he said.

Mr. Medalie. I do not think we ought to do that kind of

thing.

The Chairman. I do not think he is a goat. I think he is

the representative of justice.

Mr. Medalie. The judge makes an erroneous decision in

the best of good faith, and he might have been saved that if

counsel had done certain things. Nevertheless, if he made an

erroneous decision, it is not a question of being just to the

judge. Nothing happens to the judge. Something happens to the

judgment, but, worse than that, something happens to the defend-

ant that should not have happened to him. That is all we are

concerned with.

Mr. Seasongood. That is not true. I had the same thought

5 Mr. Holtzoff had. The defendant would be found guilty, but if

there is some technical or slight thing that was not proved, it

could be proved in two minutes if it had been proved, surely

that defendant would not be acquitted.

Mr. Medalie. You do not get a reversal in something like

that. In New York there was a case once in which there was only
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a question of proving that Canal Street or some such thing was

in the County of New York, and it was not proved.

Mr. Wechsler. I think the way to cure that is to provide

a rule for trivial defects in evidence, but in order to save

that situation, if we eliminate any action on this point we

are defeating the defendant's claim in a case where there is

substantial deficiency in it.

The Chairman. May we check this sentence by sentence

and see where it gets us?

Is there any objection to the first sentence?

"A defendant who moves for a directed verdict at the

close of the evidence offered by the Government may offer

evidence in the event that the motion is not granted, without

having reserved the right so to do and to the same extent as

if the mdLon had not been made."

That changes the rule of common law. It seems to me it is

a sound change.

Is there any objection to that? (Silence.)

Now, the next sentence seems to me not so properly in

criminal rule. I may be wrong.

"A motion for a directed verdict which is not granted

is not a waiver of trial by jury."

Does that not more relate to the civil rule, where there

are cross motions for a directed verdict? Some States hold

that it resolves the case and there is no question of law for

the court?

Mr. Longsdorf. That is correct.

The Chairman. If that is so, it does not belong here.

Mr. Medalie. It is not applicable to criminal cases.
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Mr. Seasongood. I thought you said that if in your State

you make such a motion you may not offer evidence?

The Chairman. That is right. This changes that and gives

him the right to offer evidence, which I think he should have.

Mr. Seasongood. Surely.

The Chairman. By common consent, the second sentence,

starting on line 6, will come out.

"A motion for a directed verdict shall state the

specific grounds therefor."

That I think is only fair to the trial court.

Mr. Wechsler. That is the sentence that really gets into

the problem that we were largely discussing.

Mr. Crane. That brings it up because it is implied in this,

but we have not said that the judge should indicate that a

motion for a directed verdict should be made. Of course, that

comes up largely on the question of appeal, Mr. Chairman, and

not so much here. It is a question of what the appellate court

reviews.

Are we going to deal with the question of appeals here, do

you think?

The Chairman. That, of course, is going to be one question

on which we will have to have instructions from the court.

Mr. Crane. I do not want to digress, but in connection

with this -- this, of course, would be a question of what the

court will review on appeal -- there must be a motion for a

directed verdict if they are going to review sufficiency of

evidence.

The Chairman. I think it is proper here, because in my

State if a man said, "I move for a directed verdict," and sat
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down, the court would treat him as if he had been sitting down

all the time.

Mr. Crane. The first part, yes.

The Chairman. No; the last sentence. In other words,
for a motion to mean anything, he must state the specific

reasons.

Mr. Crane. It would seem to imply that a motion for a
directed verdict should be made. I was thinking, when it comes
to a question of appeal, and we deal with appeals, then we will
have toN'orm our practice so that the court will review it. The
reason I am quite interested in that is that our State of New
York has gone wrong if they come to the question of appeal, and
I do not want it to happen here, and that is that on a demurrer
to an indictment the sufficiency of it, of course, is raised and
can be a" s a question of law. I am simply saying that as
we gOalong here we must bear in mind what the procedure must be.

Mr. Youngquist. Is this matter dealt with in the rules on

appeals?

Mr. Crane. No.

The Chairman. This is probably part of the trial procedure.
Mr. Orfield. It was suggested by the Solicitor General in

his ruling that it was not.

Mr. Youngquist. But we do have the Supreme Court ruling
of last year that defines the scope with reference to the

motion for a directed verdict.

Mr. Wechsler. That decision is not under the rules,

thoagh.

The Chairman. Is there any objection to the last sentence

in paragraph (a)?
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Mr. Wechsler. I think the last sentence, though desirable

practice, is probably incompatible with the provision I should

like to see incorporated; and perhaps to bring the matter to a

head and to avoid the error I am trying to safeguard defendants

from, I ought to move that there be a rule drafted which would

embody the following principle: that at the end of the prose-

cution's case, and again at the end of the whole case, it would

be the affirmative duty of the court to consider and determine

the sufficiency of the evidence. I do not suggest that as the

artistic language.

The Chairman. Without motion.

Mr. Youngquist. That is so obviously the duty of the

court, anyway, that we should not put it in the rules.

6 Mr. Wechsler. If it is the duty of the court anyway,

then I do not see the point of a sentence that says an omission

for a direction.

Mr. Medalie. It has a value, and that is such a thing as

calling the cour&t's attention to failing to prove that a company

was incorporated, that a particular street was in a particular

town, and so on.

Mr. Robinson. What about venue?

Mr. Medalie. That applies to venue. That was a case where

venue was overlooked by both sides.

The Chairman. Our courts, with their very technical rules,

Mr. Wechsler, do exactly what you want.

Mr. Wechsler. Most courts do.

The Chairman. Because I have heard the judge say to

counsel, before he could get onhis feet, "Your motion for a

directed verdict is granted."
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Mr. Wechsler. As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, I think

if we adopted the proposal that I make, when you take that in

conjunction with another rule that we have already adopted, we

get the result that I would like to see. We have adopted a

rule that there need not be an exception to an objection --

Mr. Robinson. Isn't that a common confusion between the

exception and the objection? What we are doing is to remove

the necessity of exceptions, but not the necessity for an

objection.

Mr. Wechsler. That is precisely my point. We said there

must be an objection. The effect of my suggested rule must be

that the court, of its own motion, should stop it and say, "Is

the evidence sufficient?"

If at that point he turns to defense counsel and says,

"Have you any objection to the sufficiency of evidence?" and

the defendant's counsel says, "No, I have none," then it seems

to me that by virtue of this rule, and the earlier rule on the

objection, you would probably reach a situation where the

technical defect on the evidence would not be sufficient to

reverse; but, on the other hand, the rule puts the court on

notice that he should think of the necessity.

The Chairman. You are going so far to protect poor defense

counsel that youare, I think, ignoring the fact that with a

particularly long and technical case the judge may even more

need protection and advice of counsel as to what is going on,

by way of summary of the evidence.

Mr. Wechsler. Let him ask for it, then.

Mr. Waite. I am not clear in my own mind what the objec-

tion to this is yet. Why shouldn't he be required to state the
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ground of his objection?

Mr. Medalie. We are dealing with the consequences if it

has not been done.

Mr. Dean. We are looking at it with the view of the

appellate court.

Mr. Seasongood. We are looking at it for a substantial

matter. You do not know what may be regarded in the appellate

court as material or not material. There may be something else

other than the examples you have given. There may be something

which is a failure of proof, and there would have been no

trouble about proving it at all, but it is a material part of

the case. There is no reason why they should not make a

motion for a directed verdict and state the specific ground.

He owes that to the court.

Mr. Medalie. The appellate court won't reverse for

trifles.

Mr. Seasongood. No, but what is a trifle is a matter of

opinion.

Mr. Medalie. Let us take a case which was a proceeding

on misrepresentation. If there was no proof that misrepre-

sentation was made or intended, that case ought to be reversed.

Mr. Wechsler. If it is to be reversed the way to do that

is to lay a foundation for it by articulating the proposition

that the judge at the trial should determine the issue then,

even though the motion is not made.

Mr. Youngquist. Must not we assume that in such a case,

where the very gist of the offense was not proved, the judge

would, of his own motion, dismiss?

Mr. Medalie. He should, and if he did not there ought to
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be a reversal, regardless of these formulas.

Mr. Youngquist. Well, we are not talking about the

appellate procedure, as I understand it. What we are talking

about now, as I understand it,on the basis of Mr. Wechsler's

suggestion, is to state in these rules that it shall be the duty

of the court, on its own motion, to direct a verdict at the

close of the Government's case or at the close of the State's

case, without a motion on the part of the defendant.

It seems to me that is wholly superfluous. I do agree that

if a motion is made it ought to be made on some ground, and if

there is a ground the ground ought to be specified.

There is this one question present which deals with the

scope of the appeal. If specific grounds are stated in the

motion for a directed verdict, is the defendant limited to a

consideration by the appellate court of those grounds only? That

may present a problem.

Mr. Medalie. There is something that can cover it with

respect to the appellate court's right to review and its right

to take action -- that is a provision -- and it may exist; I do

not know; I know in our circuit they do that sort of thing in a

very clear case -- notwithstanding the raising of the question by

proper formula or procedure below, notwithstanding even the

omission of an assignment of error where there is a very clear

error which goes to the very gist or rule of the case, they will

reverse.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, but what is a clear error?

Mr. Medalie. Well, I will give it to you again. In a mail

fraud case there was no evidence that the parties ever intended

to set forth the matters alleged in the indictment.
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Mr. Burke. It was my impression that in the original
discussion we started to consider the effect not of the failure
to make a motion to direct a verdict but the failure to renew a
motion, assuming that the motion had been made at the end of the
People's case, at the close of the presentation of the testimony

on the part of the defendant.

The Chairman. Well, I think that would be the next thing

we would have to cover from here.

7 If we are tentatively agreed thus far -- and I say that
word "tentatively" very hesitatingly, in view of Mr. Wechsler's
objection -- I think we might go on and have a motion to instruct
the reporter to prepare a further sentence in this rule which

would carry out the effect of this recent case.

Mr. Burke. The thought I had in mind in that connection was
that, assuming that the district attorney failed to make a prima
facie case and the court failed to observe the lack of the prima
facie case, it certainly would not be a great fault on the part
of inept counsel for the defendant in also omitting something
that in a similar case, in the hands of competent counsel, might
free the defendant in a like situation in another court.

The Chairman. Now, we are presuming there an inept counsel
and an inept court and a very shrewd prosecutor. Can we frame

our rules to meet such unusual cases?

Mr. Wechsler. In most cases, Mr. Chairman, the motion is
made, and therefore the issue to which my proposition is directed
does not arise. By hypothesis, we are dealing with a case which
is badly represented, or with a case which is, for some other
reason, exceptional in that respect. That is the case that I want
to deal with, and I may say again, in answer to what Mr. Burke
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said, that I believe the principle of that Supreme Court

decision not to rest upon the ground that the motion was made

at the end of the People's case, but, rather to rest upon the

ground of an affirmative duty on the court to protect the

defendant with respect to the sufficiency of the evidence.

Now, the strength with which the courtsuse that issue may

be indicated by the fact that while the Solicitor General

confessed error in one of those cases, another one of them was
opposed, and a colleague of mine in the Department had the

burden of maintaining the Government's position with respect

to the case, in which we felt that the evidence was so strong

that we ought not consent to a reversal.

I can only say that the Chief Justice, on the argument of
that case, administered one of the most vigorous findings to

the gentleman who represented the Government that I have ever

heard administered in open court. The entire argument lasted,

in substance, three and a half minutes.

The Chief asked only why the trial judge should not have
considered the sufficiency of the evidence, and we were only

able to say, "Well, the evidence is very sufficient." The

Chief said, "Nevertheless, it should have been considered."

The case was reversed.

I think we would be giving effect to the underlying

principle of that decision, which is that there is or should

be an affirmative duty on the court in this type of situation.

Mr. Holtzoff. Isn't the underlying principle of that

decision that a patent and plain error will be considered by
the appellate court even if the question was not properly

saved for review, rather than that it is the duty of the court,
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on his own motion, becattser-eo the sufficiency or insufficiency

of the evidence?

Mr. Wechsler. I say, if the trial judge knows that he
will be reversed if he overlooks a plain error, I suppose he
infers that it is his duty to look for a plain error.

I would be in accord with some draft of a rule that quali-
fied this duty in terms of some adjective, such as "plain" or
some other adjective designed to indicate that.

If it was a trivial error, the judge is not supposed tomarshal the evidence himself, but I am interested in the
principle of the duty which I think is embodied in what I re-
gard as a progressive decision by the court.

Mr. Crane. I think you will find in the codes that this
is a matter dealt with from the following viewpoints. The
appellate courts have required these things because they

refused to review.

You take our intermediate court. It can review the
evidence and grant a new trial, in its discretion, but you come
to the Court of Appeals, and there it was that it had to be a
question of law, and that was raised by an exception or by some

motion.

I should think that we ought to come back herein fairness
to the bar, at the beginning, and tell them what they must do.
Has he got to move? If he has moved, is it something he does
because he wants to do it? Do we require it because it must be
done to preserve his rights on appeal, that he make a motionto
direct a verdict or should make a motion to direct a verdict?

I did not understand that it is necessary in a criminal
case for a court that reviews facts. I did not know it was
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necessary to make a motion to dismiss an indictment, as it is

called in some instances, or to direct a verdict as it is
called in others, in States that have intermediate courts, and

the court that reviewed the facts would review them without the

necessity of that motion or an exception to that denial.

It is a different thing when you come to courts that can

only review questions of law, as the Court of Appeals in my

State does.

I take it that the Circuit Court of Appeals reviews facts,

does it not?

Mr. Holtzoff. No. Facts are not reviewed in the Federal

courts in criminal cases.

Mr. Crane. Don't they review them at all?

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Crane. Then you have to have a question on law pre-
sented by a motion. Of course, sufficiency of evidence is

always a question of law.

Mr. Wechsler. The jurisdiction of the Circuit Court of

Appeals is the same as --

Mr. Crane. They do review the facts as to sufficiency of

evidence, because that is always a question of law. What I
meant was that we did not used to consider the question of law

unless there was a motion made and an exception taken.

The Chairman. May we refer this section back to the

reporter to redraft it and incorporate in it the decision of

this recent Supreme Court case?
/'

Mr. Longsdorf. I am very glad to have it referred back, but
I am not clear in my mind about certain things, and I wculd

like to be straightened up. Am I in order?
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The Chairman. All right.

8 Mr. Longsdorf. I do not understand that this Sheridan

case and the Hemphill case -- I cannot make up my mind without

looking at those cases -- have dispensed with the necessity of

claiming formal exceptions. I think they should be dispensed

with, but I do not know whether those decisions did make that

unnecessary.

Now, we have a civil rule that made it unnecessary. Don't

we want the same kind of rule here?

Then, following that, may I be informed whether or

not Rule 46 stood or, as I understood, was dropped because it

was no longer necessary?

Mr. Robinson. Just the last give lines of Rule 46 was

dropped.

Mr. Longsdorf. That is all right, then. The rest of it

stands?

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Longsdorf. Very well, then.

Mr. Dean. If this is to be recast, may I make one sugges-

tion, and that is that in that first sentence there should be

somewhere contained a statement of the duty of the trial court

when a motion is made. Now it is completely omitted, and I

suggest that if we should come to the conclusion that a motion

should be made,either at the end of the Government's case or

at the end of the entire case, we should also add at the end

of the first sentence, "And it shall be the duty of the trial

court to direct a verdict if there is no substantial evidence

of guilt."

We say he makes the motion, but we do not give any test to
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the court affirmatively.

Mr. Medalie. Section 4i0 of the New York Code deals with
this very sensibly and I think meets all the situations:

"If at any time after the evidence on either side is
closed the court deems it insufficient to warrant convic-
tion * * * it may advise the jury to acquit the defendant

thereof, and they must follow the advice."

Mr. Holtzoff. If you do not make a motion, in spite of
that provision you lose the right to review the point in the

Court of Appeals, do you not?

Mr. Medalie. Can't this be written without the use of the

word "may" and say "shall"?

Mr. Orfield. Section 321 of the American Law Institute

Code of Criminal Procedure reads:

"If, at the close of the evidence for the State or
at the close of all the evidence in the cause, the court
is of the opinion that the evidence is insufficient to
warrant a conviction, it may, and on the motion of the
defendant shall, direct the jury to acquit the defendant."
Mr. Longsdorf. That is quite a different thing.

Mr. Medalie. Then it can be done at either time and does
not involve these questions ofwaiver.

Mr. Crane. It simply expresses what is the duty of the

judge.

Mr. Dean. I think we still ought to emphasize the duty of
the trial court to do it at the end of the Government's case,
for this reason. The defendant has the alternative of appealing
directly from the error growing out of the judge's failure to
sustain his motion, or he can put on his case. Now, Ifhe puts on
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his case after the judge has made an error in refusing to
sustain his motion, on cross-examination the Government brings
out a lot of things from the defense witness. That fact should
not deprive a defendant from going back to that original motion
at the end of the Government's case and raising that point.

Mr. Crane. I do not think that has ever been done.

Mr. Medalie. If the defendant supplies the missing link,

there is a case.

Mr. Dean. How can you say that cures the error?

Mr. Medalie. It does not. The error no longer counts.

Mr. Dean. What you are saying is that by putting on his
case the defendant waives his right to take advantage of the

error.

Mr. Medalie. No. All we say is that an error has been
committed. At the time the defendant made the motion at the
close of the prosecution's case, there was no case. Had he
offered no evidence, there still would have been no case.

Now, from the viewpoint of the administration of justice,
at the close of the entire case on both sides there now is

enough evidence.

Mr. Burke. But the question we were considering was in
the event that at the conclusion of the defendant's case there

still was not enough evidence.

Mr. Medalie. You have a new point there. At the end of
the defendant's case there was no evidence to establish his

guilt.

Mr. Burke. Failure of counsel to renew his motion again is
not much of a solution to a defendant committed to a penal

institution.
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Mr. Medalie. His conviction ought not to be sustained

if there is not sufficient evidence.

Mr. Dean. I still cannot understand why, if the judge has

made an obvious error in overruling the motion for a directed

verdict at the end of the Government's case, you cannot pre-

serve that point.

The Chairman. This is not a game. At the end of the

defendant's case all proof of guilt is in. The man is guilty.

Mr. Dean. All right. Now, the judge says, when you make

your motion for a directed verdict, "I know you are going to

put in a case anyway. I am going to overrule you. I know you

are right, but the trial has gone on too long. The newspapers

are full of it. I have got to go on with it. I cannot take

the responsibility for it."

You are saying that the judge at that point has no obliga-

tion as a matter of law to dismiss that case.

Mr. Holtzoff. Do you claim that if he fails erroneously

to dismiss the case and yet if additional evidence is produced

by the defendant which makes the prosecution's case a conviction

should be reversed?

Mr. Dean. I am taking them one at a time. First of all,

you have the case. When you get to this stage of the proceed-

ings why shouldn't you preserve that error?

The Chairman. You can.

Mr. Dean. I do not see it.

The Chairman. You make yourmotion for a directed verdict

and state your grounds, and the court overrules you.
9 The Chairman. And then you appeal. If you know that your

witnesses are going on and are going to prove the Government's
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case, it is your duty as counsel to stop them.
Mr. Burke. If the defendant elects to go ahead and present

testimony that aids the Government in making a prima facie case,
then the facts and the law and justice are sustained; but if
at the end of his defense the situation is the same, so far as
the legal aspect of the case is concerned, as it was at the
close of the case of the prosecution, then the failure of inept
counsel, by reason of his lack of ability to renew the motion--

Mr. Dean. That is a different mothen, and I agree with

Mr. Burke on that.

The Chairman. But he does not agree with you.

Mr. Dean. That is all right.
Mr. Medalie. This is a common situation that arises in

cases in New York. We have a rule that requires that an
accomplice be corroborated, and without such corroboration the
accomplice's testimony is insufficient. The defendant takes
the stand and, almost invariably, either on direct examination
or cross-examination or both, he supplies the necessary
corroboration. There is a case.

Mr. Dean. Particularly on cross-examination.

Mr. Medalie. And justice requires that that case go to the
jury.

Mr. Seasongood. I would like to add that this motion be
made in the absence of the jury.

The Chairman. Is there any objection to that being consid-
ered in the redraft of the rule?

Mr. Medalie. Isn't it the law that the motion may be made
in the absence of the jury if the court permits it?

Mr. Seasongood. Yes, but he does not permit it.
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Mr. Medalie. You want it as a matter of right that the

jury must walk out when counsel says, "I want to make a motion."

Mr. Holtzoff. In the District here they make it out of

the hearing of the jury. They step up to the bench.

Mr. Crane. Is the defendant present?

Mr. Seasongood. The defendant is present, but the jury is

not present. They send the jury out. We have it all the time

in our State. If you make a motion in a Federal court in our

State it is a very good thing. If the jury hears the motion

and the court says, "It is overruled," then the jury says, "He

is guilty."

Budlong
fis
9Pm
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Sep 10 The Chairman. Thet sneer is futile.

Mr. Crane. He argues with you and shows you yTour error.

The Chairman. Mo; he can do it in just three words; he

can sSy, "You are overruled" insuch a way -s to impress the
jury with the belief that you are just a nitwit. That one

word "overruled" is deadly, in the way it is uttered. And

in civil cases it is just as bad.

All right; we have covered the general thought we want

incorporated in this redraft.

r. '•echsler. Before y7u pnass this,rnay I say one word?

Professor haite has suýggested a formula which I t-±ink might

iicorporate the thcught I hýd inmind and also the views of the

other side. It wiouldbe in these terms: That a motion for

directed verdict shall state the specific grounds thereof, but

failure of the attorney for the defense to make such a motion

shall not relieve the trial jude of the obligation to dismiss)

on hi.wn otion if the evidence is plairily insufficient.

That would iacorporate the plain error conception.

K•P. Medalie. If ;ou will add "as to the substantial

elements of the defense", indicating thi t it does not cover

technical overs-ichts.

Mr. Seasongood. I thiink it is very unfair to the court.

The ordini ry way is thmt the counsel says, "The plaintiff

rests", or the defendant starts in. So the court t~irks there

is enough evidence to go to the jury, and does not give the

matter much thought, lie is entitled to have it presented to

him inan orderly way, with all the assistance counsel can give

to him.

The Chairman. And especially if he has spent all his time
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during the preceding four weeks in writing longhand letters,

snd if he hls not followed the matter carefully!

Mr. Seth. I do not see any reason for putting part (b)

in if you are -o*-n- to put o- the judge the duty of deciding

pronto at the end of the plaintiff's case whether the case

should -o to thejury.

Lir. Crane. lie can reserve.

1. 1. Medalie. Even if he does reserve you have your

motion for new trial.

1,hr. Hioltzoff. But the notion for new trial is discre-

tionary.

hI r. •edalie. if the evidence is insufficient. I know

theft the court can or cannot grsnt it, but you preserve the

right.

Dir. 'aite. On (a) --

The Chairman. Pardon me, gentlemen; we are back on (a)

asain.

1M1r. baite. I did not qrilte o-et 1,Ir. Seasongood's proposi-

tion. -,s 1 understood it, it nras thlt the motion for directed

verdict must be made i- the absence of the jury. If I may

inject a little bit of experience of my own, I do not think

that such a position is always wise. I was defending a man

in a case in which the prosecuting attorney was a man named

Wagenheimer, a prosecutor notoriously able to play on the

feelin s of the jury. In the defense we had to rely on the

State's evidence. At the conclusion of the State's evidence

I made a motion to dismiss for lack of evidence, and I argued

it as fluently and as specifically as I was capable of doing.

The motion was not granted.
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The prosecutor made his oIenin,- speech very, very brief,

saving his flamboyant oratory for his reply to me. I havingY

already made my speech to the jury, although ostensibly to the

judge, did not make any speech at all; and the prosecutor did

not have anything to reply to. And I must confess that no one

was more surprised than I when the jury disagreed.

But there is certainly an advantage in being able to make

the motion in the presence of the jury, and I should hate to see

that taken away.

Mr. Seasongood. I believe I stated that it may be made.

M•r. 'ioltzoff. From the point of view of the jury there is

a difference between a motion for new trial and the right to

move for a directed verdict before the jury.

MIr. ledalie. And to move it on the ground that the

court committed error iL the admission of evidence.

The Chairman. Do you not \want to protect the right of the

defendant to fret a directed verdict?

Er. Mledalie. I am practicing in the courts, and I assume

when i represent a defendant that I am goEing to get adverse

rulings.

Yrom that point of view I thought we should figure what we

should do here: "Note for the jury and the judge"'!

1Mr. Youngquist. As I read this, its only purpose is to

give the court an opportunity, even after the evidence is in and

the case is submitted, to grant the motion for directed verdict

and end it right there.

Ilr. Crane. Yes; but the defendant does not have to make

another motion. If the judge has reserved the decision he has

got to make the motion; he has to decide it; he has got to move.
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Mr. Hloltzoff. •hi t this really is! is • a judgment is

non obstante veredicto.

,'r. -ledalie. In 1ie' York there has been adopted a prac-

tice in civil cases that the defendant moves for a directed

verdict or the defendant moves the court to direct a verdict,

and the court says, "I will reserve decision on that motion,

but I will submit the case to the jury."

There is a reason for that, which is that if the judge

should be wrong in his decision to take the case away from the

jury the appellate court can correct his error even when he

sets the verdict aside later and grants the motion, decision of

which he reserved, to take the case away from the jury, and can

reinstate the verdict.

You know the practice. It is a very practical thing,

when the jud're is in doubt about it.

h r. Crane. In civil cases, but not in criminal cases.

1.Mr. ',ledalie. No; not in a criminal case, because you

cannot reinstate the verdict in a criminal case.

Mir. Seth. Did you ever hear of the Slocum case, the

steamer that burned? Here it is.

h.r. Seasongood. Let us take a vote.

The Chairman. It h- s already been acted upon.

Lhr. Seasongood. 'There is oily one tiinrr about (b). This

practice obtains in the civil rules. I am under the strong

impression, and am practically certain, that there was a ques-

tion whether that might be done in criminal cases. In some

oil prosecution case the court had a long trial of four weeks

or four months, andc the defendants made a motion for an acquit-

tal. The court said, "I want to have all of this written out
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and I want to go over the evidence and see whether the-e is any

evidence to go to the jury. So I am going- j to let it go to the

jury, reserving the right to grant the M~otion if there should

be a findinp7 of 7uiilty."

There was a finding of guilty by the jury; but neverthe-

less the judge entered a judgment of acquittal.

The case 'ris tauten by the Government to the Supreme

Court; andy as I remember, they divided four and four on the

question. You are 'amiliar with the case, no doubt.

LMr. Robinson. The Socony-Vacuum case, at Madison,

hVis c ons in.

Iir. Seasongood. Yes; that was the case. I am just

callinr attention to I-ether it should be done.

The Chairman. Do you thiink: it desirable if it can be done?

!.r. Seasongood. Yes; very desirable.

itr.Robinson. The Attorney General in his report in

1938 condemned that very bitterly.

1r. -easong-ood * iWt is his ground?

L•n.Robinson. On the position that it permits the court

to usurp the powvers of the jury.

Mrr. -Ioltzoff. I do not thýin]l that was the Attorney

General.

1r. Robinson. hell, Mr. Thurman Arnold.

ir. Steasongood. if the ju" dg:,e acquits after there has

been a four months' trial, wvhy, that is the end of it. The

defendants a-re all out. He may say, "I should like to think

about this t ting more, and let it g•o to the jury and see what

they do, and i nill have all of it written out and I will pass

on it" -- and enter a judgment of acquittal notwithstanding" the
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verdi et.

lir. Crane. 11as th- t beerione?

7-r-- son ood. As I say, thEt was done in the oil case

in hisconsin.

Lhr. Crane. ,,j~It we s wrong about it?

,[r. Seasongood. The Supremie Court divided four and four

as to whether it 1sC be done.

Lir. Orfield. Did the court pass upon that question in

the 2Supremje Court?

• 2easongood. I do not think they wrote en opinion; did

the y?

hr.!.oltzoff. io; they do not write op!rLons.is t X4-

. o Thlis is the case of ex parte United Staies,
1',Lr . lf ob i 11s on ...

that being the cae in th'e Supreme Court. The Circuit Court

of Appeals held th•t the district judxe has inherent pow-er to

rosenve his ruling on a rotion for directed vwrdict end, after

-the "ur r returns a vsrdict of J-:t"Ity, to enter a jud....nt dis-

mLssinY the in'd'ltmcnt for insufficiency of the evidence.

The case was affirmedb- an e-ually divided court --

300 U a. ;19.

United States vs. Stone,

hfr. -oltzoff. it is better to perpetuate thet in the

rules.

The Chairman. Is theree any d ouobt as to preso rving (b)

in this rule?

hr. Cr.n.. Yes; T do not like (b).

The Cha-iran. Then let us put Lt to a vote.

hir. Crane. i nennt the phraseology of it: "within ten

di-as after the reception of a verdict, a defendant vwho has moved

for a directed verdict may move to have the verdict and any
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judgement enterede thereon set aside ,-*."

In other words, wourld y:>r have to move again? If the

judge has reserve .-is decision he has got to decide it. The

defendant does not have again to nove.

The Chairman. lie does not reserve it.

Lr5. Crane. "Wýhenever a iction for a directed verdict

made -t the close of all the evidence is denied or for any

reE-son ,s not granted, the court is deemed to have submit.Ae

the action to the iurv subject to a latcr determination of the

legal queations rained by the -otion."

The Chai-rman. In other words, as a matter of law he

rserves it. !ow to bring it officzalli to his attention so

tha L he will do sonet'.l-Ing nuoot it, you have to make a motion.

,Lr .Crane. YZoa have to nove again?

The Chai rman. Yo s.

Er . Crane. Zien a judg; reserves a decision until the

end of the case and says, "You have made your notion and I an

going" to decide it; I will reserve thils decision, and in the

meantiime we shall let the defendant go ahead, does the

defendant have to iove again in order to -et it done?

The ChGirmný. Yes; for the reason that if you do not

req:uire him to rake o notion he would be re,-arded as consider-

I-" ch a notion in every case in'• which a vwrdict had been

entered.

r.Crane. 1:o; when he reserves it --

The Chairman. He does rot reserve it. The law says

he reserves it autorutically. he is deemed to have reserved

it.

M1r. Crane. You have the thing all wrong. •Vhen a judge
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takes a motion to c'Ismiss, and directs a verdict, the judge

decides it then and there; or if he does not he says, "I will

reserve it, and I am not deciding it now."

Tie does not sit there like a mummy. He says, "I will

reserve the decision on that question."

The Chairmen. That is not our case. The judge denies

the motion, and the jury brIngs it, a verdict.

hr. Liedalie. Judge Crane wants to Z'o further.

iKr. Crane. 4o.

Qhe Chairman. In spite of all of that having happened

and the jude havi-ng ruled adversely on the motion to direct a

vlrdict, he is deemed i> law to have the power, if application

is made in ten days~to take it up.

1'r. Crane. That is not what is said here:

"%-henevc.r a t otion for P directed verdict made at the

close of all the evidence is denied or for anyresson is not

granted" -- he does not do anything, he does not deny it, he

does not grant it -- "the court is deemed tc have submitted the

act'on to the jurv subject to a later determination of the

legal questions raised by the motion."

If he has the power if it has been denied, why do you not

say that after the verdict they can ,lways raise the question

a 81i?

The Chairman. If riotion is made within ten days. That

is what this rule tries to say. Perhaps it does not say it

well.

hr. Crane. I say with all due respect$ that this is too

confused a way. YLou have a lawyer trying a case before a jud e;

and he makes a motion, and the jud-ge is bound t ojrle on it, the
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same as he rules when e;xceptions or objecti-ons are taken. If

he denies it, that is a denial. S~e understand that.

But suappose he does not do anything? 1ihy, then he has

got to decide it some time. He cannot sleep on it, and his

duty is to decide it, and not to have the lawyer move again to

wake him up, and say, "fYou have not decided that motion of mine."

That is the part I am speaking of. Thy should he make

another motion?

The other paJ-t is this: Suppose you make a rmotion for

directed verdict, as :you do at the end of the case, and the judge

says, "I deny it". and an exception is taken in all due and

proper form. You r-o through and get a verdict of the jury. Now

that case is caosed.

Vhen vwe come to notion•s thIlt may be made after the verdict,

that is the time to say that you can then move for various

grounds, and ore of theyo is that the evidence was not sufficient

to go to the jury.

Uhy should we put all of it on tlhis complicated form here?

Mlric ungquist. That is just whet this does in case the

motion is denied.

Dr. Yedalie. 1-o; this goes farther.

Yr. _Youngquist. If the motion is denied the defendant may

at any time within ten days after the reception of a verdict

move for a directed verdict.

ihr•. Crane. Thy does he move for a directed verdict?

hr. Xoung qu1 st. Just a short-cut.

hIr. Crane. That he does is to rmove to set it aside because

there is no evidence to sustain it.

hIr. '-ounrq3i)st. There is more than that.
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Mir. MIedalie. There is something else. There has been a

disagreement, and the court can still grant te motion for

directed verdict. That is what this says.

The Chairman. Is that the language?

hr. Crane. That is the language; but let us not aet this

so mixed up that lie cannot understand it. The criminal law

should be simple. Let us not complicate it with all the

irtrzcac.es of the civil practice. The criminal law is simple.

The cases are complicated, as you --et them in the Federal

courts, but the practice is the simplest thing i the world.

The Chairmarn. By common consent, then, -e will refer

this back to the Reporter.

rlr . 3easongood. This says "in every case" I thjnk that

is a bad way to do it, because the judge will overrule the

motion every time. It seems to me that the judge ought to have

the privilege of leaving it to the jury, reserving the right

to enter judg-ment.

htr. hiedalie. Y-ur idea is that if he wants to he may

reserve decision on the notion?

,ir . Seasonsood. Yes.

hr. 1'iedalie. Ard then take action either after verdict

or after disagreement, and take his own sweet time about it,

so that you do not tell him that he has to decide within ten

days a case that took him two months to study.

hIr. Youngquist. lie does not have to decide within ten

days.

Mr. Crane. hhy should you have to move him again?

lTir. Holtzoff. That is an automatic reservation. Suppose

he has denied the motion, and the case goes to the jury: There
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is a fiction of reservation so he can raise it later.

Lir. I.edalie. hr. Seasongood says there is one thing

worth doing, and thrt is when the judge says, " reserve the

ri~ht to decide later" we should resecve the right to enter this

X51 sarroement.

-he other question is whether we should make the provision

that is i1- the civil practice rules, th'-t the court is deemed to

make reservation even if he did not.

,IIr. Crane. iIay ! ask a question? Because really I

cannot see t-,,is at all. -ere you are doing the same thing, and

every judge who has had any criminal practice has been doing the

same tLing that you are trying to express here as something new.

A judge tries a case, and the defendant is found guilty. All

the riotions you canthink of have been made and denied. E-ery

code and proceeding has a arrest& fu(>nmnt, and a notion on

the insufficiency of the indictment can always be made after a

Verdict. %-Vh do -Toi have to tall: about a res(-rvatlon or a sup-

posed reservti*on'" You cen always make a notion~even after

verdict )tht the indictment or the evidence was not sufficient.

ar. Seasongood. You run into some trouble with the

Constitution, do you not? There is that old case to th •_,ect

that you cannot later enter jun, gfment -- the rIght of trial by

jury.

11r. Crane. Can :You assume that the judge has reserved the

cuestion when he has not? Can y-u get around the Constitution

in that way?

nr. Seasongood. iho; thot is what I say.

h,,r. lioltzoff. n t whien this is for the defendant's

benefit there is no constitutilonal qu,:stion involved. Thiis
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reservation is for the benefit of the defendant.

hr. Dean. In the redraft of t-iis thing cannot we later

consider the wording of this phrase, if we are not going to

require a motion?

EIr. burke. Is not theft what Judge Stone sought to do?

lir. Crane. His act is a reservation, except he does not

reqoire the defendant to move again.

But 1 say that when the judge has decided it, then to

stick in something by which he is supposed to reserve the ques-

tion, when he has not, in order that he may move thereafter for

some reason, why not cone out and say that the defendant may

always enter a m.otion within 3C or 1,0 days for relief?

Er. Dean. i see your point; because this language says

that it is reserved. And then you say that it is not reserved

at all but that you have to make a motion.

1.1r. Crane. That is the point.

iHr. Ieda-ie, I move that it is the concensus of opinion

of th:is corimittee that the judige shall have the power expressly

to reserve decision on a rotion for directed verdict and to

grant the notion either after there is - verdict of guilty or

aftor the jury has reported its dis, agreement.

i r. Seasongood. I second the notion.

,r. Seth_. That is all right.

1,r. 1,,Iedalie. Then wie can take up the rest of it afterwards.

r. * oltzoff. i should like to amend that so thf t the

juoge shall havc, a similar pover even after he h-s denied the

motion.

Lr. Liedalie. Let us take that up separately.

Lurho. Ho. Chairmaan, does not that in som,,e juris-
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dictions give an opportu~ity, assuming thlere is some merit to

o'oad , siy to pass the burden, shell we say, for

e t meeing on, t.ty that there may be an acq ittal
thle t-,ime beijig on tl OSL•~yt.

" ich will so01e th whole thing? On the other h, il there

is ý vrrdlt Of' L,-,Ity the dfen nt Y s su-ford ll the

>,3 elilation1 and aiddtlional emibarrassment th& t comes from some-

thing th-t might possibly have been decided as a eatter of law.

,-,.!he irman. Thre is no doubt Pbout that. But o the

nd, f -,ou havy a jud _ e who will not make up his mind,

is ot t1c -0 dof ,iiat better off if ho :i a chance to .. et vftor

thet jadge again -mn a smibsequent - otion?

1f coane T a oing beyond -,.o otion now.

hr. aiecoalie. Yeýs; you are ,,ay beyond it.

The Ghairmaon. A-e you rea.dy to vote on ,Ir. Meedalie s

mob Lop, which, is thf't tile trial julgo shall Ilave the right to

reserve decision on rotio for directed verdict, end in the

meantime let the case go to the jury and a verdict of g-uilty

come in or a dinagreement?

-r. ,doalLe. TItat is right.

The Chairm-an. A- e -7u1 r ea(Ay to vote on the motion?

'•r. Crane. And decide the ciotion after that.

The Chairman. After the verdict or disagreement.

Ibir. Crane. Yes.

The Chairman. Are you read.y. for a vote on that- o .

That does not preclude us from voting further.

Are you ready for a vote on that?

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairmsn. bho voted "not"? Two? Very well. /

mr. 1oltzoff. i should like to move that ,eo one step
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further and provide i½ the rule that even if a motion for

directed verdict is denied, after the verdict comes in or if

sis' a di',ýarrerent thie iude snall have jurisdiction or

authority to enteritin a motion or a renewal motion for directed

vordict, and pass upon it and grant the "iotion as tibouCh he wore

doinag it before thie jury vient out.

hir. Crane. I hove no objection to thet; that stntes what

you mean.

The Chairman. Is the motion seconded?

Lr. Seasonrood. I second the motion.

The Chairman. kre you ready to vote on the motion?

(The r.otion was as7reed to.)

1,r. Crane. I think what you mean now is very clear. M;y

objection is not based on that.

The Chairman. All right. hlay the Reporter begin to do

some draftinrS on the basis of that?

how, Rufle 51.

hr .1obinson. R-hule 51 provides for instructions to the

jury axi-I provides when objections are to be noted.

h'ir. ,ei•alie. 3efore we start to consider that may I

correct an error of mine? I misadv" ed te committee. It may

not have been noticed. But there is a provision in the New

York Code for the pollin.- of the jury.

The Chairman. Very sood.

hr. ;oeasonsood. That is the reason I brought it up. I

know the--e are provisions in some States.

The (harmian. ",e will cl ar up all of them.

Kr. 1deJa1he, Tat is section ):50.

The Chairman. Very i, ell; now we are on hule 51.
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* r. etý. i t!iqk e voted on that.
Ir. iobinson. The four ,oints are, first, thot the party

requesting the nstruct-ions may file his written request for

them; second, the judge shall inform counr-el of his proposed

action with rege,,rd to such requests prior to the arguments of

counsel to t~he jury; third, the party must object before the

jury retires if he wishes to save any question with r t

an instruction fgiven or refused; and, fourth and finally,

o-'ortunity must be given him to make his objections outside

of the hoering of the jury.

i.'r. Kedalie. Ka; :r make soV:ec comments on this?

The Chalrnaz Yes.

hr. juedslie. In the southern district of h1ne Iork we

have a rifle which provides that you may 0 spring requests

for instructions on the triLol jud-e efter you finish your

summation. T7ou must~h e them in, in writing, before summations

begin -- that is, at the close of the evidence.

Here you provide, "At the close of the evidence or at

such ear'1 ler time during the trial." In that event Uovernnent

counsel would be at a d'stinct disadvantage in being required

tot requests for i-structions too early in the case. The

i e ay the trial is closin" is about as early a time

,ight of t,. --a7 sthn

as -7ou can finally_ -make up your mind on what ought to be sub-

rittod to the court; because then you can come fairly near

io-ownriC the steA e of the record. If you are required to do it

a week earlier or at the close of the Govornment's case you are

not really being given a fsir chance, whlen you are precluded

from submittinq these requests thereafter.

For that re9son I mo,,e that the words "or at such earlier!
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time during tie trial as the court reasonably directs" be

stricken from the draft of this rule.

-ir.Dean. I second the motion.

Mir.Robinson. Would that restrict them to waiting until

after the evidence is closed before they can submit motions?

Lir. Medalie. NJo. The court directs, "I wish to have

requests for prayers in before the summations."

In the southern district of New Lork you do not submit

anything. You catch the judge all unawares by standing up and

saying, "I except to "our nEonor's instructions so and so, and I

ask your Hionor to charge as follows." Or without an exception

It is argued that

you just go ahead and run off a few on him./he does not have

that

te t , and/obvwously that is unfair and does not

result in a fair trial.

The rule in the southern district is a very practical way.

'it is a rule under which cases hsve been tried by skilled

counsel; and it works no hardship, althougch at times it is an

inconvonience.

The bhairmafn. Is it not the custom for the attorney to

say, if it is a long case and if he has a lot of reouests,

"These ai-e not complete, but these are what I have in mind to

hand to tile court"?

Llr. Ledalie. Yes. A device I tried is that in a long

case, about a week before the trial is finished and the evidence

is in I have it appear in the record, "Your honor, may i hand

in my requests to charge, which are substantially complete,

with the privilege of putting in three or four more prior to

sutrmes ti on?U

In other words, i make a record of it to shiow the
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appellate court that i did not catch the judge unawares and

that I Tave him plenty of time to study them.

The (,hairman. And so that he cannot state, "I have just

been confronted with voluminous requests."

lar. Mledalie. I might say there is also another thling
aharg

in connection with a request to review tae requet hare.

The a-pellate court wvill not review requested instructions for

error 1f) even tinely you have requested 120 instructions. The

jude just cannot meet that burden. Sensible counsel will

limit them to 25 or so at the most.

You cannot do that here. You leave it to the court.

hr. Crane kould it help the court to write out the

charge for him?

Mr. Mledalie. No; that would leave out the oratory

and harangue.

MIr. Crane. i do not see any reason why it could nrot be

Z'ven to the court as a request. But it is not my business.

Iir.Dean. I,iay I sugCest that instebd of striking out the

words "or at such earlier time during the trial as the court

reasonably directs" you simply strike out the words "at such

earlier time during the trial", and have it read "or as the

court reasonably di'-ects"?

1h.r.Robinson. That is what I was speaking of a moment ago.

The 1halirman. You should do so before the/summation

starts. If he takes it after thiat he is not being fair.

rýr. l-oungauist. You are undertaking to say "Not later

than at the clo.e of the evidence."

hir.Medalie. - I really in`C enied it to be before the

addreses to the jury. That is important; because in a long
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case the evidence nay close on Friaay. You come back on Monday

morning to sum up. That gives you time to prepare. Or the

evidence may close at half-pa~t eleven on Tuesday and the court

may say, "hell, we have had a long time of it, and counsel want

to have a chance to prepare summations. The jury will come

back tomorrow .orning at 10 o'clock."

Ten o'clock tle next miorninrg is the right time to give

the i.-structlorns.

The Chairman. ½s that fair to the court?

Lr. Medalie.. Yes.

nhe Chairman. i do not think so. If you need the week-

end to prepare tVe requests, he needs the week-end to sift them

out.

,r. Medalie.. 1'o; I am assuming that the judge is a

moderately competent person, that he has some notion of what the

case is about and what legal propositions are involved. A

court has suple time during the hour or the few days in which

counsel sum up to exqmil-e those instructions; and no matter

what v:ie thirk of our own persuasive speeches we know th' t fre-

quently the judges are either reading the instruct .ois or writ-

in- their intended itistructions or atLending to t:;eir personal

correspondence. It is perfectly fair to the court.

The Chsirman. Do jou mean you let the ergunments go on

without any interruption eca-u.-e 'of wvht ozpposing counsel says?

i1r. 1Iedalie. I do not interr pt opposing counsel.

Ihe Chairman. iLeever?

i'. Kledalie . iLo.
The Chairan •eýll you are in a well-behaved jurisdic-

tLon./
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in. -edalie. 6e are; counsel behave th 1emselves in our

jurisdiction.

hr. -oungquist. The second sentence of this reqsuires

thi t the court sha ll inform counsel of its proposed sction

upon the requests prior to their srguments to the jury -- before

the arguments begin.

I L-r.yhlie. was co0ing to that, but i should like to

L-et rid of this "nrior to sumrNation".

The Chairman. 1 really t ink thnt is unfair.

Wir.Dcan. why don't L Tonay, "after the close of the evi-

dence". instead of "aL the close of the evidence"?

r. l edalie. Aecause you do not fVo. the tine. The

rule of the southern district of New 7hor has been found to be

a good and workable rule.

Wr. haMoT . M..: watu the rules in other districts"

hr. MIedalie. if Ut is a good and workaole rule in that

district it is ..... y•1•rm else.

P.•Jcasonfood. Aow would it to to say, Has seon LB the

ev.(konco is conc2 1ded or as soon as the court to! WOW"?

it is in our cone that ny party nay ask for uritten instruc-

t ons after the close of the evidence on At the close of the

evidence; and OE; sqy that if those lastructiona are correct

My nust be ivean it-V2Ce words, or iQ they are nt Qivefl

i- those words it is Peversable error.

lut our wed... court has alvays taLon the viev -- and I

think quite properly -- of wot beij- bound by that statute,

that if they ,e t'se _oubstn-Y(c of te re•nues ed cherge ir the

jenerA, chargec L A is Ell tDst can be~ ask ed.

". L:a.of' It is voth the Kew Yor', rule and the _ eder-
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aQ rule.

*OunjuIst. And the linnesota. rule.

Kr. 3eLsonrood, That is the uay it should bc. The

special choroes Zo ino the jury; but our Yedernl court sirply

says, "We satisfy that if "e Live te s he idea

is to attract the ccrt's attention to subjects on which you

-ant him to charge.

!a. i.edalie. There is ,ot!VinE to indicate here thnt the

court is bound to follow the lanGuaLo of the re,-uested insttruc-

tion s.

n r.oeasonsood. i t:nink you s-ould put that in.

".. he e. Y.o r ot need that in redersl cases.

nr. Holtzoff. This is the languae of the civil rule,

envi the civil rule has Dot been con s trued to reqoule the court

to follow the lo,,rou•ae of the reonuest. 3o thatt you tple the

construction of the civil rule as a Zide to the construction

of the proposed lan&uz-.

,2.Crnre. SUpposo yo.u are goIlr-E to submit all the re-

quests?

:r. lEedalie. Please do not say "all". he do not

suboit many requests.

!-r. Crane. if the ju.6e charses incorrectly you can

encept to it; but can you ask im to rule if the requested

!nstruction is correct?

r. eedalie. Yes. out also y ;u C oe Dot nakinifT it

impossible, .ftcr the ju, has made his ruiinS an(d his charse

to the Jury, to Zet np and say, "I except to your ocor's
11 0

charge of so and so."

I,ir. iounpquist. You have that beginninZ i line 7:
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a as error the giving or the failure

to give an in structiol unless he objects thereto before the

jury retires to consider its verdict, stating dist.inct. the

natter to which he objects and the grounds of his objection.

•r. Medalie. 'don't yjou core back to mine?

hrr. &oungiist" Yes; that is wIhat I an doing.

h •. 3easons0o(d" aould you object to putting in the words

"'in substance set forth In the request'? Becaust

looks as if you have an anbil',ity, to make the court charge

in the specific lengtua-e of the instructions.

14r. lJedali* -i thinkI-.t vI r. holtzoff said as to the

substance of the civil rule is correct.

r .Rob.nis on. The substUance woulc be as set forth,

aný not L, the same words.

. ~Youngquist I mov:e that aftor the word "evidence"

i lime 2 the 'be -L s,-erted the words "or as soon thereafter

as the court may direct."

Th•at is i the second line.

fhe Chairman. You hare heard the motion. Ave there any /

roeiar1 k s

'Tne motion was agreed to.)

*I (I aa o .e I.oa the next point.

hr. Seasongo°d" hhat is the obection to having it at

the close of the evidence?

Ir. II edalie. The court might want to give you a little

more time, and we let jiwm give you that.

"The court shall inform counsel of its proposed action

upon the requests prior to their arguments to the jury.

I have practiced law in jurisdictions where the court
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does not do that, and I found mryself perfectlY comfortable.

ir. ;oltzof*. Te llederal courts do that in civil cases.

'",hy shoild not they do it in criminal cases'?

;r. h.eulie. I do not know why they were ever called

upon to do it in civil caseS.

he Cha-irm an. T..e ida is to please the lawyers :in the

26 States of the Onion in which counsel slm up after the judge

has charged the jury. it is almost impossible for us to con-

ceive that that shi.-d- be done ir any civilized community; but

thcre are 26 States of the Union in which that regularly hap-

pens. The charge precedes the summations. There are 26 States

in, t- thLt happenS.

Vr. I[edalie. I think that is a good racket!

Lr .Cr e . D-oes that really happen? It is hard to

believe.

,ýI 0edaiie. And then you can answer it.

The Cha, rmn. 7tihe ends up by yelling louder than any

mrpian over has.

,_. liedalie. ITo man here has thus far used any strong

languaaie, but i wish to put on the record the fact that I think

theft is a hell of a practice.

, 1' 0toltzoff. I tý-ink th..t all of us recoglize that we

maSt take into consideration the practices in the various

Stsýes if we want to -et these rules passed.

The Chairnan. There Is a district on the Atlantic seaboard,

not very far fron where we are now, in which after the judge

aadresses the jury the counsel sum up. As I say, it is

almost unbelievable. In that State in the State courts the

judge has to charge the jury in every case, "Gentlemen, you arc
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the sole ju-gsC of the law as 1cll as of tho facts, anm- what I

say is not to be Tour sole and controllingl guide.

!-r. Youngquist. That is our rule Lo libel cases, but

only 1n libel cases.

Chman. Tti the rule i- all cases, y the

co-stitution of Laryland.

11r. Crane. hJe hbd a judge in ]Oestchester who followed

the rule in this way: He said, "Gentlemen of the jury, it is

my duty to charge the law, but it is -jour duty to be the sole

judjes of the facts. 1ut : think if you give the plaintIff

something you will not be going far wrong"!

Tir. -oltzoff. I do not see how on earth the court is

going to find time to inform counsel of his proposed action

on requ5tests, prior to their arguments.

hr.Robinson. In my State they just put on a "G" for

"Given" and a "11" for "]-efu:3ed".

iLr. lToltzoff. 3ut that takes a little time, an, the

court is not <'ettiug the benefit of the requests himself.

-r .Robinson. That is why the first sentence was drawn

to read "or al such -,arlier time during the trial as the court

reasonably directs". Yon ha-re rather put the first sentence

out of gear with the secoed, by your motion.

1Kr oun n,-,qst. You cannot expect counsel to submit

all their resuosts before the close of the evidence; but I do

not tnink{ it unreasona ble to ashz the court to inform counsel of

its proposed action on the requests before the surrmiat2 onS

ueginl. It is violly within his control. And I am sure that

counsel would not object to being given a few more hours in

which to prepare thLeir summations, if the court -,ants that time
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to study the reauests.
to r. Sodtzoff. hay i mention the practice in the District

of Columbia? inThe District of Columbia, after the evidence

is closed the parties present their requests -- they call them

prayers in this jurisdiction -- and they argue andI discuss them

with the jude, and during their discussion or argument the

judge indicates wh--t his ruliLn may be. Th-at process may take

half an hour or half a day. Then the-summations st r t. There

is some merit ir that practice.

h er. 1ieali-e. he caniot afford to take thEt much time In

our district. TheyT keep us moving.

!,r.roltzoff eorhaps hew York judges can speak faster.

Ihr. MIedalie. They must -- not that they can.

The Chairman. You do not do this in civil cases in

New York?

1..r. Medalie. 1ýo.

The 'hairr=an. "either do we. If I asked a judge in

our district court to tell mc what hiis ruJlings on my requests

were he would just laugh at me.

1 ). oeason--ood. Icvertheless it is a very fair thinLg,

because it is vcry embarrassingc for counsel to arguie on the

line tha t the ju-gC e will charge t•-LIs way, and then the court

charges differently. It makes counsel's arument ridiculous.

h.r. laedalie. That may be theoretically so.

il,. Seasongood. 0o; it is prsctically so.

hr. iIedslie. But counsel are rather careful to avoid

those pitfalls.
The Chairman. ientlemen, I think this must stay in, in

The tes of the Union.

view of tiLe situat-Ion i-n over- half of the 3tatsoth-Uin
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Ve ae .etL'nc u. against a practical situetion.

1,ir.Jeth. I think it is irportnnt to know how the judye

decides.

i;Ir. Seasonrood. lie writes "G" or "R".

o'r. iioltzoff. Or lie may raise the question.

i:r. ioungquist. It is siml)ly for the information of

counsel, for their guidance i naking their arguments. That is

all. It is rot e part of the proceedings. I think it is all

right as it is.

hr. Liedalie. You havy indicated that we must accept

th i s.

The Uhairman. I think so.

hr. Iedalie. Then let me bring up the next point.

Counsel takes is obection -- -e call thLem exceptions -- to the

in structions, and it is stated here that he must state the

groUn, s of his objection.

in 1,ew ±ork you do not do any arguing with the judge

when he is instructing the jury. You just statea what your

exception is. That is calling his attention to it sufficiently.

if you are to engacge ii an argument with the judge after he has

instructed the jury you are getting what we consider around

New vYork as a disorderly proceeding.

The Chairman. 71o; the jury has retired, and then you

step up to the bench, and the stenographer is st!ll present,

and you say, "I eýccept, yniur 1 onor, to that part of your

charge in viu'c, rou dealt with. the burden of proof in an

arson case."

hr. iledalie. It says, "Before the jury retires."

The Chairman. h)ut out of the hearing of the jury.
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Gr. Crane. i a- 'ot famila with this practice. cc hen

th~e jury Is otýL, of harirý tlen -ro: he t-is colloqiuy with the

court. Then does theijudde call back the jury and charge them

.e.r.. th judge th° 9.ks, upon reflection, that

ne -issed the point of the charse he will call then back and

say, 1-0T attentioln been called to a point which perhaps I

ouaht to clear up.

1r Grane I t Lought it noeant after they had retired for

tTo.

LIr. Youngquist. In our State_ ilute o ftn Lcmt

that an additional charse be given after the objections have

been msde and the colloquy has ou t.... that is a good

idaea.

The Chsqirmarl. yes.

Do-s the rule St-n&, or are tl-ere any further sug::estioifs?

If there is nothing further will pass on to Rule 52.

1h *1esoreg°" loU. l lke to ha,;e it phrased ;o tha--

perhaps it does 1ot road thIt %-ay, but it seemsL to no that it

•h:h ni th-t•,ru have to givo the vcry i-,•structions that are

ask-ed.

ir. •'oltzoff. 1Ao. The 0 orresndtnl civil rule has

not been so construed.

iC chairmran. That 7 r u must give then or I -sn not give

them?

i,rr. 3easonS°od" iAs I said before, I do i-ot rt tht

ya have to folloi thte statute practice that the judge S to

give thltc 
as you re-uest it, but it srhould
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be enough t lio the judge gives thie sustance in hls general

r. Crane. I thi'k th .t "s understood.

The Chairman. just to cover that, may we have it under-

stoDod that the Reporter will reirivostiiate that particular

point unlder the civil rules; end if there is sny doubt about

it i t~ln• it will be covered.

kr•.•site, i thorou s~hi a-ree with Yr .Saeasonriood th.

I wocldeC i e coiildC ,1-t sIiQ lify it by r ei"g .. t ePd this

way: "may file .ritten requests the•t the court instruct the

jury on the law substantially as st forth in the recuests."

hr. S3easongood. '2...at is what i suIgested before -- or in

subs tance.

'Lhe Csirrman. hill the 1ieportei- b-rsr that in mind?

r .oiobits on. Yes, sir.

],•r. Seth. fe:psr the ~word " modifice, tion" could be

inserted in thiere and wovIld teke cere of that; "givin, /- /
/

modifT n1, or fai1ure to give." /.

T 1,ow cases on that, thet I have mentioned.

"he Ghairman. ohe we readCy for ho. 52?

i1r.7edalie. J nove that it be stricken.

I.r. 1.-oltzoff. i -econd the motion.

-r.Robinson. Of ckjur.;e the t is a new idea where trial

is by the court.

.r . Crane. That is the civil rule.

•r. WaIte. i ss•ould like to ask the reporter what he

hed in mind in line r-: "and in granting or refusing inter-

locumtory injunctions". Xihere did y'r g-et tose, in a cririlnal

case?
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lVop, Roi-- O,. ] . .. I9- .i SSed, gnu it -L S

CeQde, t.. K it h cl. u.i _. left !A. , t t? r5o Kt& ers of the

cor,-ittee t" -aht V er " YY proc er '2 of ne 2K:lo a n'2

natu-re i.n ,i'] hjt2cf u ns .... t h, e .vol ,cd it ould be Aft

in. -r cy12(1 iU is 6ubt§'l if th...e is such a possibility.
Ar. Vfc~r i it is an ,asbtn i' l>ookflhP u finr

a..ce if there is e02 any such t.•ln. as on i:terlocutory in-

junctionl to- a cr~imiUal proedi.

,N. 3eth. A lator rule ne-nto,!,i s a case U w, ch there

il ithht be an inunction.

TMe 0 Iirmr.•r. Where- on intjunctio<n was issued on com-

plaint of breoch of I 2. ce-- en•o " " , that the , n must per-

pauilybehazuve V "o"lf.

La,. y3-,•-t. i su'ppose0 some of those rules were put

ir 2.,t for the Anforrttion of the c-m-ittee, with the expocta-

Lion that tiey t would he s tricken.

1r. Robinson. Cortainly, if there is no possib'lity of

it.

i,"r, <;Otc . I do• p n :ot see any.-

L,, •bar•on. T2hen thA.t is oat.

The Ghs:irman. Hole 52. Do .ou wont to s-y anytlfin,

fur ther?

hr. iRobilsou. To. In fact, in New York s,1,. jud(es

enpr e ssecd the f..r th, 1t thin rule wo, 1. be inc.:-, fed in the

crirna- ru•:os. Because they 2 id they th vr.ht no ludge elcl

have to sot for t c . i8 . flndi.!,'s of .act, especi.llly uhen ,he

trial was by tie cwrit. T.hey said thst ,ould be an it-ipossiLble

bur, dLeni Oan the' "ud> C

The Chairn-• .. Is there anythin, further to be said by
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the corxiittee?

r.~Lrke iics it possri 1e ,,nd desirable in civil

csses but i, oossiile in criminal cases?

-Lr. tdlie. 1 tiu it is due to t.e.h fact that apý,eliate

coo rts vwant to Y1CLe their iobs ee sier, ani the ol-, litoss.bility

t,7- h "ve s v7're thre 1 has nq)t been e jury trial. Al so the

-ede'r'l courts im VV diutrict never have liked findira in

c Jvl cases.

The C I.-Or, r•la -The i:attion is to strike out Rule 52.

rl ,e ,oticon ,,as asrecd to.

Die • son-M cod?,'11,".. G ,-a Irm an . ci e a sne f t ro) n,, g coad

-re ,-asoojod.. I haT e for-otten the hor-e on the subject;Lit ea on, L,)o . haO(e ,-

but you -;et a ozoe thoroiiugh review, in civia cases tia-,; the jury

ha.s "eThon ouae f ndi.;n>'s of fact than w-nn you do

riot. Umless -rou asl for separel 0 f~n din s of -,,act -- I am t

speaking very accuratejy; but it is just in tir e bac!k of my head

t`-_t mu havo a bette-r review if you ask7 for f indinris of fact

tIa if-ý Cu1.0 11ot

T".r . oltzoff. That is right.

-1 * •-sýon•od. It may be that the same thi r would be

true in a cr Lr1r al case. i do -)ot know.

The Clha-i rmra n. ul 5414.

Ail. ounfl JIst. I take it thel e is no Rule 53?

The Cha irman . No.

r. obi nson . 1I;, sir. It had to do with masters, end

we could not see hew masters had a place in criminal cases.

The Uhairman, i ,annot, either.

hr. oLtzoff. I an wonder. .n whether Rule 54 ha!s any

aplication to crimrLnai cases. Perh•p•s 1t h-s rot, in its
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,.r.se.nt form. I Aroil fb t ,:c ,tri1e out Iho. 54.

hr. l~eslie. incluling the cost provision.

,r. 1.io 1tzo0ff. -Les.

, Cr-h no. Oh, ye.,; surely.

hr. ].eda1ie. -it is ioft safe to corxm-it crimes if you

have to pay the costs!

lr . Seth. So the rule goes out as a whole.

<.e "halrman. 1hat 's the •reo-,,ent riule as to costs?

hir. IJedalie. There aro special statutory provisions

assessm4, S the costs of nrosecutions.

The Ohsirnan. Could it not be summarized in a short para-

graph like that?

LIr. Ledalie. If you have specific statutes dealin,

with prrticul•• - cases, then you have it. You have not abro-

cated it.

Lhr. iioltzoff. Ordinr,,rily the jud e may impose costs as a

fine, in his discretion.

;,r. Crane. in a crimnal case?

1,ir. -oltzoff. Yes. It does rot uio any good ordinari-

ly; all we do is to accumulate thousands of unpaid jud"ments

for costs, and we do not ]-•ow what to do with them.

'ounqui st. ht applies only to judgments render-

ed?

hir. Crane. Yes; that is only where there is a fine

impos ed.

lar. ,1ePalie. 7hhre is that?

h~r. •ounrgqmst. .•a-e 1, on the left. Th•]at a-;plies

only 1 n a prosecution for fine or forfeiture? Oh, I beg

your parsdon -- the latter part of 1t applies to offenses.
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I-aoes 1 and 2 nre reversed there.

Hr ealie. It is (iscrctionary in cases not capi-

tal. vor murder or troason d uo not pay costs!

1.1r. 'tounr p) st. -11io may fPL-'ure that the man may be

huns and therefore nood not -ay. hat do costs mean?

r. leaie. ilt-, Is the .ct of 1,lay 8, 1792.

Ir . toun-oq ist. In our StaLe ne edo not assess costs

aahnst a defendant in a criminal case; and in view of the

f ct that if the (eofendant is acmvitted he may not tax costs

a-P ingt the Government, i do not iow why it sh-ould not work

reciprocally.

r. "echsler. i think t"`is statute has been used pri-

marily in criminal contempt cases, as a matter of fact, and in

other cases in Vwhich corporetions are ('efend-ants, end where the

thinn has been used.

The Ghairrian. Rule 58.

iN'. IMedalie. Vhchat have- we done? Are we satisfied about

costs -oincs out?

The Ch0irman. Yes; Rule 514 is out, by common consent.

Now Rule 58.

ir. Robinson. In -Aule 58 we have some information here

on the k rj, sent Federql law. The judmrient i.i a criminal case

is the sentence.

"After a plea of •ulty, or a verdict of -Uilt by a jury

or filding of rui)i t by the trial court where a jury is waived

sentence shall be imposed without delay, * .

Cf coure:e t!Kc ° Is the criminal appeals rules.

Lir. heasorgood. xcuse me, please. Does it not say

"impose sentence unless there is a motion for new trial?"
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Those rules are at 292 U.S. It is MT recollection that they do

not impose sentence if a motion for neov trial is pending or is

about to be filed.

Mr.Robi son. You a.Le spe-akin of the statute; are you

Idr. Seasongood. 10o; u am spoaking of the criminal

aC1'Ce.!s rules as -iven in theo back of 292 U.S. perhaps we can

get that, can we not?

ilr. hechsler. That is thie provision of the criminal

appeals rules.

1rX. Robinson,. Oh, the criminal appesis rules?

11r. Seasonrood. Yes.

1,ir. Hobinson. ',e have them here.

L:r. Yorr nqiist. In line Lý s.•hiIldn't we strike out "spec-

iel verdict"?

Li. Iiecalie. L)on't you. v, nt to begin after the semi-

colon in line 3, and dovn to line 6 of Rule 49? i move thst/

that be stricken.

M1r. toungquist. Before %Tou cone to that in line 4 you

should strike out "a special verdict in the form of a special"

and insert the word "the".

1r. R6binson. It is "uipon the general".

LMr. -foun-qcpist. "Upon the verdict".

Pr. holtzoff. Tow are you ,Iodifyi-)g line 2? Because you

do not enter judf-ment until after sentence.

Mr. Crene. The sentence is the judg'ment; is it not?

Mlr. hioltzoff. Yes; th-t is right.

ir. l ledalie. io; the clerk could not enter anything

until the jud-e sentences, after verdict.

,,r. loltzof1. in the present Pedercl procedure, which was
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modifi twc or three Vea~rs ago, after the judge pronounces sen-tence orlally i open court then the clerk fills out a written
judCment- ,or many years we did not have that, and we had asood many amhigu~

5 sentences bo tio clork wes fLna~ly re-
quired to write them out.

hr. Orfield. 1_1 sentence is a penalty; is it not?
1;7r. THoltzoff. A sentence is a enalty pronounc(ed by the

judje in op1)n court. Then a written document is sloned by thecourt, r-quVi,ýý the sentenc:e and actinr, also as a commiitiernt.
ar- IJedelie. I)on't we want to provide, "After verdictand sentence, judgment shall be entered by the clerk in accord-

ance ther-ewith?"

vi. Vechsler r understa].d that the Reporter isto draft a morie elaborate riovision whre,-ic• rence to sentence.,
enyhow. He referred to it -resteC rday in colloquy with 1r.Glueck. It seems to Le that cule 58 wouj1d play such a mrnor
part in a statement about the total sentence problem, .f itshoild be hand1ed by the rules, that it is hardly worth while
to consider this phase of it separ....tely.

Lir.Robinson. I asked 1,3r. lGlueck to ,ive us his recom-
menrdations on thlt osu(•iect -- if 0ou ant to proceed with thelet er he wrote, ii. which he stated some of his ideas. I saidi hoped he would be able to stay and to present those to you.
But he had to leave.

r. hTechsler. I see. You meant today. I thought youstill had the problem under consideration; I misunderstood.
7L r.1obinson h, no; i t is still under co2sider ttior

all right.

lr .Ie dalie. In the meantime can ' vie simPlify what we
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have here?

this . Robinson. Yes; but it is much more extended than
thi s.

Kr. YounqUi~st. i as wronr io my surre tion, becauseth't is dealin; ouly it !M'ec us•t s oly with answers coupled with interrogatories.

The Chairmn. Those are out.

r-. -oltzoff. Yes.
P r. Medalie. I think that after the semicolon everything to the end of the first sentence would )ave to Zo out.

LP" youn rj1st. That is right.
h.. Modniie. i woulC take the words "after sentence is

imposed by the court" --

The Chairman. ,ill you --reM the first clause as you
have it?

hr.Medaiie. "After• verdict and sentence"

The Chairman. Virdict of the jury?
r. Ledelie~. It ilcht be the jucUets.

"After tWe vara1(t of the jury or finding by the judge,as the cese may be, and sentence thrae, on, juadment shall beentered forthwiath by the clerk in C'aforrity therewith."

"oirnan . We i :t of tqo c .ntenn. e is out? \
1r. edalie. Yes.
'"Le next centence I do not understand: "But when theco-rt Mrms ontrT of ! ment of Cu ty or for other remcdy",_

are thce-• other remedies?

Lr.--oltzof. 
Ao; 1 cannot .4call a case.

!&- Ue<ooe. There is no forfeiture any hore. That is
173)~.

Ir.Robinson. 
Of coUPSO,:> 'tives we have statutes __
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at least i-i the Stebe prcctice - r wh ,)re y la 10ve( an iujunctior-
rather cioooly wra•t,-eoI 1p in a jlud':Vent p,,alockn(, a nu isance

or soir eth-iý' of ti' t knd.

.2 •°Jtzof . Thro is to such oif" 
tort in the lederal

1 'aw, i t>½L:.

- . ;oooinson. IJ •ot ]CV . Unc er ealco,) ai1 aiM-L,

trat r• act -- Ou t L t L5 1 c2nm Iai.

S ltzOr r) th t is a c' .. forfeitdLe pro-

llr. Seth. I TJedalie, you mientioned the situe ti'on
e tria ...z..e of pro-perty',,_ncd i askod ...Ietie1r the

forfeiture of tooe p roety was accocmli shed by a libel r0(j:Lre
upon ltnd. An i rijht a-,ort that? If tfre`re a separate 1"-e!

to forfeit toe pro-pcrtyr?

-:,.]edal!ic. 'b;c tere is e• m l~ra t cIi 1)ec .
T S ,-h.th. Ain it is not forfeited, as I l~ndeostrid.

I IT . (,'OCIU.e Ii -" o i do .not u2I1,-'j-tnnd so.
~~ >~. :-11a' ft is clo rdj o, I , -h Is e!-area u~p.

.oocoi0e usac : to the prorosition tI:.t it
is beyo our jurl s itoU-,, because th orr'er of ti. e court is
with roSeto to rules -",-ror to or i-din- the verdict or

f 1i di_'• of tity or 1-10-•,uity. A7c"r)TrS to our r-inutes thet

is whnerc e are ste-uedO

"2r. •oungquilt. I tmrouLit at our meeting -1i January
we decidaed we would .o beyond that -- tentatively, at least.

o°•1. second point is thu t thiIs is already

co-,ered by t}he rules on apoeals, 2c"7 -. . o1.
£.Lr. o tSetht Rule 1 or Rule 2 of the Criminal

Akpeals? I cannot r1ener voe ioh it is.
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... ,,aSoDL'70oo. !fY notation is N•i, but I am not sure
which is corpect. "8is 1 read thyt Yzu do not have the sentenceif a motion for aqw trial is jenjinZ"

]'re.Robinson. Are You assumi-n that the criminalaSpey9.s rules will be binin., on whatever we do here? A canconsider them if the Cort wishes us to do so, but th&t would,

not bind us.

ir. ieasonT)ood iftar the Court has adooted those, wolJd
it not be rather Peculiar?

!> .Ro•n[ s o)• ." 7o ; "O se ru l es L-e o ,te . w it h the viewt t Vey ae beiZn: -hape d fro" time to time.
Lo.. 4..so..od. Of course i thint there is Zood 'oasonfor not entering the sentence until the motion for new trial

is disposed of.
!. 2Soth. I raisod the juostjo-n 1h my lethLe, to the

aeporter whether we should 'o into those rules. I think thewhole scheme should be adopted in one 2 e- of rules, the sameas was done w-ith the civil rules. But I am not sure ths.t weare co - nitted to th ts.9-ýI... o,, -t L task.

The Chairman. oe ape not as our reference now stends.
3ut it nss agrreed the first dvy we met here that we shouldIkeep the thov.vJit il rqnA in case the Court should ask us to doso; and at least anonr the circuit court judges there has beentalk of the lesir-jizty of doin3 it, because they ape findingth~st the civil Meals PWactice is si.mpler row thn- thn crhi-

iNal apioeols practice.

Lr. Seth. Loreover, there e some proceedin-s iý thecivil appeals rules that would be an entirely different
procedure than nuwt thýso crim:inal appepls rules would be, if
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that were left as an entirely 5eoia,,te c , and if we stoamned 
ctth s t p•oin t .

yo an d if•, 
n 

w ehe •,e 
d a

thrti .....o.i 
ther-e ouht to be some kind of asection in our code iodicatinC what 00:01d be the ground of a'otion for new trial -- thone "i"t have been recognized accord_!" to the 1usaZes Of c uts of law. i tink the rule 1s good

and ou0t to be specific.
At any rate, there is no provision in the Crinal appea~sreofthe Zr pon which a notion for now trial can berafnted. They provide when the motion must be made, but theyrio not bell Ks anyty:in, ,ore about it.
- s•T .• ood. 7 ,.... like to direct the attentionof the brethren to the qu stion o0 whether the sontence shoul dbe tmnediately on the retu~n of the verdict of the jury orwhether it should await the motion for new trial. Of cauraeIn a civil case you do not enter judQment until 'You eltheo sus-

tain the vordict

hCAir~an. 
lv"hatt ae the odvantaes both ways?i Sr,. 3 easongood ?he advanta, that it is expeditious.You sentence ý,i as soon &3 you Lave the verdict of the jury.

-[r * oltzoff. I t ink that P}oul,:q 1e in the discretion ofthe court. of course, • ior"rily if th, court wern 3cvrously
-o 

po,,a-Tq-- , otion for new trial -- wc-ach does not ordinarilyA. . i c a s e _ _ -1 t-. e w oyL d t o n e s e n t e n c e . 3 u t
s5ote jud es puronotunco sentonce irmmediately aft., the return ofthe verdictt at the end of the trial. but 1 think this shouldbe cleprply in the discretion of the court.

. hchsler 
3 it Qot our Pur•ose to introduce theidea of an invest"Ltory 

'robat>ioa a3 n a C aid to the courtin sentercin? 
i do not see how any of that can work if you
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sentence a man imaediately after verdict.
ir. HIoltzoff. I agree with you that the ideal thing isto have a pre-sntence linvestiýEtion in every case. But inmany districts they make the pre-sentence investiCation beforethe trial; a probation officer does that. That is done so asto have the facts ready in case of conviction.

L- .echsler. is that froquently done?
L.r. -"oltzoff. in some districts.
J'rP-,yechsler. That seems an incredible procedure.
Ir. holtzoff. In any event it does seem to me, itr.Lechsler, that the pendency of the notion for new trial is thetest. But it is the making of the pre-sentence investiletion

thct is important.

AP. "echsJer. At least if jou contemplate having suchan inve:tication it indiovtes that sentence immediately afterjudgment slould be outlawed -- as I týink it should be.
Pr. Medalie. it should not be outlawed, because in kanycases it does not Patter how Eood or bad the defendant is; he

just~~ ~ ~ ~ mut- 

e- 
o h

ju•st mugZ Wo to jail 2cr the cpime he h'-is cor'Titted.
-or ns t•nce, a vePy rospons'ble memb, e of the conunity,a man who vms tinown ss a -hurch memb-r and the bead of charitydrives and the head of a corporstion, or 2n;Ttf iru else you wish,is convicted of a crime. You do not hesitate with what is tobe done with him. ho0 InteMn to r•eform. him.

1,r. lounzauist. 
Hr. .edal-ets suggestion was that

judgment be entered &Pter sentence.

hr. Nfedalie. Yes; it Maus to be.
"Pr. Weasongood. 

how we age ta!iSin, Pbout whether the
sentence should be enteecd immedial o

•zol on the findirC of
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L-. * litolt . fre an antitrust case. There is nqu estion of a m a n s uo zals .
so ntohh is s

Oc ,,u -st CQo, as thmjt is in-volved The "u±-~e '_ •UoWs Wvhether he wishes to irrose sentence, 
tnd 

all t> t sort of tsein.

The Chairran Gentlemen, it is quartep past ten.r- Seth.1* Can't ve have the cnina! 5epeajs rulewith reSeOct to rcserv4). senterice rea y for te rornLn9fr .!obinson.r 
i thought th-t all the crimrtnal aopealsrules are here ½n the books.

Q Seth . Perhaps they are."r -)' o in o " Un e 7-•e 7 h y o,L- n. der ule 72 they ai- all written out inthe boooks.

1le Cha1rman. 
Gentlemen, what time is it your Pleasurethat e meet in the norniny?

•n -eialie. 
Ten o'clock' 

ll s t ot a pleasure to co-iein lt,e, but every morn nr a 7m corpelled to handle a numnber oftelepholne calls to 1- 2 ork, and i 
th t by .h.1r. 'iiaite. At tf e r e we are o io• ,t---• e... t re s rt a t10 o'clock and -2et t

The Chairan. 
I have been lookin,!' aheai, and Q noticethat 6- to 69 ere blari 

Ilteo 
1 if

- b "~ 
_a• ms{iecomforin. 

S iwe assemble exjeditlojscy at 10 o'clock I tiny we may be ableto finish dur:tnS the day __ possibly duri , the afternoon.
"Rech hay Y ask if you intend, in the present

Stt of 'rO- as to oir Jur"sdlctLon over appellate
p roceedis, 

to COnsider the Subsequent rules here Whic1h relate
to a)ielate mo V.

Th-je Cirmari 
T 

5 (Jo)ld 1hope very much that we mioht;
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because, I ma e th.. one of the t _1 2s the, hief Justice
dioubtless wiil ask me •, "have r'•u anytiiin• really to 3ugcest?"

U' 1- re l y to
, ',c elanihot tell tie have iLad our discussion here.e eav tanno trlm r a ter I

,e have the remorial here prepared for Professor Biker,
mhich~ is nowi rey to •)0 sirned. If you will step to the desk

and sinin aj(..habetic~tl order, we wld like to set that on

its way as soon as possible.

Dr. Dession. Is it sole to ntike enpa,'ements for the
aft ern oon

Le hat"herran. I think we shall have to leave iii the
afternoon. .ie Lay heve 0 short lunch.

(Thereupon, at 10.15 o'clock p . , • recess ws taUen
u n t i j T h u r s , S e i e r 1I , V Tt 1 sc a )

I>,+ , a !0 o'clo)ck a.m.)


